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Executive Summary

This report compares the disparity of data center capital investment growth and jobs
created between lllinois and neighboring and competitive states and examines the state
tax policies used to attract and grow the industry.

ln an increasingly digitally-connected world, data centers are critical infrastructure facilities
providing for the storage and transmission of data related to financial services, health care, retail,
transportation, telecommunications, academia, entertainment, and almost every industry.
Additionally, data centers are essential to the functioning of all networked, computer-centric
devices, such assmart phones and tablets, and GPS systems. Data centers are part of the core
infrastructure that supports the technology sector and constitute the backbone of the modern
economy. Nearly every business operates a data center, either in-house or as a contracted
service. Data centers are special real estate assets that require multimillion-dollar, up-front capital
investments and on-going operating and maintenance costs, as the computer equipment is

refreshed on a two- to three-year cycle. As the world's economy continues its reliance upon digital
information, the need forfacilities to store and transmit the ever-expanding universe of data will
continue to grow.

The area around Chicago accounted for 93 percent of employment in lllinois' data center
industry. According to CBRE, the Greater Chicago area is the third largest data center market
in the United States, but the rest of the state of lllinois has very few data centers. While the
Chicago market is large, it is 40 percent smallerthan the size of the Northern Virginia market.
And it is growing much more slowly than other major markets. According to CBRE, from June
2017 to June 2018, the Chicago data center market grew at a rate of 7 percent. At the same
time, the Atlanta market grew 12 percent, the Northern Virginia market grew 15 percent, and
the Phoenix market grew 26 percent.

The data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on lllinois was approximately 3'l ,500 jobs,

$2.4 billion in labor income, and $7.1 billion in economic output. lllinois data centers generated
a total of approximately $877.5 million in tax revenue in 2017, of which $321 .7 million was state
and local tax revenue.l Construction expenditures for new data centers in lllinois were $122.3
million in 2O17, including $54.1 million in labor income for 820 construction workers.

r lt is impoltant io realize tirat this -932 1.7 rrrillion esiil-rate oi siate and lccai taxes paiC by ttre daiar ccnier
inirsrry in 2Cil ts cornpr-iseiJ oi all state ar:d local taxes paiC by the irrCustry. As suclr, rt wculd irrclude
all g';vernn:e|t r'evenLre irorrr property iaxes, sal--s iaxes, corpor.rte tnccfne taxil.:, el,.cir-icity excise'iaxes,
license tees, antJ all other applic:ble taxes iit both the state arrti the lccal levels. Data tc disaggregate thrs
over'all stati: and local aax estirnat3 is not available.

MANGUMF
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lllinois showed significantly weaker growth in data center markets than any of the surrounding
states that have data center incentives. The data center markets in the state of lllinois beyond
the Chicago area have not been doing as well as the markets in surrounding states that have
data center incentives.

The data center industry in lllinois under-performs the nationwide trends for the data center
industry in terms of growth in employment and wages.

ln addition to providing capital improvements that add to lllinois'tax base, this capital investment
also fuels an on-going demand for data center construction which often uses union labor. This
has particular relevance for lllinois, where employment growth in the state's construction sector
has lagged behind the national norm in recent years.

Today, 30 states (from Washington to Florida, New York to Arizona) have incentives that are
specifically targeted at attracting data centers as part of expanded economic development
efforts. However,24of these states have enacted legislation since 2012in an effortto capture a

greater percentage of the growth. lllinois is surrounded by states that offer data center incentives.

lf a large data center were to be located in lllinois like the one that Apple is building in Waukee,
lowa, the potential total economic impact on the lllinois'statewide economy would be approximately
3,360 jobs, $203.9 million in labor income, and $521.7 million in economic output. That much
economic activity would generate approximately $66.7 million in tax revenue, of which 520.2 million
would be state and local tax revenue.

Hammond, lndiana was selected as the site for a new data center because of its proximity to
Chicago and the "tax-friendliness" of lndiana. lt could be a harbinger of more data center
development on the significant amount of underutilized property in Hammond, East Chicago,
and Gary, lndiana. Significant data center development in the lndiana suburbs of Chicago would
likely slow growth in lllinois, especially in the Chicago suburbs.

-t#tr
{.+$ MANGUMF

econoln lcs
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lndustry Trends

There are many ways to define data centers. For practical purposes, a data center is any building
that contains networked computer equipment that stores, processes, or distributes large
amounts of data. There are also many different business models in the data center industry.
For simplicity we can divide them into enterprise data centers and colocation data centers.

Enterprise data centers are constructed, maintained, and operated by one enterprise for the
data needs of only one company. They may be built and managed by the same company that
houses its data there, or they may be built or managed by one firm to serve one other firm.
(This latter type is often referred to as a wholesale or managed hosting data center.) Think
of enterprise data centers as detached single-family homes for data centers. The enterprise
data centers that receive the most attention store the data of the giant lT companies that are
household names. However, other very large data centers serve lesser-known companies, like
telecommunications, biotechnology, or insurance companies. Enterprise data centers serve
companies who are in a line of business other than hosting data.

Colocation data centers are usually large buildings that serve multiple business tenants, including
giant lT companies. Think of them like shopping malls for data centers. The colocation company
rents out its data center space to multiple companies who co-locate their data inside sharing some
common building components. Storing data is the primary line of business of colocation data
center companies.

Additional information related to this section is provided in the Appendix.

DATA CENTERS AND THE MODERN ECONOMY

Ninety percent of the data stored today was created in the last two years.2 That statistic is not
a static estimate, but the result of an increasingly connected, electronic world. The trend is
expected to continue and even increase as more and more connected devices roll out in the
internet of things, autonomous vehicles, and as artificial intelligence is increasingly employed
to get productive value out of the accumulated data.

MANGUMF
'z lBM, 10 Key Marketing'flenCs for 2C17 an4 ldeas fi:r Exceeding Cusiomer Expectationi ec0n0nlrcs #
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Smart city technologies will depend on access to large amounts of real-time and historical
data from connected devices of various types to learn behavioral patterns, adjust algorithms,
and efficiently allocate municipal resources. The volume of data needed for this is staftling.
For example, just one of Google's self-driving automobile generates one gigabyte of data for
every second of operation, totaling two petabytes per year per vehicle.3 That data along with
data from manually controlled vehicles will not remain on the vehicle or only locally at small
edge data centers. lnstead, this data on vehicle route, speed, the wear on components, and
road conditions will be stored by vehicle manufacturers in large data centers to analyze, adjust,
and inform algorithms.

Pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies rely on computer modeling of chemical compounds
in drug development based on stored clinical trial data. With telemedicine technologies, patients
can transmit their health data to distant medical professionals and receive diagnoses and care in
real time. All of this health-related data needsto be stored foranalysis, archiving, insurance, and
billing purposes.

To reduce the chance that data will be permanently lost, it is often stored redundantly in several
diverse locations. Businesses of all types are increasingly moving data from on-premises storage to
publicly-provided cloud services.a The need for data centers is increasing at a much higher rate than
the increase in the capacity of data storage devices. For the foreseeable future, the world will need
an increasing number of data centers to maintain data in secure and accessible environments.

THE CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS MARKETS FOR DATA CENTERS

Chicago is one of the most important geographic locations in the internet age. lt is the third
largest city in the nation and the population of its metropolitan area is more than twice the size
of the next nearest area in the Midwest, representing a large volume of consumers, participants,
and producers in many online aspects and venues. The high-speed financial trading that occurs
downtown with other financial exchanges around the globe provides a high and stable demand
for high-end connectivity. When there were only a four network access points for the internet
in the United States, one was in Chicago - the only one in the Midwest. Combined with relatively
low costs of electricity and few environmental risks, these factors and more have made the City
of Chicago and its suburbs a prime location for both giant enterprise and colocation data centers.s
Most of the major data center companies have multiple facilities in the city or just outside of
it. According to CBRE, Chicago is the third largest data center market in the United States with

# MANcuMIA
3 Datafloq, "Self-diivinq Cars Will Cleate 2 Peiabyres Of Daia, What Aie iire Biq Data Opc,ortunilies For The

Car lndustry?".
I PricevvaterhouseCoopers, Enterp;'ise d'ata cenier buyer sun,ey ani interyierv insir'1hts, alctober 2Cl7.
5 Data Center Frontier, Special Report: Chicago Data Center Market,2C16.eco tlol rll{rs
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245 MW of electricity capacity.6 For comparison, ahead of Chicago are Northern Virginia (805.8 MW
and Dallas/Fort Worth (267.8 MW). And just trailing Chicago are the Silicon Valley (234.6 MW
and Phoenix(212.9 MW). However; the Chicago market is growing much more slowly than other
major markets. According to CBRE, from June 2O17 to June 2018, the Chicago data center
market grew at a rate of 7 percent. At the same time, the Atlanta market grew 12 percent, the
Northern Virginia market grew 16 percent, and the Phoenix market grew 26 percent.T

Outside of Chicago and the suburbs adjacent to O'Hare Air;cort, the rest of the state of lllinois has very
few data centers. ln the following sections of the report we will go into this stark contrast of the Chicago
area with the rest of the state in more detail and explore what may stimulate growth throughout lllinois.

The same was once true of the data center market in the state of Virginia - until data center
incentives were enacted. Prior to Virginia's passage of its data center incentive, data centers
were heavily concentrated in Ashburn, Virginia. Ashburn is a small town in a distant suburb of
Washington, DC that was another one of the four original network access points of the internet.
Data centers were drawn there for many of the same reasons that they are drawn to Chicago -
especially connectivity. However; there were no data centers to speak of elsewhere in the state.
As we will explain later, shortly after the Virginia General Assembly enacted a data center tax
incentive, Microsoft announced its intention to build its Boydton data center campus, the East
Coast hub for Microsoft's online services, in Mecklenburg County - one of the most rural areas
near the southern edge of the state. ln 2O10, the facility represented an investment of $499 million
in a county with less than 33,000 people. Since that time the campus has been expanded five
times for a total investment of almost $2 billion and employing 250 people.s

Since that time significant investments in data centers have also occurred

o in parts of Northern Virginia that are distant from the important internet infrastructure in fuhburn,
. on a brownfield location north of Richmond near the center of Virginia, and
. in the Virginia Beach area at the southeastern tip of the state.

All of those locations are places where there were no data centers before. Tax incentives were
important parts of the package that local economic development officials used to attract the
data center investments in each case.

6 CBRE, Data Center Trends Report, H1 2018: Surging Demand from Large Cloud Users Driving Record
Absorption. The greatest restraina on daia center capacity is the a';ailabiljt), of electricity ratirer tlran the
sqirare {c,ciage of the builcling. There.fore, tlie best nleasu.e of Cata center tapacity is the amcunt of
.:';:ilable electric.:l povr:er that lhe data center-has in terms of m*gawatts (MW).

r Calcr-rlatrcns using data frr:rr CBilE, Data Center Trends Report, H1 2018: Surging Demand from Large
Cloud Users Driving Record Absorptton and CBRE. Data CenterTrends Report, H2 2017: Hybrid lT
So/utions Continue to Bring Opportunity to the Data Center Industry.

s Richrrrond Tir-.res Dispatch, "lu4icrosoit annourlces fiftlr exparrsion tc clata center in Mecl<lenburg Co'-rnty,
creating 44 icbs," Ncvernber 9, 2A16.
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TLLTNOTS (BEYOND CHTCAGO) AND SURROUNDTNG STATES

Before we consider the data center market in the state of lllinois in detail, it is worth comparing
the data center markets in lllinois with those in the surrounding states. ln doing so we will focus
only on the markets in lllinois that are outside of the Chicago area. The data center market of
Chicago is not comparable to that of Peoria, lllinois or even that of St. Louis, Missouri. But the
data center markets of Peoria and St. Louis are comparable. That is what we do here.

The relative strength of the data center market in Chicago belies the general weakness of the data
center market in the rest of lllinois. The easiest way to see the extent of the weakness is to look
at how the metropolitan statistical areas in lllinois beyond the Chicago area compare to the
metropolitan statistical areas in Missouri, lowa, Wisconsin, and lndiana in terms of data centers
added or lost over time. Figure A uses data on the number of data processing establishmentse
in the standard metropolitan statistical areas in lllinois and surrounding states.1o We use the time
period of 2004 to 2017 because that is the longest period of time for which a meaningful amount
of data is reported for the industry.

Several things stand out from the map. lndiana shows only growth or at the very least stability.
Over the time period, the data center markets in lndiana grew by up to 700 percent, and no
markets showed a decline. The state with the next greatest strength is lowa. The market in the
Ames area grew by 700 percent over the period, and the Dubuque area market grew by 200
percent. A couple of lowa markets showed declines, but none by more than 25 percent. ln the
Racine and Madison, Wisconsin markets there were increases of over 100 percent, while only
one metropolitan area in the state declined during the period. Missouri shows mixed results,
but the market in the Columbia area increased by 100 percent, while the largest decline for
any area in Missouri was 33 percent. Like Missouri, lllinois (excluding Chicago) shows mixed
results, but its strongest growing markets grew less than the strongest markets in any of the
surrounding states and of the declining markets, they declined more than any of the markets
in the surrounding states. ln the lllinois markets where there were declines, they were deeper
than markets in any of the surrounding states where there were declines. Also, all of the states
surrounding lllinois had markets where there were increases greater than the markets that had
increases in lllinois.

ln sum, the Midwest state without data center incentives, lllinois, showed significantly weaker
growth in data center markets than any of the other states that do have data center incentives.
And it is important to considerthat these are the results forthe period of time when the world-

ffi MANGUMF 'We explain this ciata in rJ-^teil in sectir:ns that follclr.
ro -lhc. rjata center markets in ihe metropclit:rrr ar.eas oi i(*.ntt:lky are sc srrrall lhat rnre do rroi study thern hereCCOfIOITI ICS
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wide market for data centers was growing. So, while the data center market in the Chicago
area may have been doing well, these data seem to indicate that the data center markets in
the rest of the state of lllinois have not been doing nearly as well as the markets in surrounding
states that have data center incentives.

Figure A: Change in Number of Data Processing Establishments from 2004 to 2017
in Select Midwestern Metropolitan Statistical Areasll (shading indicates degree of change)

" ScL.:rce: Bureau o{ LaLror Stai;siics, NAI{IS 51\Ya. Some sretrcpolitan siatistical areas did roi lrar,'e

enolglr est-ablislrnrenLs clLrring ii-.e perioC foi FILS io release st.rtrsiics. See the appenciix for llris seclion
for ideriificaiion oi the MSAs.
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ILLINOIS AND VIRGINIA

lllinois and Virginia are comparable on many points. Both have a very large metro area in the
northern parts of the states (Greater Chicago and Northern VirginiaMashington, D.C.). Both have
smaller state capitals. Both have some other urban areas. Both have very rural areas. Both have a
core reason for data centers to be attracted to the very large metro area. Chicago and Ashburn,
Virginia were both on the list of the 5 original major internet hubs. Chicago has the commodity and
options trading financial markets and Ashburn has the legacy tech industry headquarters. ln 2012,
Northern Virginia had about 50 percent more square feet of data centers than the Greater Chicago
Area. By 2016, Northern Virginia had almost 100 percent more square feet than the Greater
Chicago Area. ln 201 2,Yirginia updated its data center incentive. lllinois still does not have a
specific data center incentive. From 2012to 2016, Northern Virginia grew about 40 percent,
while over the same period the Greater Chicago Area grew by about 20 percent.l2

The contrast between the two states
deepens when considering activity outside
of the Greater Chicago Area and Northern
Virginia. Soon after the Virginia incentive
was enacted, Microsoft announced its data
center project in Mecklenburg County.
Since then Microsoft has invested $2 billion
in the county. OTS has undertaken a.large
expansion of its data center in Henrico
County. Facebook has the potential to
invest $3 billion at its data center campus
in Henrico County. NxtVn's data center
at Virginia Beach could be expanded to
$2 billion. Several other data centers are
being developed in Virginia Beach. ln
lllinois, outside of the Greater Chicago
Area, there are no data centers of any size
or significance contributing to economic
development growth.

o MANCUMF
ec0ll()lnlcs i2 Source: 451 Research, Datacenter KnowledgeBase
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The Data Center lndustry's Current Contribution to lllinois

ln this section, we provide an analysis of the contribution that the data center industry currently makes
to the state of lllinois. Additional information related to this section is provided in the Appendix.

REGIONAL DATA CENTER TRENDS

ln this portion of the section we look at data
center industry trends in lllinois at a regional
level. To define those regions, we employ the
ten Economic Development Regions used by
the lllinois Department of Employment Security
and the lllinois Department of Commerce and
Econom ic Opportunity (DCEO).

The Bureau of Labor Statistics is not allowed
to report employment and wages in those
instances where public release of those data
might enable third parties to identi{y employment
and wages in an individual business. For that
reason, of the 10,229 private sector data center
industry jobs that the Bureau of Labor Statistics
reported statewide in lllinois in 2017, sub-state
data are only available for 8,536 of those jobs.

MANGUMF
cc(}110tlllCs
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Figure B depictsthe sub-state distribution of those 8,536 private sectordata center jobs in
2017. As this chart shows, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported data center employment in

only four of lllinois' ten Economic Development Regions that year. The Northeast Economic
Development Region (which encompasses the Chicago area) accounted for 93 percent, or by
far the largest proportion, of that employment.l3 While the East Central Economic Development
Regionla (which encompasses the Champaign-Urbana area) accounted for five percent, and the
Central Economic Development Regionls (which encompasses the Springfield area) and the
North Central Economic Development Regionl6 (which encompasses the Bloomington-Peoria
area) accounted for one percent each.

Central
t%

North Central
t%

Northeast
93%

Figure B: Regional Distribution of Private Sector Employment
in the Data Center lndustry in lllinois in 201717

We can look at trends in regional private sector employment in the data center industry over
the ten-year period from 2008 through 2017. Data center employment in the Central Region
remained essentiallyflat overthe period, rising from 107 jobs in 2008 to 112jobs in 2017 (a
net gain of five jobs, or 4.7 percent of regional industry employment, over the period). Data
center employment in the East Central Region rose from 214 jobs in 2008 to 448 jobs in 2015
and then slipped back to 398 jobs in 2O17 (a net gain of 184 jobs, or 86 percent of regional
industry employment, over the period). While data center employment in the North Central
Region was not reported in fouryears of the period and came in at 66 jobs in 2017.

ln the Northeast Region overthe same period, employmentslipped from a high of 8,771jobs
in 2O07 to a low of 6,577 jobs in 2012, and then rebounded to7,960jobs in 2017 (a net loss
of 81 1 jobs, or 9.2 percent of regional industry employment, over the period).

East Central
s%
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Maccn, Macoupirr, Merrarci, Mct\.i.icrnery, i!'iJr{lan. Sar:qanrrn, Scofi, anC Shell-;y.
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Figure C depicts the number of private sector data center establishments in the Northeast
Region from 2008 through 2017. As these data indicate, the number of establishments rose
from 430 in 2008 to 516 in2014, and then slipped 378 in2017 (a net loss 52, orminus 12.1
percent). lt is worth noting that the growth in the number of data center establishments in the
region reverses direction and becomes a decline shortly after many states implemented data
center incentives in 2012.
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Figure C: Regional Private Sector Data Center lndustry Establishments - 2008 to 201718
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Figure D: Regional Private Sector Employment in the Data Center lndustry - 2008 to 20171e
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Figure D depicts average annual private sector wages in the data center industry in the Northeast
Region show the regional change in average annual private sector wages in the data center
industry over the ten-year period from 2008 through 2017 . As these data indicate, average
annual industrywages in the region rose from $96,781 in2OO7 to $123,398 in 2017 (a nominal
increase of 526,616 or 27 .5 percent).
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DATA CENTER EMPLOYMENT AND WAGE PERFORMANCE

It is important to realize that the data center industry is a high-performance industry in terms
of both employment and wage growth. Figure E presents the most recent one-year (2016 to
2017) and five-year (2O12to 2O17)statewide growth rates for private sector employment in this
industry and compares them to the growth rates for total private employment across all industry
sectors in lllinois. As these data show, with respect to one-year growth, statewide employment
in lllinois' data center industry increased by 2.9 percent as compared to 0.8 percent across all
industries. While in terms of five-year growth, statewide employment in the data center industry
increased by 20.6 percent as compared to 7.1 percent across all industries.
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Figure E: lllinois Private Sector Employment GroMh in the Data Center lndustry vs. All lndustries 20

Figure F provides a similar comparison for one-year and five-year growth rates for private
sector wages. With respect to one-year growth, average wages in lllinois' data center industry
increased by 0.5 percent as compared to 2.7 percent across all industries. While in terms of
five-year groMh, average statewide wages in the data center industry increased by 26.1 percent
as compared to 11.6 percent across all industries.
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Figure F: lllinois Private SectorWage Growth in the Data Center lndustry vs. All lndustries2l

2r Source: U.S. Bureau o{ Labol Statistics.
2' Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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However, it is equally important to realize that even though lllinois' data center industry is

a high-performer relative to other industry sectors in lllinois, it currently under-performs the
nationwide trends for the data center industry. Figure G contrasts the most recent one-year
(2O16 to 2017) and five-year (2012 to 2017) growth rates for private sector data center employment
in lllinois to comparable data for the nation as a whole. As these data show, where the most recent
one-year employment growth in lllinois' data center industry was 2.9 percent, at the national level
the comparable figure was 4.3 percent. Similarly, where the most recent five-year employment
growth in lllinois' data center industry was 20.6 percent, at the national level the comparable
figure was 23.8 percent.
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Figure G: lllinois vs. United States Private Sector Employment Growth in the Data Center lndustry22

Figure H provides a similar contrast between the most recent one-year (2016 to 2017) and
five-year (2012 to 2017) growth rates for private sector data center wages. As these data
show, where average wages in lllinois' data center industry grew by 0.5 percent in the most
recent one-year period, at the national level the comparable figure was 7.1 percent. Similarly,
where average wages in lllinois'data center industry grew by 26.1 percent in the most recent
five-year period, at the national level the comparable figure was 33.6 percent.
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Figure H: lllinois vs. United States Private Sector Wage Growth in the Data Center lndustry23

MANcuMIA :2 Source: U.S. Br:reau of L-abor St.:tistics
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ln short, while lllinois' data center industry is a fast-growing sector that pays high wages and is
exhibiting growth rates that generally exceed the norm for lllinois' economy, it is still lagging
behind the growth rates that this industry is exhibiting nationally.

Economic and Fiscal lmpact Contribution

ln this portion of the section, we quantifu the economic and fiscal contribution that the data center
industry makes to the state of lllinois as a whole, and to the four lllinois Economic Development
Regions for which the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported data center employment in 2017 .24

Details underlying the estimates reported here are included in the Appendix.

ILLINOIS

ln conducting our analysis of the annual economic and fiscal impact that the data center in-
dustry had on the state of lllinois as a whole in 2017 , we employ the following assumptions:

r Statewide employment in the data center industry was 10,229 in 2017.2s
o Construction expenditures for new data centers were $121.2 million in 2017 .26

By feeding these assumptions into the IMPLAN model, we obtain the estimates of annual economic and
fiscal impact. As these data indicate, in 2017 the data center industry directly provided approximately:

. 1O,229 jobs,

. $1.2 billion in associated wages and salaries, and

. $3.1 billion in statewide economic output to lllinois' economy.

ln addition, the data center industry was responsible for generating the following approximate
second round indirect and induced economic activity within lllinois:

. 21,269 additional full-time-equivalent jobs (including construction jobs),

. $1.2 billion in additional associated labor income (including construction worker pay), and

. $4.1 billion in additional economic output.

ln combination, this means that the data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on lllinois
was approximately:

. 31,498 jobs,
o $2.4 billion in labor income, and
. $7.1 billion in economic output.

2'As irr the Data Center irrC'";siry Prcfile in lllinois sectiorr, rhe data used in this section to esi;mate data c*-nt,.r
erlploymelrt are taken ircnr the U.S. BLrreau o{ L;rbcr Statistrcs and reilec private employnrent in the Data Processir-rg,

Hcsting, anc Related Se;vices rndustry. Data Pr-ocessing, i-losting, and RelateC Serurces {NAICS ccde 518210) is an

;ndustry r:lassificatiorr wiihin the NAICS code taxonorny that the Bure.:u of Labor St.riisiics uses ic c.rteqorize iirdustry

data. lt is the most nariowly defrned classifir:ation ,rithin the NAICS coie taxcnonry lhat errr:ompasses clata centers.
2i Source: U.S. Llureau of Labor Statisttcs.
:' Soutce: Denved from daia center arrlDlincenreots orc,.'rcied by i-onrEd fcr the Chicago area only Asst:mes

20 perceni of announced dala center capital ir.lvestlle rrt is cor:r;:risei cf con-str.u.tiorl exper:diirrres arrd 80
p€rcent is corrpris*d o{ equipment puichases. Our arralysis is based on constructior.l expenditr-ires oniy. For
ease of explicaiion. all constrL,eiron e\pendrtr|eq Jre assunred to take place in a single represeniativ,- y€ar.
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Finally, this economic activity was also responsible for generating a total of approximately
$877.5 million in tax revenue in 2017, of which $321.7 million was state and local tax revenue.2T

CENTRAL ECONOM IC DEVELOPM ENT REGION,U

ln conducting our analysis of the annual economic and fiscal impact that the data center industry
had on the Central Economic Development Region in 2017, we employ the following assumption:
The Central Economic Development Region employment in the data center industry was 1 12 in
2017 .2e By feeding this assumption into the IMPLAN model, we obtain the estimates of annual
economic and fiscal impact.

As these data indicate, in 2017 the data center industry directly provided approximately:

. 112 jobs,

. $5.1 million in associated wages and salaries, and

. $25.6 million in economic output to the Central Economic Development Region's economy.

ln addition, the data center industry was responsible for generating the following approximate
second round indirect and induced economic activity within the Central Region:

. 120 additional full-time-equivalent jobs (including construction jobs),

. $5.4 million in additional associated labor income (including construction worker pay), and

. $21.6 million in additional economic output.

ln combination, this means that the data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on the
Central Region was approximately:

t 232 jobs,
. $10.4 million in labor income, and
. $47 .2 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity was also responsible for generating a total of approximately
$4.5 million in tax revenue in 2017, of which $2.1 million was state and local tax revenue.

MANGuMIA

r' li is inrpoftant to realize thai this $321.7 nrilli,:n estinraie of state and local iaxes paid by ihe daia center
industry * 2A1 I ts corlrprised ,:f all state anci lccal taxes paid by the indLrstry. As stich, it'"voirlci include
all gor.er.nment revenue ircrn property iaxes, sales taxes, aorooraie income taxes, --lectricity excis-- taxes,
licerrse fee.s, and all oiher applicable taxes at both the state and the local levels. Data to disaqgreqate
this ci,erall state zurd local tax estimaie is rrot available.

-"'The Cerriral Region is conrprised of the counties of ihe courrties oi Cass, Christian, Greene, Logan,
Macon, Macoupin, Menard, Montgonrery, Morgan, Sanganon, Scott, arrd Shelby.

2t Sou;'ce: li.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.#
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EAST CENTRAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION3O

ln conducting ouranalysis of the annual economic and fiscal impactthatthe data centerindustry
had on the East Central Economic Development Region in 2017,we employ the following
assumption: The East Central Economic Development Region employment in the data center
industry was 398 in 2017 .31

By feeding this assumption into the IMPLAN model, we obtain the estimates of annual eco-
nomic and fiscal impact. As these data indicate, in 2017 the data center industry directly pro-
vided approximately:

. 398 jobs,

. $25.5 million in associated wages and salaries, and

. $98.9 million in economic output to the East Central Economic Development Region's
economy.

ln addition, the data center industry was responsible for generating the following approximate
second round indirect and induced economic activity within the East Central Region:

. 430 additional full-time-equivalent jobs (including construction jobs),

. $20.'l million in additional associated labor income (including construction worker pay), and

. $76.3 million in additional economic output.

ln combination, this means that the data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on the
East Central Region was approximately:

. 828 jobs,

. $45.5 million in labor income, and

. $175.2 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity was also responsible for generating a total of approximately
$16.9 million in tax revenue in2O17, of which $6.7 million wasstate and local tax revenue

3c ihe i:ast Central Region is conrprrsed o{ rhe c':unties ci Charrpaign, L)ouglas, Ford, loquois, Piatt, aniJ V-^rr:rrllion.
11 SoLrrce: U.S. Llureau ci Labor Stat;stics.
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NORTH CENTRAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION3'

ln conducting our analysis of the annual economic and fiscal impact that the data center
industry had on the North Central Economic Development Region in 2017 ,we employ the
following assumption: The North Central Economic Development Region employment in the
data center industry was 66 in 2017.33

By feeding this assumption into the IMPLAN model, we obtain the estimates of annual economic
and fiscal impact. As these data indicate, in 2017 the data center industry directly provided
approximately:

. 66 jobs,

. $4.2 million in associated wages and salaries, and

. $16.4 million in economic output to the North Central Economic Development Region's
economy.

ln addition, the data center industry was responsible for generating the following approximate
second round indirect and induced economic activity within the North Central Region:

. 86 additional full-time-equivalent jobs (including construction jobs),

. $4.1 million in additional associated labor income (including construction worker pay), and

. $15.2 million in additional economic output.

ln combination, this means that the data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on the
North Central Economic Development Region was approximately:

. 152 jobs,

. $8.3 million in labor income, and

. $31.6 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity was also responsible for generating a total of approximately
$3.3 million in tax revenue in 2O17, of which $1.4 million was state and local tax revenue.

MANCUMF
:2 The North Central Region is comprised oi the couniies of DeWirt, Fr,rlton, Livingston, Mclean, Marshall,

Mason, Peoria, Stark, Tazew,^ll, and \NooCfoid
" Sor,r:e: J.S Bu'eau of I abor Strtrstr.-s.
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NORTH EAST ECONOM IC DEVELOPM ENT 34

ln conducting our analysis of the annual economic and fiscal impact that the data center industry had
on the Northeast Economic Development Region in 2017 , we employ the following assumptions:

o Northeast Economic Development Region employment in the data center industry was
7 ,960 in 2017 .3s

o Construction expenditures for new data centers were $121.2 million in 2017.36

By feeding these assumptions into the IMPLAN model, we obtain the estimates of annual
economic and fiscal impact. As these data indicate, in 2017 the data center industry directly
provided a pproxi m ately:

. 7,960 jobs,

. $961.1 million in associated wages and salaries, and

. 52.4 billion in economic output to the Northeast Economic Development Region's economy.

ln addition, the data center industry was responsible for generating the following approximate
second round indirect and induced economic activity within the Northeast Region:

. 16,887 additional full-time-equivalent jobs (including construction jobs),

. $1.0 billion in additional associated labor income (including construction worker pay), and

. $3.2 billion in additional economic output.

ln combination, this means that the data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on the
Northeast Economic Development Region was approximately:

. 24,847 jobs,

. $2.0 billion in labor income, and

. $5.7 billion in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity was also responsible for generating a total of approximately
$702.3 million in tax revenue in 2O17, of which $246.4 million was state and local tax revenue

3'1 The Northe:st Regkx is comprised c-.i ihe counties of Cool<, Del(alb, DuP;ge, Grunr:y, Karre, l(::ni<akee, K*n,Jall,
Lake, Mciienry anC Wrll

35 Source: j.l.S. Bur--au o{ Labr:r Statistics.
16 Deri:ed fron: tJaia center annolrncenrenis proviCed by ConEd for tire Chicaqc area only. Assumes 20 percent of

anrrounced iata ce':ler capilal inr;estnrent is ccmprrised cf co'rsituct;cri expendrturos and 80 perce,rt r\ JJnlprispcj
o{ eqijiprneni purchases. Our analysrs is L-raseci on construcii.rn expenditures orrly. For ease ,:f exy'l|cation, all MANGUMF
ccnstruction expencjitures are assumecl [c take place in a singl-^ represer]tative y€ar: econonllcs
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Other Contributions

ln this portion of the section, we focus on some of the potentially less obvious characteristics of
the data center industry that also make an important contribution to lllinois' economy. Additional
information related to this section is provided in the Appendix.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

The data center industry is very capital-intensive. According to data from the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the typical data center of 165,000 ft2 requires an initial investment of $45 million
in building construction and $157 million in servers and other computer equipment.3T Figure I

depicts new investment announcements in the data center industry in the Northeast Economic
Development Region for the period from 2012 through the first half of 2018 (recall that the
Northeast Region accounts for the bulk of data center employment in the state of lllinois). As
these data demonstrate, since 2016 those new investment announcements have averaged at
least $657 million per year (includes only partial data for 2018).
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Figure l: Data Center lnvestment Announcements in the Northeast Economic

Development Region - 2012 through 2018 (*includes only partial data for 2018)38

MAN.uMIA
3' U.S. Charrber c{ Cor-rrmerce, "Daia Centers: Jobs and Opportuniiies irt Ccrrr.ntlrities Nationwicie," J'Lne 2A1l

It is rryorth noiing that nrany daia centers are rruch largei ihan the 155,0C01545 milliorr i:irilding that the
U.S. Chanrber of Cornn..erce lepor-t cJescril>es.

r:'Source: CcmEtl.@ ecOnornlcs
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ln addition to providing capital improvements that add to lllinois' tax base, this capital investment
also fuels an on-going demand for data center construction. Moreover, in areas such as the
Northeast Region it is often the case that demand leads to the formation of stable and significant
industry clusters that support the very specialized construction needs of the data center industry.
ln addition, in the Northeast Region, mostof the data centerswere constructed using union
labor. This characteristic of the data center industry has particular relevance for lllinois, where
employment growth in the state's Construction sector has lagged behind the national norm in

recent years.

Once again using the IMPLAN model, Table 1 provides an estimate of the direct impact on
the Northeast Economic Development Region's Construction sector from the new data center
investments detailed in Figure l.3e As these data show, the direct employment impact on the
Region's Construction sector is estimated to rise from 144 jobs in2012to981jobs in 2018,
while the direct labor income impact is estimated to rise from $9.5 million in 2012 to $64.7
million in 2018, and the direct output impact is estimated to rise from $21.4 million in 2012
to $146.4 million in 2018. ln addition, the state and local tax revenue generated by this direct
economic activity is estimated to rise from $0.5 million in 2012 to $3.7 million in 2018.

2012 144 $9,474,724 $21,424,443 $s37,614

Employment Output State and Local
Tax Revenue

Labor IncomeYear

2013 567 $37,430,487 $84,638,se4 $2,123,87s

2014 699 $46,164,609 $104,388,371 $2,619,464

2016 864 $57,060,802 $129,027 ,069 $3,237,734

2017 820 $s4,110,709 $122,3s6,2s7 $3,070,34'l

2018* 981 $64,743,793 $146,400,007 $s,673,682

* lncludes only partial data for 2018

Table 1: Direct Economic lmpact on the Construction lndustry from Data Center
Construction in the Northeast Economic Development Region (2018 dollars)

re Derived {rom data c€r"rter anr.rouncenrents provided by ComEd for the Chicaqo area only. Assumes 20 percent of
announced data center capital inveslrnent is cornprised of construction expendiiures ancl E0 percerrt is ccnrprsed
o{ equipment purchases. Our analysis is Lrased or-r construction expenditures only. For ease o{ explication, all

constrliction expenditures are assumecl tc take place in a single represerrtative year
MANGUMF
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Policy Considerations

dtlsq
6#

Additional information related to this section is provided in the Appendix.

INCENTIVES VARY AMONG STATES

ln 2O09, only seven states had data center tax incentives. Today, 30 states have incentives that
are specifically targeted at attracting data centers. lllinois is surrounded by states that offer
data center incentives. Figure J provides a map of the contiguous U.S. in which these states
are shaded in blue. The availability of state tax incentives for data centers is often an initial
screening criterion used to narrow a locational decision.

Figure J: States Offering Data Center lncentives in September 2018

ln the 25-year history of data centertax incentives, only two states, Louisiana and Washington,
have ever terminated data center incentive policies. Louisiana (not a major data center market)
had an incentive, enacted in 2O12,that allowed for a single sales factor on corporate income

MANGUMF
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for up to 40 years for approved data centers with more than 50 percent of sales outside of the state
Louisiana stopped approving data centers for the program in 2017.a0 Washington enacted its
current data center incentive for rural areas only in 2015. Later we will discuss the difficulties
that Washington is experiencing with this version of the state's incentives.

ln 2O15 and 2O16, Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Utah revised their data center tax
incentives. The Virginia incentive was extended without changing the qualifications or expanding
the incentives. The revisions in North Carolina, Tennessee, and Utah all made it easier for data
centers to qualify for the incentives to more aggressively compete for data center developments.
ln 2017, Florida and Montana enacted data center tax incentives for the first time. The Florida tax
incentive is especially noteworthy as it was enacted while Jacksonville is working to attract
data centers to the international undersea cable landing that was recently constructed there.
ln 2O18, Virginia made it easier for property tax purposes for local governments to value the
computer equipment in data centers based on their rapid depreciation.

DATA CENTERS FOLLOW INCENTIVES

ln 2OO9 , Apple decided to build a $1 billion data center in Maiden, NC instead of Virginia.al
Both states had vied for the facility.42 After Apple indicated that it was leaning toward a Virginia
locationa3, the North Carolina legislature enacted tax incentives to secure the Apple facility.44 ln
response to that loss, the Virginia General Assembly voted unanimously to make data center
facilities eligible for a sales and use tax exemption on computer equipment. Shortly after that
incentive became effective, Microsoft announced its intention to build its Boydton data center
campus, the east coast hub for Microsoft's online services, in Mecklenburg County.

Tax incentives have become a critical component of the competition between states for data
centers. Moreove; as Microsoft's Boydton campus illustrates, incentives can be particulady helpful
in luring data centers to less developed rural communities. ln Wyoming, the least populated state
in the union, Randy Bruns, director of Cheyenne LEADS, has stated that without the state's
data center incentives it would be at a 4 percent to 6 percent tax disadvantage relative to
Colorado, Nebraska or Utah.4s The Wyoming incentive was instrumental in securing a $250
million expansion of Microsoft's Cheyenne data center campus in February of 2015, bringing
the company's total investment in the facility to $750 million.

:r Louisiana State Legislai'Jr.e, Ccrpor-aie Tax Apporrionrneni ProEram.
3'htip:llro;uiw.datacenter-knourledge.corn/archi,.ies/2Ca9/O7/C6lapple-corifirrrs-rnaiden-site-f,:r-idatacerlter/
'12 i:tlp:llwwvr.CaiacenteTkno''vle,Jge.cornlarchives/2a10/02,05/vriginia-nc-battling-fcr-rnicroscft-data-cenler'/
'tr irttp://urwvo.Catacenteri<norrrledqe.conrlarchfues/2OA9iat=/07,,holt-apple-played,the-incenii',re-qarne/
! h{ip://rvu,vw.datacenterlcrowledge.com/archivesi2alO/A2/C5/r,ugirrra-nc-battling-foi.microscft-data-cen1,e11

's http://trib.ci-.nrlneuis/lccallputting-cheyenne-on-the-data-center-maplarlicle 856c306i-9050-58a6-
ad35-5catb3b32e 1 7 .html
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South Carolina lawmakers have also attempted to position their state to more aggressively
compete in the data center market. After losing a $450 million Facebook data center to North
Carolina, South Carolina revised theirdata center incentive in May 2015 to lowerthe required
amount of investment and to exempt data centers from taxes on electricity as well as sales
taxes on equipment. State Representative Phyllis Henderson (R-Greenville) stated,

The main piece of this legislation is because of North Carolina. We were just
losing projects right and left to them.a6

ln addition, the competition between Virginia and North Carolina did not end with North
Carolina beating out Virginia for the Apple facility in 2O09,a] and Virginia beating out North
Carolina for the Microsoft facility in 2010. ln September 2015, North Carolina lowered its
investment criteria for its data center incentive and provided a tax exemption for data center
purchases of electricity to better compete with Virginia, and to better target multi-tenant co-
location facilities that typically provide a larger number of total jobs.a8

A similar scenario played out over a $1.8 billion Facebook data center in 2016. Facebook
intended to locate in Utah, but local officials balked at a proposed package of local incentives
After Facebook announced that it would build the facility in New Mexico, where state-wide
incentives were already in place, Utah state legislators voted to enact statewide data center
incentives.ae Early in 2018, the first project to take advantage of those Utah incentives was
announced - a 1 million square foot Facebook data center in Eagle Mountain.s0 The first
phase alone of the project will generate $837,000 in property taxes on land that currently
generates only $66 in property tax revenue.sl

ln 2013, Arizona provided owners and users of data centers with a sales abatement on qualifying
equipment purchases. Since the law was enacted, there has been significant increased data center
investment in the Phoenix market. Some notable examples are Apple's $2 billion data center
hub,s2 CyrusOne's 1 00MW data center campus,s3 and the 277 -acre Microsoft development for
a data center to support its Azure Cloud platform.sa

'.l;E5.t{l MANGUMIA

':t' itttp: i /v,ivjt:.t.rit€srate. arrnlnews/Dolitl(:s-qcverr-.n: entla dicle'i 4 403 305.h lnl
'" itip:/lvt,:ttt.aatacenieikrrorvled.ee.r:clnlarchii,es/2.)C9/Obl{)31iis-oificial-aopie-ic-north-carolina
'? itiip://t i',rttt.tatar-en ieri<no,riledgi:. corrlarr:h iv es/2A15/ 1Ua1/norrir-carcljna-rna k-^s-rial:i-ceirt;r-tax-breaksr
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The state of Michigan enacted data center incentives 2015. Those incentives enabled Michigan
to beat out New York in a competition for a new $5 billion Switch data center in Grand Rapids.
The Switch facility is expected to provide 1,000 jobs and will be the largest data center in the
eastern half of the U.S.s5 After Pennsylvania enacted data center tax incentives in 2016, the
colocation provider lron Mountain announced plans to upgrade and expand its underground
data center campus.s6

Most recently, days after the governor of Georgia signed a bill in May 2018 to extend its data
center tax incentive to colocation data centers, the colocation provider Switch announced plans
to begin construction on a 1 million square foot data center campus in Atlanta.sT Georgians are
hoping that with this new version of their incentive the Atlanta area can overtake the New York
Tri-state Area in terms of data center capacity.ss

The Washington Experience with Data Center lncentives

Washington state's experience with data center incentives is also illustrative, but in a different
way. Washington is home to Microsoft! corporate headquarters in Redmond. ln December
2OO7 , Washington's Attorney General ruled the state's data center incentives invalid. Microsoft
and Yahoo immediately halted construction on data center facilities in rural Ouincy, Washington,
and Microsoft subsequently chose to move its Windows Azure cloud computing service to another
state.se Facebook and Amazon also cited state and local taxes as an important consideration
in their decisions to construct new data center facilities in neighboring Oregon.60

Washington's data center incentives were legislatively re-enacted in April 2O10, sparking a

construction boom and up to $2 billion in new private investment in the state.61 But, in June
2011 the incentives were allowed to lapse, which once again halted data center growth in
Washington and drove a $1 billion investment boom in nearby Oregon as Adobe, Apple,52
Fortune Data Centers,63 and NetApp6a all announced that they would be building data centers
there rather than in Washington. ln May 2012, Washington again re-enacted their data center
incentives,65 only to fail to reauthorize them during the 20l4legislative session.66 Microsoft
subsequently cited that lack of reauthorization as a motivating factor in its decision to build a

new $1.1 billion data center in West Des Moines, lowa rather than Washington.6T Washington
then re-enacted a data center incentive yet again in July 2015.68

5s http://r^:rn,rv.frecJ:.conrlstoryl.ncney/biisinesslnticltiganl2Al5/1 1/'i6ldata-cenier.sv.ritci-:-steelcase-qranC-r'apids-
pyrarridl75396236l

56 iri'Lp:l/rr.iurw. ircn rrrorrnta in. comla bout-uslr: ew:-events/n errys-r:ategoriesloress-t el.-asesi 2Al U <>cttsberi
:rorr- nr orrnta in -u pgracies-exprrn ds-\ry,^stern-penr-lsyl',,an i..-ciau-ce ntc -:a n.l.;Lr5

" htlps:,//wwr.v.s,,n;itcn.conr/georgra-goyernor-rlathan-deal-signs-su;iich-t,ill-data-cent.r.tax-exemption-legislatior/
-r i$p:/ /vrvtw.develcpdcug las.comlnews/n ew-iax-incentive-expected-gerr e rate-joli-Cata-ce nter-ir'r ! .sLt.nent-

georgia
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60 htip:/lrr;wi,v.qreenbiz.com/neurs/2{-l1C/C5/05lst.rtes-use-iJX-incentives-lure-cjata-centers/
6rhitps://rnrashinatonstateliJire.cornlcjala-center-fi;rnble-cosis-jobs-irr-r,raslrinqton-s'rate-ard-nraybe-big-rnoneyl
62 http:/lurr,vv,r.clatacenterknourledge.corn/ar"chrves/2O12l02i21,lapple-coniirms-plans-ior-or.eqr:n-data-cerrter
63 lrttp:llwv';rv.datacenterknolniledge.com/archives/2A1'ti'tA/2i/laftLne-expands-io-por-tlan<J-oregon
t': http:/lwr'-u;.,-laiacenierkncvrleCge.coml:rrchives/2A1ii1A/iTlcligital-realty-to-buil,J-netapo-facility-in*oregon
6s https://washincltonstaie!'vife.comldata-center-{u,rble-costs-jotrs-in-v.vashington-stat,^-ar,;d-r,'raybe-big-rr,lorreyl
66 hlip:llbiogs.seattletinT es. cc,ni opinionnv'tl21i1 4iA4/28/nevr-m,icrosoit-,Ja ta-center.-in-iowa-oilers-a-billicn-

ciollarle sson/
;'i":ttp://bloqs-seatiletlnres.ccnr/rpinicrvw/2a'14fi4/24/new+'ricmsoit-Cata-center-irr-iorva-olJers-a-.billion-

dollar-less,rnl
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Presently, Washington State is considering revising its current data center incentive. The 2015
incentive is only available for facilities in rural counties. As the Washington State Department
of Commerce has documented, the effect of the incentive has been to drive many colocation
data centers a few miles over the border with Oregon to the town of Hillsboro.6e Colocation data
centers are best suited to more urban, rather than rural, locations. This experience provides
a warning to states attempting to design narrowly-targeted incentives. Because the majority
of states now offer data center incentives and many locations around the country are good
substitutes for each other, businesses can pick and choose the most advantageous location
for the type of facility that they are constructing.

GAINS AND LOSSES

There are some obvious lessons to be learned from the experiences of Wyoming, Nebraska,
Colorado, Utah, South Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina, Michigan, New York, New Mexico,
Washington, Oregon, lllinois, and lowa.

First, as the experience of Chicago and lllinois illustrate, some colocation data centers will be
located in every major metropolitan area in order to serve the needs of businesses that must
have data located nearby. However, without incentives, the only data centers that will be built
in areas without incentives are those that cannot serve the needs of clients if they are built in
other areas with incentives. ln general, giant, rural data centers will only be located in places
offering tax incentives because those facilities are very sensitive to cost and not very sensitive
to proximity to business locations or large populations of users.

Secondly, no state has a natural lock on attracting data centers. Only a few years ago, New York
was the world's largest market for data centers. ln 2015, Virginia took over that spot because the
state and localities within it worked aggressively to attract data centers. The state of Washington
would seem to be the obvious, natural choice for Microsoft's data centers because the company
is headquartered in Washington. Howeve; when Washington legislators decided that they didn't
need data center incentives to attract data centers to the state, Microsoft and other firms located
their data centers in other states that provided lower total costs of operating. And the current
incentive in the State of Washington has created a colocation data center boom in Hillsboro,
Oregon (near the border with Washington) where data centers can serve clients in both Oregon
and Washington while taking advantage of the lower tax environment in Oregon.

& MANCUMF
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Finally, debates overtax incentives are often characterized in terms of "gains" and "losses."
Such terminology confuses the purpose of legislation with a zero-sum game. As with any
legislation, the best terminology for evaluation is whether the enacted incentives are effective
policies atserving the public interest. ln the case of data centers, are states betteroffwith
more data centers located within their borders than would locate there without the incentives?
Thirty states offer incentives to attract data centers to locate within their borders. There will
always be some data centers that must be located in one place or another because of the
customers that they serve. But there are many data centers that can perform their duties just
as effectively in several locations. The data centers in that latter category will take advantage
of incentives that a state offers. Large enterprise data centers that can locate in rural areas often
fall into that category. People often recognize that the large data centers located in lowa,
southern Virginia, and rural North Carolina and Washington are there because the costs -
including taxes - of those locations were so attractive. ln those cases, it is easy to see the
effectiveness of the incentive policies at attracting data centers to a state. Howevel incentives,
or lack thereof, also have important effects in urban areas that will always have some amount
of data center activity. This is clearly seen in the ability of data centers that need an urban
environment to find one with incentives in Oregon when one without incentives is not available
in Washington.

Business Climate And Taxes

According to Forbes, "lllinois is home to [the headquarters ofl 68 of the 1 ,000 biggest companies
in the U.S. by revenue-fourth most among states. They include Boeing, Abbott Labs, Caterpillar
and Kraft Foods. However, the net migration rate out of lllinois over the last five years is the
worst in the U.S."70 Why do these companies leave the state? CNBC's America's Top States for
Business 2018 and Forbes'Best State for Business 2018 rankings shed some light on lllinois'
weaknesses. Both rank lllinois in the bottom half of all states in the U.S, with an overall rank of
28 by CNBC and a rank of #37 6y Forbes. According to CNBC, lllinois fares especially poorly,
with a grade of F (rank 47),in the "Business Friendliness" category, which is linked to the state!
"onerous regulations", which are also criticized by Forbes (rank 40 for regulatory environment).71

"r Forbes 2C 1 I Besr State for Business. lllinois Proiile.
I'i CNBC; Americas Top States {or Susiness 2C18 - A score:ard on state eccncnrjc climate.
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Table 2 shows competitor states lndiana, Wisconsin, lowa and Missouri outranking lllinois not only
in the overall rankings but especially in the subcategories "Cost of Doing Business / Business
Costs" and "Business Friendliness/ Regulatory Environment", in which lndiana scores especially
well with ranks in the top five for three of the four subcategories.

Overall 16 17 18 23 28

lndiana Wisconsin lowa Missouri lllinois lllinois
Grade

Workforce 40 22 39 41 25 B

I nfrastructu re 2 23 24 11 22 C+

Cost of Doing Business 5 21 6 8 29 C+

Economy 20 19 34 25 42 D+

Ouality of Life 46 24 45 30 D+7

Technology & lnnovation 28 20 26 22 12 B+

Education 35 14 13 18 17 B

Business Friendliness 4 24 15 27 47 F

Access to Capital 24 25 35 22 A4

Cost of Living 10 24 T2 c6 25

Table 2: CNBC: America's Top States for Business 2018 -
A scorecard on state economic climateT2

The State of lllinois' greatest strengths are in the "Access to Capital" and "Technology & lnnovation"
categories, in which they outrank the above-mentioned competitors.

A separate ranking prepared by Chief Executive Magazine, the "2018 Best & Worst States for
Business", ranks lllinois 48th overall and 46th for its "Taxes and Regulations".T3 Similarly, the

MANGUMIA
j2 CNBC: Atrierica! Top Staies fo Busirress 2018 - A scr:recard cn state econcrnic climaie.
:':rChie{ Executrve Magazine 2018 Sesi & Wr:rst States lor Busirress.
r"i''l.rx Fcundation. 2013 State Birsiness Tax Clirnate lndex.
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Tax Foundation's "2018 State Business Tax Climate lndex" places lllinois 29th, which is a lower
rank than in 2017 because of recent tax increases in the state, including an increase of "the
state's corporate income tax rate from7.75 to 9.5 percent."Ta lndiana and Missouri's business
taxes are considered more favorable, ranking them 9th and 16th respectively, while Wisconsin
and lowa rank 38th and 40th overall (see Table 3).

lndiana 23 10 10499

Business Tax
Climate lndex

Ranking

Corporate
Tax Rank

Individual
lncome Tax

Rank

Sales Tax
Rank

Property Tax
Rank

Unemployment
lnsurance Tax

Rank
State

Missouri 16 775 28 24

lllinois 29 36 16 35 45 42

Wisconsin 38 29 43 26 407

lowa 40 48 33 19 39 34

Table 3: Tax Foundation . 2018 State Business Tax Climate lndex.Ts

Given the importance of taxes to businesses as they make location decisions, we will briefly
discuss the corporate income tax, sales tax, property tax and unemployment insurance tax in
lllinois and compare it to its competitor states.

CORPORATE INCOME TAX

The lllinois corporate income tax rate imposed on corporations is 9.5 percent, consisting of a

corporate income tax rate of 7 percent and a Personal Property Replacement Tax (PPRT) of 2.5
percent, ranking it 36th of all states by the Tax Foundation in 2Ol8.lndiana's 5.75 percent rate
is the lowest rate of the five states (see Table 4) compared and currently ranks lndiana 23rd,
which is certain to improve as its rate is scheduled to decrease to 4.9 percenlby 2022.lowa's
system of four tax brackets with rates ranging from 6-12 percent translates into a low ranking
of 48th. Missouri and Wisconsin also have lower corporate income tax rates than lllinois.

State Corporate lncome Tax 9.5Y"11 5.75Y"18 6.O-12.OVo7e 6.25% 7.90%

lllinois lowalndiana Missouri Wisconsin

Tiable 4: Corporate lncome Tax Rates (2018)76

"1 Tax Fourrdation. 2018 State Susiness Tax Clinrate lndex.
-o Federiit;orl o! Tax Administfators. Corporate lncome Tax Rates 2018.
;':' The lllinois rare ol 9 .57" is the srirn cf a ccr'pcraie income tax rate ol 7 .A7o pfurs a per'sonal prcperty

replacement lax ol 2.57". r,rlrich is passed thrcr.rgh io lccal goverrrnents.

"r l-he lndi:rrra Co.porate l3x rat€ !^ras reduced tr:5.75oi"or,711/1E, and lndiana's rate is scheduled t,J
-Jj.rp.rse 1o 4.99i, hy 2O22.

:'! lorrral four tax brackets ;'anqe fr-orn $25,00C-$250,C01.
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SALES TAX

The lllinois state sales tax rate of 6.25 percent is not the highest of the comparison states, as
lndiana! rate is 7 percent, but lndiana does not impose a local sales tax, which can range from
O.25-4.75 percent in lllinois, increasing the total sales tax levy in lllinois to 10 to 1 1 percent in
some localities. Missouri has a comparably wide range of local sales tax rates due to a large
number of taxing entities. lowa's local option sales tax doesn't vary as much, but it has about
the same number of different municipal taxing entities (1 ,275) as lllinois (1 ,229) and Missouri
(1,034).80 lllinois' higher rates and large number of taxing entities translates into a rank of 35 by
the Tax Foundation. lndiana's and Wisconsin's more favorable sales tax structure places them
into higher ranks (#9 and #7 respectively).

State Sales Tax Rate Local Sales Tax Rate Range
Number of Municipal Tax

Rates/Entitiess2
State

Illinois 625% 0.25%-4.75% 1,229

lndiana 7.O% nla

lowa 6.Oo/" 1.O"/" 1,275

Missouri 4.225"/" 0.5%-5.388% 1,034

Wisconsin s.o% 0.1%-0.6% 65

Table 5: Sales Tax Ratessl

PROPERry TAX

Property taxes are the reason for lllinois' overall lowest rank - 46 - of the Tax Foundation's subcategory
rankings. ln lllinois, property taxes are only levied at the local level, not the state. But, in 2016, the
state had more than 6,000 separate taxing districts (including counties, townships, road districts, cities,
villages, incorporated towns, and school districts), which is a driving factor in the state's overall high
property tax rates. Consequently, the average property tax collection per capita of $2,007 in lllinois is
not surprising and significantly above the average in Missouri ($960/rank 7) and lndiana ($970lrank 4).

ffi MANGUMF
3C Tax Policy Center Urban lnstitut€ & Brcokinqs lnstitLition. Local Sales Tax Rates. Rates as oi April 1, 2018.
"' 1'ax Pclicy Center: Urb,.rn lnstitr,;te & Brockirrgs lnstituiicn. Lc-.cal Sales Tax lRaies. Rates as of April 1,2018.
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UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX RATES

AND WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE

lllinois received a low rank of #42 for unemployment insurance tax rates by the Tax Foundation.
This is especially apparent when compared to lndiana (#10) and Missouri (#7).* lllinois' ranking is

negatively impacted by several factors: first, its minimum tax rate of 0.55 percent compared to
0 percent (none) in other states, including lowa, Missouri and Wisconsin; second, its maximum rate
of 7.35 percent, which is below all four competitor states but above the 5.4 percent rate seen in
several other states in the U.S. (i.e. FL and OR); third, its taxable wage base of $12,960 - which is
below that in lowa ($29,300) and comparable to Missouri and Wisconsin, but higher than in lndiana
($f,SOO; and above the federal taxable wage base of $7,000. Fourth, lllinois' experience formula
is based on a benefits ratio, which is "based solely on the business's experience and [is]therefore
nonneutral by design"sa in comparison to states (including lN, MO, and Wl) relying on state experience.
ln addition, a company in lllinois can only qualify for the experience rating after three years, which
is the case in fourteen other states but above the one to two-year period in 32 other states.

lllinois 42 0.55% 7.35o/" $12,960

State Rank Min. Rate Max. Rate Taxable Wage Base

lndiana 10 0.5% 7.4% $e,s00

lowa 34 O.O"/" 8.O% $29,300

Missouri 7 0.0% 9.75% $13,000

Wisconsin 40 0.0% 12.O% $14,000

I'lable 6: Unemployment lnsurance Tax Ratesss

lllinois' Workers Compensation Employer lnsurance costs per $100 of payroll ($t.ZS per $100
of payroll) are about the U.S. average rate, ranking the state 25th lowest and just above Missouri
($1.tS per$100 of payroll). lndiana stands outwith a low rate of $O.SS (Rank6) and lowa and
Wisconsin have the highest rates and thus lowest rankings (#38 and #46 respectively).

lllinois $1.23 25

State Workers' Compensation Employer Insurance Costs Per $100 of Payroll (2015) Rank*

lndiana $0.8s 6

lowa $1.s7 38

Missouri $1.1s 23

Wisconsin St.tq 46

*Ranking from lowest to highest rate

Table 7: Workers' Compensation lnsurance Ratess6

8r Accorciing io ihe Tax Foundation, states !/ith higher ranks "have rate slTlrciures with k:r,ier nrinimunr :rnd
maxinrurl rates anc'j la vrage base at the federaI level. ln addition, they have srmpler experience iormirlas
anC chargirrg methods, and they irar:e nct corrrplicated therr systems vrith bene{it add-ons anC surtaxes."

ri Tax Fourrciation. 201 B Staie Business Tax Clinrate lndex.
35 Tax Foundation. 201 8 State Business Tax Clirnate Index.
a" Natioral Ar:aderny cf Social lnsurance . Wori<ers' Conrperrsation Beneiits, Covelage, and Costs * 2015 Data.
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lllustrations of the Development Potential of Data Centers

ln this section we illustrate the economic and fiscal impact potential if just one new large data
centerwere to locate in lllinois. We describe one large data centerthatwas recently announced
forconstruction in lowa. We then illustrate the impact of constructing and operating a data
center like that in three counties in lllinois, Bond, Kane, and Mclean. We use the IMPLAN
model to estimate the impacts, and, for ease of explication, we assume that all construction
expenditures take place in the first year. The impact of constructing and operating the same
facility in different counties varies because different counties are home to different industries
that will feed off of the new development. The more populated and more economically diverse
a local economy is, the more of the economic impact the county can absorb. When new
development occurs in a less populated and less economically diverse county, then more of
the economic development impact spills over into the surrounding counties. Details underlying
the estimates reported here are included in the Appendix.

THE ILLUSTRATIVE DATA CENTER PROJECT

ln the summer of 2017 Apple announced that it would build a 400,000 square foot data center
on a 2,000-acre parcel of land in Waukee, lowa.87 The cost of construction was announced at
$1.375 billion, with 550 people being involved in the construction and beginning operation
of the facility. On an ongoing basis, Apple committed to employ 50 full-time workers. ln the
scenarios that follow, we consider the impact on some select localities and the State of lllinois
if a data center like that were to be constructed in rural and suburban locations in lllinois. ln
each scenario we employ the following assumption: the potential new data center will cost
$1.375 billion to build in 2O18 and employ 50 full-time workers on an ongoing basis.88

THE ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACT IN BOND COUNry

Bond County is a distant suburb of St. Louis. Connectivity, accessibility, and power would be
sufficient to iupport a large data center in the county. A significant numblr of workers would come
from other area counties. ln 2O18, such a data center would potentially provide approximately:

MANGUMIA ':' D--s Moines Register, "7 Things to Know About the Apple Data Cerrter in Waukee," August 25, 2017
8s Tlris w,ould not be an trnusLLally lalge enlerprise data center {or tlre large lI conrpanies.
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. 2,530 construction jobs and 50 operational jobs,

. $1 1 6.5 million in associated construction wages plus $2.3 million in associated operational
wages and salaries, and

. $274.8 million in economic outputfrom construction and $11.5 million in economic
output from operations to the Bond County economy.

After accounting for all of the additional indirect effects that the new data center would induce
as the new investment ripples through the local economy, a new large data center constructed
in 2018 would have a potential total economic impact on the Bond County economy of
approximately:

o 3,27O jobs,
. $138.7 million in labor income, and
. $368.8 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity in Bond County would also be responsible for generating a total
of approximately $38.9 million in tax revenue in 2018, of which $t S.+ million would be state
and local tax revenue.

THE ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACT IN KANE COUNTY

Kane County is a distant suburb of Chicago. Connectivity, accessibility, power, and workforce
would be sufficient to support a large data center in the county. ln 2018, such a data center
would potentially provide approximately:

. 1,798 construction jobs and 50 operational jobs,

. $120 million in associated construction wages plus $3.5 million in associated operational
wages and salaries, and

. $274.9 million in economic output from construction and $12.7 million in economic
output from operations to the Kane County economy.

After accounting for all of the additional indirect effects that the new data center would induce
as the new investment ripples through the local economy, a new large data center constructed
in 2018 would have a potential total economic impact on the Kane County economy of
approximately:

. 2,7 44 jobs,

. $165.6 million in labor income, and

. $420.2 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity in Kane County would also be responsible for generating a total
of approximately $53.8 million in tax revenue in 2O18, of which $15.7 million would be state
and local tax revenue.
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THE ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACT IN MCLEAN COUNTY

McLean County is a largely rural county; however, the population of the Bloomington-Normal
twin cities exceeds 100,000. Three interstate highways intersect in the county, and a significant
amount of fiber already exists in the county. Connectivity, accessibility, power, and workforce
would be sufficient to support a large data center in the county. ln 2018, such a data center
would potentially provide approximately:

. 2,088 construction jobs and 50 operational jobs,

. $1 18.4 million in associated construction wages plus $3.5 million in associated operational
wages and salaries, and

. $273.8 million in economic output from construction and $12.7 million in economic
output from operations to the Mclean County economy.

After accounting for all of the additional indirect effects that the new data center would induce as
the new investment ripplesthrough the localeconomy, a new large data centerconstructed in 2018
would have a potential total economic impact on the Mclean County economy of approximately:

. 3,132 jobs,

. $165.2 million in labor income, and

. $417.5 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity in Mclean County would also be responsible for generating a

total of approximately $49.3 million in tax revenue in 2018, of which $15 million would be
state and local tax revenue.

THE STATEWIDE ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACT IN ILLINOIS

The potential county impacts described above of a potential large new data center locating in
lllinois represent only the portion of the total impact on the economy that would occur in that county.
However; in reality, such a facilitywould have effects beyond the boundaries of the countywhere
the data centerwould be located. Here we report the statewide impact of attracting a large new
data centerto lllinois. These estimates include the impact on the local county, so that the estimates
for the state of lllinois should not be added to the county estimates previously reported.

By feeding the construction size assumption into the IMPLAN model, we obtain the estimates
of annual economic and fiscal impact.se A new large data center constructed in 2018 would
have a potential total economic impact on the lllinois economy of approximately:

o 3,360 jobs,
. $203.9 million in labor income, and
. $521.7 million in economic output.

Finally, this economic activity would also be responsible for generating a total of approximately
$Ot.l million in tax revenue in 2018, of which $20.2 million would be state and local tax revenue.

MANGUMF
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Potential lmpact of lndiana's New Development on the Chicago Area

ln the previous sections, we discussed the special nature of the city of Chicago and the Chicago
area forthe data centermarket in lllinois. Recentdevelopments in northwest lndiana make it
important to consider the degree to which the lllinois data center market in the Chicago area
may soon change.

Recently, workers broke ground on a $40 million data center in Hammond, lndiana.eo The site
totals 77 acres allowing for expansion of the project to a total of $200 million of data center.
According to the Chicago Tribune, the site was selected for the data center project for a

number of reasons: The large data center market in the city of Chicago is just yards away, the
lake-front property provides for easy cooling of the computer equipment, the site already has
fiber connectivity to Chicago, the project benefitted from tax incentives, and the property is
in more "tax-friendly" lndiana.el So the lndiana data center will benefit from the connection
to Chicago, while taking advantage of the tax environment in lndiana. Howevel it could be a

harbinger of more data center development on underdeveloped property in Hammond and
Gary lndiana. Data centers there could provide businesses with many of the advantages of
the Chicago data center market at a somewhat lower cost if only because of the lower taxes in
lndiana. Just as we saw the sizable increase in economic development impact of a single large
data center locating in a distant Chicago suburb, there could also be sizable decreases in
economic activity in Chicago if new data centers locate just over the border with lndiana.

This possibility should not be discounted, because it is almost exactly what has happened in
Washington and Oregon. Washington's data center incentive which is only available in rural
counties, has created an environment where data centers are located in urban areas just
across the border in Oregon.e2
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" Tanwen Dawn-Hiscox, "Developers Break Ground on Chicago State Line Data Centet" DatacenterDynanrics,
August 16,2018.

?' Katen Caffarini, "Data Cerrter Hopes to Rise lronr Ashes of Defiinct Hamnrond Power Plant," Chicago
Tribr-rne, June 25, 201 8.

e2 Washirrgton State Departrrrent of Commerce, State of the Data Cerlter lrrdustry: An Arralysis of Washirrgton s

Competitiveness ln This Fast-Crowing Fligh-Tech Field, January 2018.
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Conclusion

The need for data centers is increasing at a much higher rate than the increase in the capacity of data
storage devices. For the foreseeable future, the world will need an increasing number of data centers
to maintain data in secure and accessible environments. Currently, Chicago is the third largest data
center market in the United States. However, it is growing much more slowly than other major markets.
From June 2017 to June 2018, the Chicago data center market grew at a rate of 7 percent. At the
same time, the Atlanta market grew 12 percent, the Northern Virginia market grew 16 percent, and
the Phoenix market grew 26 percent. And for all of the success of the Chicago area at attracting data
centers, the rest of the state of lllinois has very few data centers. This is typical of states that have places
with special catalysts for data center location, but that do not have state-wide data center incentives.

ln comparison to its neighboring states, lllinois, the state without data center incentives,
showed significantly weaker growth in data center markets than any of the other states that do
have data center incentives. And it is important to consider that these are the results for the
period of time when the world-wide market for data centers was growing. So, while the data
center market in the Chicago area may have been doing well, these data indicate that the
data center markets in the rest of the state of lllinois have not been doing nearly as well as the
markets in surrounding states that have data center incentives.

The Northeast Economic Development Region, which encompasses the Chicago area, accounted
for 93 percent, or by far the largest proportion, of employment in the data center industry. ln terms
of five-year growth, statewide employment in the data center industry increased by 20.6 percent
as compared to 7.1 percent across all industries. However, it is important to realize that even
though lllinois'data center industry is a high-performer in terms of job growth relative to other
industry sectors in lllinois, it currently under-performs the nationwide trends for the data center
industry. Similarly, where average wages in lllinois' data center industry grew by 26.1 percent in
the most recent five-year period, at the national level the comparable figure was 33.6 percent.

ln 2017 the data center industry's total 2017 economic impact on lllinois was approximately
31,500 jobs, $2.4 billion in labor income, and $7.1 billion in economic output. This economic
activity was also responsible for generating a total of approximately $877.5 million in tax revenue
in 2017, of which $SZl.l million was state and local tax revenue.e3

MANGUMIA

?r li is inp,:rtant lo realize thai this $321.7 millicn estinlaie of st.rte arrd lccal taxes paid by thc da'ia center
industry in 2017 is cornprised cf all staie arrd lccal taxes paid by the industly. As sLich, it urould include
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ln addition to providing capital improvements that add to lllinois'tax base, this capital investment
also fuels an on-going demand for data center construction. Moreover, in areas such as the
Northeast Region it is often the case that that demand,leads to the formation of stable and
significant industry clusters that support the very specialized construction needs of the data
center industry. This characteristic of the data center industry has particular relevance for
lllinois, where employment growth in the state's construction sector has lagged behind the
national norm in recent years.

Today, 30 states have incentives that are specifically targeted at attracting data centers. lllinois
is surrounded by states that offer data center incentives. Data centers follow incentives and
will avoid locating in states without incentives. There are lessons to be learned from the years
of experience that numerous states have had with data center incentives.

First, as the experience of Chicago and lllinois illustrates, some colocation data centers will be
located in every major metropolitan area in order to serve the needs of businesses that must
have data located nearby. Howeve4 without incentives, the only data centers that will be built
in areas without incentives are those that cannot serve the needs of clients if they are built
in other areas with incentives. ln general, giant, rural data centers will only be located where
there are tax incentives because those facilities are very sensitive to cost and not very sensitive
to proximity to business locations or large populations of users.

Secondly, no state has a natural lock on attracting data centers. The experience of New York,
Virginia, and Washington prove that. For example, the state of Washington would seem to be
the obvious, natural choice for Microsoft's data centers because the company is headquartered
in the state. Howeve[ when Washington legislators decided that they didn't need data center
incentives to attract data centers to the state, Microsoft and other firms located their data centers
in otherstates. And the current incentive in the State of Washington has created a colocation
data center boom in Hillsboro, Oregon (near the border with Washington) where data centers
can serve clients in both Oregon and Washington while taking advantage of the lower tax
environment in Oregon.

Finally, it is a mistake to think that giving tax incentives to data centers that locate in a state
represent a "loss" for the state. lf that were true, then the states where the data centers didn't
locate would "gain." What has lllinois "gained" by not having a data center incentive, while
30 other states have enacted incentives. The only thing that the "losing" states "gain" in
these situations is a smaller industrial base and a reputation for not being business-friendly.
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According to Forbes, "lllinois is home to 68 of the 1,000 biggest companies in the U.S. by
revenue-fourth most among states. They include Boeing, Abbott Labs, Caterpillar and Kraft
Foods. However, the net migration rate out of lllinois over the last five years is the worst in the
U.S." lllinois fares especially poorly, with a grade of F (rank 47),in the "Business Friendliness"
category. According to the popular business climate rankings lndiana, Wisconsin, Iowa and
Missouri outrank lllinois not only in the overall rankings but especially in the subcategories
"Cost of Doing Business / Business Costs" and "Business Friendliness / Regulatory Environment",
in which lndiana scores especially well.

It is not a coincidence that workers recently broke ground for a data center in Hammond,
lndiana. There are plans to expand the project to a total of $200 million of data center space.
According to the Chicago Tribune, the site was selected for the data center prolect because
of its proximity to Chicago and the "tax-friendliness" of lndiana. Though the project is not that
large, it could be a harbinger of more data center development on the significant amount of
underutilized property in Hammond, East Chicago, and Gary lndiana. Significant data center
development in the lndiana suburbs of Chicago would likely slow growth in the lllinois suburbs
of lndiana.

Last summer Apple announced that it would build a 400,000 square foot data center on a
2,000-acre parcel of land in Waukee, lowa. The cost of construction was announced at $1.375
billion, and Apple committed to employ 50 full-time workers. lf incentives attracted a data
center like that to rural or suburban lllinois, the statewide impact would be 3,360 additional
jobs, $203.9 million in additional labor income, and $521.7 million in new economic output.
Such economic activity would also responsible for generating a total of approximately $66.7
million in tax revenue in 2018, of which $ZO.Z million would be state and local tax revenue.
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About the Northern Virginia Technology Council

The Northern Virginia Technology Council (NVTC) is the regional voice of technology, representing a

diverse and thriving technology ecosystem, promoting innovation, and convening, educating, and

advocating for the region's technology community.

NVTC is the membership and trade association for the technology community in Northern Virginia. As

the largest technology council in the nation, NVTC serves about 1",000 companies and organizations,

including businesses from all sectors of the technology industry, service providers, universities, foreign

embassies, non-profit organizations and government agencies. Through its member companies, NVTC

represents about 300,000 employees in the region. NVTC provides its members with:
. Over 150 networking and educational events per year.

. Comprehensive member benefit services.

. Public policy advocacy on a broad range of technology issues at the state and regional levels,

with involvement in federal issues as they relate to workforce and education concerns.
. Community service opportunities through involvement in community projects and philanthropy

NVTC's Data Center and Cloud Committee provides a clear, consistent, collective and compelling voice

for promoting the interests of the region's growing data center, cloud, and critical infrastructure

community to contribute to the long-term growth and prosperity of the industry. The committee:
. Promotes the interests of anyone with a stake in ensuring that Northern Virginia continues to be

a leading global destination not just for data centers but also for the wider ecosystem that relies

on the data center as the commerce platform of the 2l"st century.
. Provides educational and training programming for its members and provides forums for

thought leadership and the sharing of best practices.

. Leads efforts to identify the needs of the future workforce and advocates for industry-specific

education programming.
. lnforms the community of the industry's vital role as a contributor to today's technology-led

economy and a major factor in the prosperity and economic stability of the region.
. Works to ensure the sustainability of the industry by thoughtfully discussing potential barriers to

growth and acts as an advocate for policies that prompt the overall health of the industry.
. Addresses the short- and long-term competitiveness of the data center industry in Virginia.
. Bolsters the data center and critical infrastructure industry through public policy advocacy.

. Promotes initiatives to increase data center investment and expansion throughout Virginia.
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Executive Summary

Northern Virginia is the largest data center market in the world, but the data center industry has an

important footprint in every part of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Central Virginia and Hampton Roads

each account for almost ten percent of overall industry employment in the state. Data center industry

pay has increased twice as fast as the statewide average since 2001.

We estimate that in 20L8 the data center industry in Virginia directly provided approximately:
. L4,644 full-time-equivalent jobs with an average annual pay of $L26,000,
. S1.9 billion in associated pay and benefits, and

. 54.5 billion in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects that direct investment generated, we estimate that the

total impact on Virginia from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:
. 45,29Ofull-time-equivalent jobs,

. S3.5 billion in associated pay and benefits, and

. 510.1" billion in economic output.

Data centers pay millions of dollars in state and local taxes in Virginia, even though Virginia has a sales

and use tax exemption on some equipment for data centers that are large enough to qualify for the

exemption. ln addition to the taxes paid directly by data centers, local governments and the

Commonwealth of Virginia collect tax revenue from the secondary indirect and induced economic

activity that data centers generate. We estimate that in 20L8, data centers were directly and indirectly

responsible for generating S0OO.f million in state and local tax revenue in Virginia.

At the local level data centers provide far more in county or city tax revenue than they and their
employees demand in local government services. For example, we estimate that for every dollar in

county expenditures that the data center industry caused in 2018, it generated:
. 58.60 in local tax revenue in Henrico County, and property taxes there would have had to rise by

L percent without the data center induced tax revenue.

. S15.10 in local tax revenue in Loudoun County, and property taxes there would have had to rise

by 2L percent without the data center induced tax revenue.
. $17.80 in tax revenue in Prince William County, and property taxes there would have had to rise

by 7 percent without the data center induced tax revenue.

ln June of 20L9, Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) published an

evaluation of the state's data center sales and use tax incentive, JLARC found that 90 percent of the data

center investment made by the companies that received the sales and use tax exemption would not

have occurred in the state of Virginia without the incentive. lnstead, that data center investment would

have occurred in other states. So, the "cost" of the State data center incentive is only 10 percent of the

amount of State sales tax revenue exempted. ln fact, in 2017, the data center tax incentive generated

NVTC 2020 Data {-.enter lle1.rorl. 2
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$f.Og of State tax revenue for every dollar that it exempted; and in 2016, the incentive was revenue

neutral. Since 2013, after the General Assembly significantly revised the Virginia data center incentive,

the State has recovered 75 cents of every dollar of potential tax revenue that it exempted. ln the
process it created thousands of Virginia jobs with billions of dollars in pay and benefits and billions of

dollars in economic activity throughout the state.

Virginia is one of 31 states that actively offer incentives to attract data centers to locate in their states.

Several states are in the process of revising their incentives to remain competitive. Virginia's data center

incentive is one of the most restrictive in the country. Of the 3L states that actively offer data center

incentives, only 11 require a minimum number of new jobs to qualify for an incentive, and only Virginia,

Mississippi, and Nevada require the creation of 50 or more new jobs.

Virginia's data center incentive has been important in the spread of technology industries across the

Commonwealth and in attracting smaller data centers that do not qualify for the incentive to invest in

the state as well. Recently several localities have reduced their local property tax rates in order to
attract data centers to support their economies.

3
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Introduction to Data Centers in Virginia

Life is increasingly digitized, and our digitized lives are stored, secured, processed, enhanced, and

distributed by data centers. Our finances, communications, health care, recreation, entertainment,
education, transportation, work, and social lives are often and increasingly online. Data centers are

more than just the redundant warehouses for our digital lives. They are also the generators of much of
the interactive digital content that we use. The personalized shopping recommendations; the on-the-fly
driving directions; the online assistance selecting a restaurant, hotel, plane flight; the digital grocery

coupons; the machine responses to banking and billing inquiries, etc. are all provided by data centers.

ln 2Ot2,lBM published an estimate that 90 percent of all data have been created in the last two years.l

ln other words, at that time, the total amount of data was increasing by ten times every two years. At

that rate, from 2010 to2O2O the total amount of data has increased by 100,000 times. Now consider

that the IBM estimate was made prior to the widespread adoption of commercial connected sensors

and smart consumer appliances. The expansion of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and

augmented reality are all putting increasing demands on data centers. So, it is quite likely that the rate

of growth of data is even greater than in 2Ot2.We have not yet reached "peak data center."

ln addition, with the rollout of 5G technology to wireless networks, the shape of the industry will
change. Edge data centers that are relatively smaller than large cloud data centers will need to be

located near places where people congregate and move. However, edge data centers will not be

substitutes for large enterprise data centers or cloud data centers. lnstead, edge data centers will be

constructed as a complement to large data centers as the data center industry continues to grow and

evolve to meet the demands of new technology.

Because data centers use large amounts of costly electricity and water, they have emerged as leading

innovators at the forefront of increasing operational efficiency in the use of energy and water.2 Among

other innovations, data centers have used digitization, advanced sensors, and machine learning (within

data centers) to dramatically reduce energy and water consumption. For example, Google has been able

to reduce the amount of energy used for cooling in its data centers by up to 40 percent, reducing overall

energy usage in its data centers by L5 percent on top of previous efficiency enhancements.3 Data center

companies have also made large commitments to the purchase of energy from renewable sources here

in Virginia and nationwide. For utility companies to move to different and initialhT costlier sources of
renewable power, they need this kind of commitment to provide a stable demand to ensure that the
large upfront investments that are required are financially sustainable.

This report quantifies the significant contribution that this dynamic and rapidly evolving industry makes

to the state of Virginia and its localities.

1 David Greer, "svstem z Helps Address the Data Analvtics Power Crunch," tBM Systems magazine, April2Ot2.
2 https://www.osti.sov/servlets/pu rll1372902l
3 https://deepmind.com/blos/article/deepmind-ai-reduces-sooele-data-centre-cooline-bill-40
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF DATA CENTERS IN VIRGINIA

Virginia now has data centers located throughout the state, from Wise County in Southwestern Virginia

and Harrisonburg in the Valley to Mecklenburg County in Southern Virginia, Virginia Beach in Hampton

Roads, and Henrico County in Central Virginia to Loudoun County in Northern Virginia, and other

localities. This report shows how the data center industry in every part of the state makes an important

economic contribution to employment and taxes in every region and to the state as a whole, However,

we begin with an update on the remarkable data center market in Northern Virginia.

The Northern Virginia Data Center Market in 2019

Northern Virginia has the largest data center market in the world. According to the latest data from

CBRE4, measured in megawatts (MW) of power capacity, Northern Virginia has more data center

inventory than the 6th through the l-5th largest markets (New York Tri-State, Atlanta, Austin-San Antonio,

Houston, Southern California, Seattle, Denver, Boston, Charlotte-Raleigh, and Minneapolis) combined

and almost as much as the 2nd, 3'0, 4tn and 5th largest markets (Dallas-Fort Worth, Silicon Valley, Chicago,

and Phoenix)combined.

The large capacity of Northern Virginia's data center market is matched by its growth. Twenty-two
percent of the total data center capacity in Northern Virginia was added between the second half of
2018 and the first half of 2019.

The growth in the Northern Virginia data center market has not only served technology, data center,

and data dependent companies, but construction companies.

Northern Virginia's place at the top of the data center market is a relatively recent development. ln

2016, Northern Virginia had just supplanted the New York market as the largest data center market in

the United States. ln 2017, the New York Tri-State area had fallen to the sixth largest data center

market, A2OtI report on the data center market in the United States contains only one mention of
Virginia in four pages - "Reston, VA has excess supply and new construction will be minimal for a few
years."s The locations that were highlighted as important in the industry were Chicago, Silicon Valley,

Southern California, Phoenix, New York, St. Louis, Washington State, Boston, Minneapolis, Denver, and

Charlotte. Regarding what has become the second largest data center market, the report says, "Dallas

has excess capacity and growth remains slow."

This illustrates the fluid nature of the data center industry and the speed with which market conditions

can change in the industry. Once hot markets can cool off rapidly. A year ago, the data center market in

Phoenix had enormous growth, but between the second half of 2018 and the first half of 2019, Phoenix

saw net outflows of 26.5 MW worth of tenants, which is almost the same amount that Northern Virginia

4 CBRE, Large Supply Pipeline Sets Stage for Market Growth in 2079 North American Doto Center Repoft Hl2019.
s ESD (Environmental Systems Design, lnc.), 2071 Doto CenterTechnicol Market Report. February 2011.
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added in the same period.s The computer equipment in data centers is replaced on average every three
years. Should circumstances require it, data centertenants can move from one location to another and

leave significant vacancies in colocation data centers.

Figure L shows the top L5 largest data center markets in the United States. The area of each circle

indicates the relative amount of power capacity (MW labeled in black) in each market. Brighter blue

circles indicate markets with higher occupancy rates, with Austin-San Antonio, Silicon Valley, and

Northern Virginia having occupancy rates of about 96 to 93 percent (in order of occupancy).

Figure 1. Relative Sizes of Largest Data Center Markets (megawatts of power capacity) - 20197
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7 CBRE, Large Supply Pipeline Sets Stoge for Market Growth in 2079 North American Dota Center Report HI 2019.
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The Regional Distribution of Data Centers in Virginia

The Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP) provided data on the private sector Data

Processing, Hosting, and Related Services industry (as defined by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) for
this economic profile.8 VEDP divided the statewide data into six sub-state regions depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Six Sub-State Regions Defined by the Virginia Economic Development Partnership

According to VEDP, in 2018, the private sector data center industry employed 74,644 people (full-time

equ iva lents) statewide.

8 As is common practice, we use the Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services industry as defined by the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics as a proxyforthe data center industry. The data and methods applied in this report are described in the
separate accompanying Appendix.
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Figure 3 shows the regional distribution of that employment. Seventy-five percent of data center

employment was located in Northern Virginia. However, industry employment was distributed across

other regions of the Commonwealth, as well. CentralVirginia and Hampton Roads accounted for nine

percent of data center jobs each. Southern Virginia (home to Microsoft's Boydton data center campus,

the east coast hub for Microsoft Azure) accounted for four percent of private sector data center

employment, one percent of industry employment was in Southwestern Virginia, and two percent was

in the Valley.

Figure 3. Regional Distribution of Private Sector Data Center Employment in Virginia in 2018
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The Upward Trend in Virginia's Data Center lndustry

Data center employment in Virginia generally declined between 2004 and 20L2, but it has since

escalated rapidly to 14,644 jobs in 2018.10 That change to the uptrend in employment that began in

2012 coincides with the year that Virginia significantly revised its data center incentive to make it more

competitive with other states in attracting data centers. More detail on the employment trends in the

industry is included in the separate Appendix that accompanies this report.

e Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
10 Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
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The High-Performance Data Center lndustry in Virginia

One of the key characteristics of the data center industry is that it is extremely capital intensive. ln other

words, the industry employs a relatively small number of highly skilled and highly paid people to operate

and maintain a very large amount of very expensive equipment. Therefore, it is useful to also look at

trends in private sector average annual wages in the industry,

Between 2001 and 2018 the average annual private sector wage in the data center industry in Virginia

grew from 561-,310 to S126,050 - a 106 percent increase.ll ln comparison, over the same period

average private wages across all industries in Virginia went from 536,525 to 557,846 - an increase of 58

percent.12 ln other words, over the 18-year period, the average private sector employee of a Virginia

data center saw their gross income go up almost twice as fast as the average private sector employee in

Virginia. More detail on the employment trends in the industry is included in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.

This combination of steadily rising employment and rapidly rising wages make the data center industry

one of Virginia's most high-performance industries and an important (and growing) contributor to a

strong and robust state economy. Moreover, in a state such as Virginia where roughly two-thirds of

state revenue comes from personal income tax, high growth/high wage industries such as the data

center industry also play a disproportionate role in ensuring the health of the State's budget.

The lmpact of Data Centers on Vlrginia State and Local Economies

The construction and ongoing operation of data centers in Virginia has large, broad effects across the

state economy. ln this section, we estimate the statewide economic impact that the data center

industry has on Virginia, as well as in each of the six sub-state regions detailed earlier. To empirically

evaluate the statewide and regional economic impact attributable to the data center industry, we

employ a commonly used regional economic impact model called IMPLAN Pro.13 The methodology for

modeling the economic impact of data centers is explained in more detail in the separate Appendix that

accompanies this report.

Regional economic impact modeling measures the ripple effects that an expenditure generates as it
makes its way through the economy. For this report, spending by the data center industry in Virginia has

a direct economic impact on the state economy in terms of people hired as data center employees,

employee pay and benefits, and economic activity in the region for utilities, construction, and

equipment. That direct spending by the data centers creates the first ripple of economic activity.

11 Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
12 Data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
13 IMPLAN Pro is produced by IMPLAN Group, LLC.
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As data center employees and businesses (like construction contractors for data centers, power

companies that supply data centers, and data center equipment suppliers) spend the money that they

were paid by data center companies, they create another indirect ripple of economic activity that is part

of the second-round effects of the data center industry.

There are many Virginia businesses that are part of the data center supply chain. To illustrate some of
the types of companies located in Virginia that benefit from the data center industry in Virginia and that,

in turn, generate economic activity in the state, in Table L we list a few different types of businesses in

the Virginia data center supply chain. The list of businesses in Table 1 is not an endorsement, promotion,

or commendation of them, and it is far from a complete list of companies. We only provide it to
illustrate some of the types of businesses that are part of the second ripple effect of economic activity

related to spending by data centers.

Table 1. Some Businesses ServingVirginia Data Centers

Anord Mardix data center power distribution and management products and services

Line of BusinessCompany

Compu Dynamics data center design, construction, optimization, and maintenance

Fulcrum Collaborations data center facilities management cloud-based platform

Hanley Energy data center energy management services

lnterglobix data center and fiber interconnectivity consulting and marketing

Metro Fiber Networks carrier-neutral fiber connecting Virginia Beach to Henrico data centers

Power Distribution

lncorporated
data center power transformation, distribution, and monitoring

Rosendin Electric data center design and construction services

Submer data center lT hardware immersion cooling

Technoguard data center materials, cleaning, decontamination, and disaster recovery

Timmons Group data center site certification and development

Windward Consulting data center management consulting

ln addition to the economic effects in the Virginia state and local economies of the data center-to-other
business transactions, there are also the second-round economic effects associated with data center

employee-to-business transactions that ripple through local economies. These effects occur when data

center employees buy groceries; pay ren! go out for dinner, entertainment, or other recreation; pay for

schooling in Virginia; or make other local purchases. Additionally, there are the second-round economic

effects of business-to-business transactions between the direct vendors to data centers and their
suppliers.
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The total impact is simply the sum of the first round direct and second round impacts. These categories

of impact are then further defined in terms of employment (the jobs that are created), labor income

(the pay and benefits associated with those jobs), and economic output (the total amount of economic

activity that is created in the economy).

VIRGINIA STATEWIDE

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in Virginia directly provided approximately:
. L4,644full-time-equivalent jobs,

. S1.9 billion in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S+.S billion in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Virginia from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:
. 45,29Ofull-time-equivalent jobs,

. $3.S billion in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S10.1 billion in economic output.

Table 2. Economic lmpact of the Data Center Industry in Virginia in 2018 (2018 dollars)

1't Round Direct Effects Jobs Pay Economic Output

Data Centers L4,64414 s1,909,953,000 54,541,390,000
2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effectsls

Operations 23,796 sL,223,7g7,OOO s4,566,194,000
Healthcare L,932 s152,433,000 s292,468,O0O

Total lmpact

Construction 4,918 s263,018,000 $690,L25,00016

Total Economic lmpact in Virginia 45,290 $3,54g,Z1Z,ooo slo,ogo,16g,000

14 Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
1s The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
16 Derived from Virginia Economic Development Partnership Announcements.
17 The statewide estimates ofjobs, pay, and economic output is larger than the sum ofthe individual regional estimates
reported separately in the following tables because the regional totals only registerjobs, pay, and economic output in a region
caused by the direct data center investment in the same region. The regional amounts do not count jobs, pay, and economic
output generated in one region caused by direct data center investment that occurred in another region.
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CENTRAL VIRGINIA

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in Central Virginia directly provided approximately
. L,275full-time-equivalentjobs,
. 5141.5 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and
. S3+t.+ million in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Central Virginia from the data center industry in 201.8 was approximately:
. 5,248full-time-equivalent jobs,

. 5347 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. $1 billion in economic output.

Table 3. Economic lmpact of the Data Center lndustry in CentralVirginia in 2018 (2018 dollars)

Data Centers L,275r8 s141,500,000 S34L,3g2,O0O

L't Round Direct Effects Jobs Pay Economic Output

2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effectsle

Operations 2,042 s105,729,000 $407,868,000

Healthcare 744 s11,812,000 s22,584,000

Construction r,787 s87,949,000 5244,267,OOO20

Totallmpact

Total Economic lmpact in Central Virginia 5,29 s346,gg0,ooo $1,016,102,000

18 Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
ie The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
20 Derived from Virginia Economic Development Partnership Announcements.
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HAMPTON ROADS

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in Hampton Roads directly provided approximately
. L,322full-time-equivalentjobs,
. 572.6 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 5329.4 million in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Hampton Roads from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:
. 3,510full-time-equivalentjobs,
. 5166.2 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 5667.6 million in economic output.

Table 4. Economic lmpact of the Data Center lndustry in Hampton Roads in 2018 (2018 dollars)

l.'t Round Direct Effects Jobs Pay Economic Output

Data Centers 13222r $72,565,000 5329,352,000

2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effects22

Operations 1,904 s73,435,000 s287,200,000

Healthcare 76 s5,466,000 s10,764,000

Construction 309 s!4,775,000 s40,288,00023

Total lmpact

Total Economic lmpact in Hampton Roads 3,510 s156,241,000 s562514000

21 Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
22 The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
23 Derived from Virginia Economic Development Partnership Announcements.
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in Northern Virginia directly provided approximately:
. 10,663fu11-time-equivalentjobs,
. St.6 billion in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S3.5 billion in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Northern Virginia from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:
. 28,196full-time-equivalent jobs,

. $2.6 billion in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 56.9 billion in economic output.

Table 5. Economic lmpact of the Data Center lndustry in Northern Virglnia in 2018 (2018 dollars)

1't Round Direct Effects Economic OutputJobs Pay

Data Centers 10,66324 S1,554,239,000 S3,5L7,4g5,OOO

2nd Round Indirect and Induced Effects2s

Operations L3,692 s786,373,000 52,744,347,000

Healthcare L,397 sr2L,5L7,OOO 5221,932,000

Construction 2,445 s163,753,000 s382,551",00026

Totallmpact

Total Economic lmpact in Northern Virginia 28,196 52,625,893,000 $5,966,325,000

The Northern Virginia Community College Programs

Northern Virginia Community College (NOVA) has developed programs to help address the challenges

that data centers in the Northern Virginia area have meeting their staffing needs. Amazon Web Services

(AWS) has a paid apprenticeship program at the NOVA.27 ln December 2018, the program graduated its

first students into full-time Associate Cloud Consultant jobs with AWS.

NOVA also has a 2-year Associate of Applied Science program to train Datacenter Operations

Technicians.2s The program includes lab training at a training data center that the State of Virginia built

on the NOVA-Loudoun Campus. The program started with 19 students in its very first year, almost half

of them have already found internships or full-time jobs in Northern Virginia data centers or full-time
jobs with companies that work for data centers.

2a Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
2s The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
26 Derived from Virginia Economic Development Partnership Announcements.
27 NOVA, "Amazon and Northern Virginia Community College Announce Graduation of the First Veteran Technical
Apprenticeship Cohort on the East Coast," December !2,2O18.
28 NOVA 2019-2020 Catalog, Engineering Technology: Data Center Operations Specialization, A.A.S.
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SOUTHERN VIRGINIA

We estimate that in 201-8 the data center industry in Southern Virginia directly provided approximately:
. 558 full-time-equivalent jobs,

. S33 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. $I37.2 million in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Southern Virginia from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:
. L,236full-time-equivalent jobs,

. 557.5 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 5237.4 million in economic output.

Table 6. Economic lmpact of the Data Center lndustry in Southern Virginia in 2018 (2018 dollars)

Data Centers 5692e s33,030,000 5\37,223,000

l't Round Direct Effects Jobs Pay Economic Output

2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effects3o

Operations 637 522,286,000 596,005,000

Healthcare 32 52,228,000 S4,159,000

Construction3l

Total lmpact

Total Economic lmpact in Southern Virginia L,236 s57,544000 $237,388,000

2s Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
30 The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
31 VEDP registered no data center investment announcements in 2018 in Southern Virginia, and therefore we do not estimate
construction activity in the area. However, it is important to note that we attribute construction only to the first year of an

announcement and, unlike ongoing data center operations, construction is episodic. For example, we estimate that as recently
as 2016, Southern Virginia enjoyed approximately 550 million in data center construction. This estimate may actually
understate the actual economic impact of data center construction.
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SOUTHWESTERN VIRGINIA

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in Southwestern Virginia directly provided

approximately:
. 135 full-time-equivalent jobs,

. 58.6 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 528.9 million in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Southwestern Virginia from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:
. 257 full-time-equivalent jobs,

. $t3.t million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 545.8 million in economic output,

Table 7. Economic lmpact of the Data Center lndustry in Southwestern Virginia in 2018 (2018 dollars)

Data Centers 13532 59,552,000 52g,g69,000

L't Round Direct Effects Jobs Pay Economic Output

2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effects33

Operations L13 s3,940,000 s15,787,000

Healthcare 8 S532,ooo S1,o31,ooo

Construction 7 S27,ooo $go,ooo34

Totallmpact

Total Economic lmpact in Southwestern

Virginia
257 $13,05L000 545,757,000

32 Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
33 The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
3a Derived from Virginia Economic Development Partnership Announcements. However, it is important to note that we
attribute construction only to the first year of an announcement and, unlike ongoing data center operations, construction is
episodic. This estimate may actually understate the actual economic impact of data center construction.
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VALLEY

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in the Valley directly provided approximately:
. L9t full-time-equivalent jobs,

. 514.3 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 546.1 million in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on the Valley from the data center industry in 20L8 was approximately:
. 461. full-time-equivalent jobs,

o S24,9 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. 586.6 million in economic output.

Table 8. Economic lmpact of the Data Center lndustry in the Valley in 2018 (2018 dollars)

l't Round Direct Effects Economic OutputJobs Pay

Data Centers t g13s 514,255,000 s46,0gg,000

2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effects36

Operations 255 s9,555,000 s38,439,000

Healthcare 15 s1,045,000 s2,o41,ooo

Construction3T

Total lmpact

Total Economic lmpact in the Valley 46t $24856,000 $86,568,000

3s Data Source: Virginia Economic Development Partnership.
36 The methodology for estimating and characterizing 2nd round effects is described in detail in the separate Appendix that
accompanies this report.
37 No data center inrlestment announcements were made in 2018 in the Valley. However, it is important to note that we
attribute construction only to the first year of an announcement and, unlike ongoing data center operations, construction is

episodic. This estimate may actually understate the actual economic impact of data center construction.
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State and Local Taxes Generated by Data Centers in Virginia

Data centers pay millions of dollars in state and local taxes in Virginia, even though Virginia has a sales

and use tax exemption on some equipment for data centers that are large enough to qualify for the

exemption. All data centers (large and small) pay state employer withholding taxes and corporate

income tax. At the local level, both large and small data centers pay real estate taxes, tangible personal

property taxes, business license taxes, and industrial utilities taxes. Additionally, many data centers still

must pay state sales and use taxes on their purchases of data center equipment because they are not

large enough to qualify for the Virginia data center incentive.

ln addition to the taxes that data centers pay directly, the economic activity that they generate also

results in additional tax collections. Figure 4 illustrates the sources of tax revenues associated with data

centers. On the bottom row, data centers pay taxes directly to federal, state, and local governments. On

the second row, the employees and business suppliers that are paid directly by the data centers also pay

taxes; and, additionally, on the third row, the people and businesses that are paid by the employees and

suppliers of data centers pay taxes. All ofthese sources oftax revenue are included in the tax revenue

estimates described in this report.

Figure 4. Sources of Tax Revenue Associated with Data Centers
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STATEWIDE AND REGIONAL TAX COLLECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DATA CENTERS

ln addition to the taxes paid directly by data centers, local governments and the Commonwealth of

Virginia collect tax revenue from the secondary indirect and induced economic activity that data centers

generate. Table 9 shows our estimates of the taxes directly and indirectly generated by the data center

industry statewide in Virginia and in each of the six sub-state regions in 2018 through that first round

and second round economic activity.

We estimate that in 2018, data centers were directly and indirectly responsible for generating $OOO.f

million in state and local tax revenue in Virginia.

Table 9. Tax Revenue Directly and lndirectly Generated by the Data Centers lndustry in Virginia in 2018

Central Virginia S:z,zgr,ooo Sag,oos,ooo s120,300,000

State and Local Taxes

Collected

Federal Taxes

Collected

Total Taxes

Collected

Region

Hampton Roads S21,260,000 S38,624,000 S59,885,000

Northern Virginia 5460,534,000 5587,51_7,000 S1,048,051,000

Southern Virginia s7,923,000 S13,643,000 521,,466,000

Southwestern Virginia s1,469,000 s2,945,000 S4,414,000

Valley s2,995,000 S5,745,000 58,731,000

Mrginia Statewidess $600,120,000 $81z,3o8,oqt 5L412,428,000

CONTRIBUTION TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT BUDGETS

Because the data centers need more equipment and utilities than they need employees, the data center

industry provides a large amount of property tax revenue for local governments. Additionally, the

industry also places downward pressure on overall tax rates, thereby improving the locality's business

climate and economic attractiveness.

High Local Benefit to Cost Ratio

Data centers provide a high benefit to cost ratio in terms of the tax revenue they generate relative to
the government services that they and their employees require. Loudoun County, Prince William

County, and Henrico County are home to the most significant concentrations of data centers in Virginia.

County staff in those localities were able to provide us with detailed data on the tax revenue generated

by this industry in each locality from real and business personal property taxes.3s As a result, we are able

38 The statewide estimates of taxes collected is larger than the sum of the taxes collected in the individual regions separately
because the regional totals only register tax revenue in a region caused by the direct data center investment in the same

region. The regional amounts do not count taxes generated in one region caused by direct data center investment that
occurred in another region.
3s lt should be noted that, of necessity, these estimates exclude BPOL and other local taxes that also apply to the data center
industry. As a result, the revenue estimates provided almost certainly under-estimate the actual local tax revenues ofthe data
center industry.
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to use those data in combination with data from other sources to compute the benefit to cost ratio

associated with the data center industry in each locality.

To quantify the budgetary cost that the data center industry and its employees imposed on these

localities in 20L8, we use data from the Virginia Department of Education on local elementary and

secondary education expenditures per student, and data from the Virginia Auditor of Public Accounts on

local non-education expenditures per county resident. This approach focuses on the largest costs that

any business imposes on a local government - the costs associated with providing primary and

secondary education, and other county services, to the employees ofthat business.

Table 10 details the calculations used to estimate the budgetary cost that the data center industry and

its employees imposed on each of these three counties in 2018. As shown, we estimate those costs to

be approximately 5400,000 in Henrico County, $tz.z million in Loudoun County, and 52 million in Prince

William County.

Table 10. Estimate of Total Budgetary Costs lmposed by the Data Center lndustry and Employees in 2018

County Private Sector Employment in Data
Processing, Hosting, and Related Services in 201840

1L5 2,278 24L

Henrico
County

Loudoun
County

Prince
William

Students per Employeeal 0.27 0.48 0.59

Per Student County Education Expendituresa2 $4,8s2 510,069 S5,29G

Total Education Costsa3 $150,000 $11,005,000 s886,000

County Residents per Employeeaa L.72 2.41 3.59

Per Resident Non-Education County Expendituresas 57,477 5r,216 51,,294

Total Non-Education Costsa6 s292,ooo $6,667,000 s1,12o,ooo

TOTALCOSTSAT s $2,006,000

a0 Data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
41 Data Source: Virginia Department of Education and U.5. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Derived by dividing total county
elementary and secondary school enrollment in 20L8 by total county employment in 2018.
42 Data Source: Virginia Department of Education.
a3 Calculated as county private sector employment in the data center industry in 20L8, times students per employee, times per

student education expenditures.
aa Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Calculated by dividing total county population in 2018 by

total county employment in 2018.
4s Data Source: Virginia Auditor of Public Accounts and U.S. Census Bureau. Derived by dividing total county non-educational

expenditures in 2018 by total county population in 2018.
a6 Derived as county private sector employment in the data center industry in 2018, times county residents per employee, times
per resident non-education expenditures.
a7 Derived as the sum of total education costs and total non-education costs.
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As shown in Table 1,1., combining the estimates of budgetary cost from Table 9 with data from each of

the localities on the local revenue generated by the data center industry shows that in 2018 the

benefit/cost ratio associated with the industry was:

. 8.6 in Henrico County. Which means that for every $t.00 in county expenditures that the data

center industry was responsible for generating in 2018, it provided approximately $8.60 in tax

revenue.

. 15.L in Loudoun County. Which means that for every 51.00 in county expenditures that the data

center industry was responsible for generating in 2018, it provided approximately $15. L0 in tax

revenue.

. t7.8 in Prince William County. Which means that for every $t.00 in county expenditures that the

data center industry was responsible for generating in 2018, it provided approximately $fZ.AO in

tax revenue.

Table 11. Estimated Benefit/Cost Ratio Associated with the Data Center lndustry and Employees in 201-8

Henrico County S3,784,000 s442,000 8.6

Estimated Tax
Revenue (Benefit)

Estimated Budgetary
Cost

Benefit/Cost RatioLocality

Loudoun County s266,623,000 577,672,000 15.1

Prince William County S35,802,ooo S2,ooG,ooo 17.8

Reduces the Tax Burden on Local Residents and Lowers Tax Rates

One of the most useful concepts in economics is the concept of opportunity cost - what is the cost of

not doing something? Or in this case, what would have been the cost to these localities if their data

centers had not existed in 2018? The obvious answer is that they would not have received the estimated

5306.2 million in county tax revenue that this industry provided in 2018. Therefore, in order to maintain

county expenditures at the same level, that revenue would have had to come from other sources. The

two most likely sources would have been: 1) additional education funding from the state triggered by

the negative impact that this loss in tax base would have had on the composite index formula Virginia

uses to allocate education funding to localities, and 2) an increase in each county's real property tax

rate.

On average, the state of Virginia funds 55 percent of primary and secondary education expenditures,

and localities are required to locally fund the remaining 45 percent.as But, that local funding percentage

is adjusted up or down based on each locality's "ability to pay" as measured by Virginia's composite

index formula that takes into account the locality's property tax base, adjusted gross income, and

48 ln actuality, however, baseline local funding percentages are typically higher than 45 percent because of local initiatives.
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taxable retail sales. Of these three factors, property tax base receives the highest weight (50 percent)

and, therefore, has the largest influence on the final calculation.ae

The 2018 composite index for Henrico County was 0.4183, for Loudoun County 0.5383 and for Prince

William County 0.3783.s0 lf we recalculate those indexes to take into account the loss of tax base implied

by the 5306.2 million loss in tax revenue that would have occurred if the data center industry had not

existed in these localities, those indexes fall to 0.4t62,0,5055, and 0.3692 respectively.

As shown in Table L2, according to our estimates, this means that the state would have had to reallocate

SSS.A million in state education funding away from other Virginia localities to provide $t million in
additional formula-driven funding to Henrico County, $++.3 mlllion in additional funding to Loudoun

County, and S10.5 million in additional funding to Prince William County.

Table 12. Estimated Additional Revenue Required to Compensate for Loss of the Data Center lndustry in

2018 by Source

Henrico County (s3,784,000) s1,043,000 52,741,,oo0

State Education

Funding Off-Set

Additional LocalTax

Revenue Required

from Other Sources

[ocality Revenue Loss

Loudoun County (5265,623,000) S44,285,000 S223,338,000

Prince William County (s35,802,000) S1o,465,ooo 525,337,000

Total* (s306,210,000) s55,794000 S250,416,0q)
*May not sum due to rounding

4e Virginia Department of Education. The actual formula weights each locality's property tax base by 0.5, adjusted gross income
by 0.4, and taxable retail sales by 0.1. Each metric is then divided by school population and total population and those per
capita figures are divided by the average across all localities to determine ability to pay. The per capita figures are then
themselves weighted with each per capita school population metric receiving a weight of 0.56 and each per capita population
metric receiving a weight of 0.33.
s0 Virginia Department of Education.
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The remaining S250.a million in lost tax revenue would likely have been made up through increased

property taxes (by far the largest source of revenue for most localities). Figure 8 depicts our estimate of

the increase in each County's real property tax rates that would have been required to generate this

5250.4 million in lost tax revenue. As shown:

. Henrico County's real property tax rate would have likely had to increase from $O.SZO per S1OO

of assessed value to S0.S83 (a L percent increase),

. Loudoun County's real property tax rate would have likely had to increase from $t.085 per S1OO

of assessed value to 51.313 (a 21 percent increase), and

. Prince William County's would have likely had to increase from 5t.tZ5 per $tOO of assessed

value to S1-.200 (a 7 percent increase).

Figure 5. Estimated County Real Property Tax Rates per $tOO of Assessed Value with and without the

Data Center lndustry

S1.40
S1.313

S1.2oo

$1.00
So.87o S0.883
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$0.40

$0.20

$o.oo
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Data Center lncentives in Virginia

Data centers in Virginia can qualify for two types of incentives: those offered by the state of Virginia and

those offered by individual localities.

VI RG I NIA,S STATE I N CENTIVES

At the state level, two incentives are offered: a sales and use tax exemption and a single sales

apportionment incentive. According to the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC), the

single sales apportionment incentive has not been used by any data centers as of fiscal year 2017 (the

latest year that data is available), so we will not give more attention to it in this report. sl

The sales and use tax exemption is available to data centers that make a minimum new capital

investment of 5150 million and that create a minimum of 50 new jobs in a Virginia locality. lf the data

center is located in an enterprise zone or in a locality with an unemployment rate at least 1.5 times the

average statewide unemployment rate, the minimum new job requirement is reduced to 25. Each new
job must pay at least L50 percent of the annual average wage in the locality where the data center

is located, Tenants of colocation data centers that qualify for the incentive may also receive the sales

and use tax exemption. According to the JLARC, as of fiscal year 20L7,24 data centers had qualified for
the incentive, plus L35 colocation data center tenants. s2 According to JLARC's latest report, in fiscal year

2018, $86 million of sales and use tax was exempted under the incentive.s3

JIARCs Evaluation and Findings

ln June of 2OI9, Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission published an evaluation of the

state's data center incentive using confidential tax information that is not publicly available.sa

JLARC found that 90 percent of the data center investment made by the companies that received the

sales and use tax exemption would not have occurred in the state of Virginia without the incentive.

lnstead, that 90 percent of data center investment would have occurred in states other than Virginia. So,

the "cost" ofthe State data center incentive is only 10 percent ofthe amount ofState sales tax revenue

exempted. Using the confidential tax information, JLARC estimated the economic and government

budgetary impact, not of the total data center industry in Virginia (as we have done in this report), but

specifically, of Virginia's data center sales and use tax exemption.ss

s1 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Dato Center ond Manufocturing lncentives Economic Development lncentives
Evoluation Series. June 17, 2019. (JLARC, Dato Center Evol uationl
s2 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Data Center and Manufacturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evaluation Series. June 77 ,2019.
s3 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Economic Development lncentives 2079, Spending and Performance.
December 76,2019.
sa Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Dato Center and Manufocturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evaluotion Series. June 17,2019.
ss Appendix N: Results of economic and revenue impact analvses.
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Table 13 shows the text of Appendix N from the JLARC report with JLARC's calculations of the amount of

State tax revenue exempted by the Virginia incentive; the amount of additional State tax revenue that

was generated by the investment of the data centers that received the tax incentive; the net impact of

the incentive on the State budget (additional tax received minus tax revenue exempted); net new jobs

added, net additional state gross domestic product (GDP) generated, and net new worker pay generated

throughout the statewide economy as a result of the investment by data centers that received the

incentive. Table 13 shows data for the fiscal years 201.3 through 2017. This is the most recent data

available that covers the years when the current version of Virginia's data center incentive has been

implemented. The General Assembly made significant revisions to the data center incentive in 20L2.

Table 13. Economic and Tax lmpacts of Virginia's Sales and Use Tax Exemption for Data Centerss6

State Tax

Revenue

Exempted

(s81,298,000) (s80,131,000) (s93,249,000) (s54,757,000) (s54,516,000)

With Data

Center

lncentive

FY2013 FY201.4 FY2015 FY201.6 FY20t7

Additional State

Tax Revenue
s44,548,000 s49,705,000 s64,494,000 s54,742,O00 s59,171,000

Net State

Budgetary

lmpact

(s36,7s1,000) (s30,426,000) (s28,7ss,000) (s1s,000) s4,6ss,000*

State Revenue

Recovered per

51 of State

Revenue

Exempted

so.ss $o.ez So.og S1.oo s1.oe

Net Additional

lobs
11,631 12,L68 14,L38 9,968 r0,324

Net Additional

State GDP
5I,594,238,OO0 S1,838,394,000 S2,268,541,000 S1,862,303,000 S2,028,606,000

Net Additional

Worker Pay
s852,123,000 s987,672,000 s1,238,666,000 5L,022,226,00O s1,126,545,000

* ln 2017, the data center tax incentive generated more State tax revenue than it exempted.

s6 Data Source: Appendix N: Results of Economic ond Revenue lmpoct Analvses.
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The appendix to the JLARC report shows that
. ln 2OL7 , the State took in St.Og in state tax revenue from data center related activity for every

S1 of potential state tax revenue that was exempted from qualifying data centers.

. ln 2016, the data center incentive was revenue neutral - it generated one dollar in additional

state tax revenue for every dollar of potential state tax revenue that it exempted.
. ln every year since the data center incentive was modified in2O!2, the State recovered the

majority of the state tax revenue that was exempted from qualifying data centers.
. From 2013 through2OIT, on average the State recovered 75 cents in state tax revenue for every

dollar of potential tax revenue exempted from qualifying data centers.sT

Virginia's lncentive is One of the Most Restrictive

Virginia's data center incentive is structured so that it is only available to data centers that bring a

certain minimum number of jobs and a minimum amount of investment to the state. ln order to qualifli,

a data center must invest at least 5150 million and add 50 new jobs to the local economy paying 50

percent more than the average annual wage in the locality (only 25 new jobs are required in

unemployment distressed localities). These restrictions incentivize data center companies to make

sizable investments in property and employment in the state.

Virginia's data center incentive is very stringent in terms of the number of new jobs required to qualify

for it. Of the 3L states that actively offer data center incentives, only 11 require a minimum number of

new jobs to qualify for an incentive, and only Virginia, Mississippi, and Nevada require the creation of 50

or more new jobs. ln terms of the minimum amount of investment required to qualify for an incentive,

Virginia's incentive is more restrictive than most other states. Only seven states (Alabama, Georgia,

lllinois, lowa, Nebraska, Oregon, and Texas) require a higher amount of investment in order to receive

the state's most attractive incentive (and Alabama, Georgia, lowa, Nebraska, and Texas all have

graduated incentive criteria, so that lesser investments may still qualify for incentives). At the same

time, 16 states offer their most attractive incentive to data center investments that are half as large as

the amount that Virginia requires to qualify for its incentive.

s7 The JLARC report states that the data center incentive recovered 72 cents in state tax revenue for every dollar of potential tax
revenue exempted from qualifying data centers. That conclusion is based on includingthe years 2010through2OL2, priorto
the significant change made to the incentive in 2012. The 75-cent estimate more accurately reflects current state policy.
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Figure 6. Minimum lnvestment and Job Creation Criteria for State Data Center lncentivesss

Figure 5 shows how the investment and job creation criteria in different states compare. The closer a

state is to the lower-left corner of the graph, the less restrictive are the criteria to qualify for the state's

most attractive incentive.
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J IARCs Primary Recommendation

ln its evaluation, JLARC made some administrative and exploratory recommendations regarding the
State's data center incentive. lts primary recommendation was for the General Assembly to consider

"reduc[ing] or remov[ing] the minimum job creation requirement of the sales and use tax exemption for
data centers locating in a distressed area or an enterprise zone."se JLARC suggested that a lower job

creation threshold could encourage more data center growth in rural areas, based on its discussions

with data center industry representatives.

Because of reduced availability and rising prices of land in Northern Virginia, data centers are likely to
seek lower cost locations elsewhere in Virginia or outside of the state. Virginia has the opportunity to

s8 A list and brief description of state incentives is located in the separate accompanying Appendix.
se Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Dota Center ond Manufocturing lncentives, Economic Development Incentives
Evoluotion Series. June 17,2079.
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continue to attract data centers to lower cost locations within the state, if the incentive requirements

stay competitive. However, the 50-job requirement is hard to meet for data centers that are not larger

than 5300 million in capital investment. JLARC found that "one job is generally associated with S5.3

million in capital investment. Thus, a 5tS0 million investment would be expected to create 24 jobs, on

average."5o As shown in Figure 9, Virginia, Mississippi, and Nevada are the only states that have a 50-job

requirement to receive the most attractive incentive.

Areas of Virginia that are relatively more distressed could benefit significantly from data centers which

are important sources of tax revenue, but which do not require substantial, costly local government

services. However, according to JLARC, generally, distressed regions do not already have the skilled

workforce in placethat is necessaryfordata centeroperation, and it is often difficultto relocate

workers from other locations. According to JLARC, "Savings from the exemption can provide resources

to address these challenges."ut

JLARC concluded that "The best approach at this time may be to reduce or remove the minimum job

creation threshold in distressed areas and enterprise zones ... to encourage data center growth in these

a reas."52

lncentives have been lnstrumental in the Development of Virginia's High-Tech

lnfrastructure

The way that the high-tech industry has developed in Virginia is instructive as to the value of the data

center incentive. The earliest data centers began to cluster around Ashburn, Virginia at the dawn of the
internet because that was one of the four original network access points serving the entire country. ln

2010, Microsoft began building its data center in Mecklenburg County after Virginia had.enacted its

initial data center incentive bill. However, the growing industry did not begin to boom until after the
General Assembly strengthened and expanded Virginia's data center tax incentive in 2Ot2. The fiber
installed to support the large data center investments in Northern Virginia and Southern Virginia

allowed for a dramatic expansion of the industry in Virginia. As a result, Northern Virginia overtook the

New York City area in 2015 as the world's largest data center market.

This expansion provided the impetus for Microsoft and Facebook to invest in bringing the MAREA

subsea cable to Virginia Beach, instead of only relying on the transatlantic cables that land in the New

York City area. Simultaneously, Telxius invested in the BRUSA cable connecting Virginia Beach to Puerto

Rico and Brazil. The cable landing station in Virginia Beach has attracted the Globalinx, NextVN, and

PointOne data centers to Virginia Beach. Virginia is recognized worldwide for its high-tech physical

60 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Doto Center and Manufacturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evaluotion Series. June L7,2019.
61 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Doto Center and Manufacturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evaluation Serles. June L7 ,201-9.
52 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Data Center ond Manufacturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evaluation Series. iune 17,2079.
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infrastructure (conventional and renewable electric power facilities, terrestrial and subsea fiber
networks, and data centers) as well as for its high-tech workforce,

The DP Facilities data center that opened in Wise County in 2OI7 takes advantage of the MidAtlantic

Broadband Communities Corporation fiber connections to the MAREA subsea cable. The data centers in

Northern Virginia and the cable landing station in Virginia Beach attracted Facebook to invest in its large

data center in Henrico County, midway between the two locations. Additionally, QTS has connected its

large data center and network access point in Henrico County to the subsea cables in Virginia Beach,

offering very low latency connections to Europe and Brazil. Google is in the process of bringing its

DUNANT cable from northern Europe to Virginia Beach, and SAEx lnternational has planned a global

cable system that will eventually connect Virginia Beach to Brazil, South Africa, lndia, and Singapore.

This system will provide a digital global superhighway, providing a unique four-continent link from Asia

to the Americas through Africa and creating a secure new submarine link that is able to avoid all the
common choke and risk points, such as the current network route through the Mediterranean and Red

Seas and the routes that are exposed to the seismic risks that exist in the Pacific Ring of Fire.

Data centers also are important for attracting other businesses to Virginia. For example, biotech firms

are extremely dependent on the storage and computing capacity of data centers for healthcare

innovations. This summer, after an extensive search, the biotech firm, Aperiomics chose Loudoun

County for its permanent corporate headquarters. Aperiomics is the only firm able to identify every

known bacterium, virus, fungus, and parasite. The company has created a new gold standard in

identifying the root cause of infectious diseases, allowing doctors to prescribe precise treatments for
specific infections. Aperiomics specifically identified the nearby access to data centers as one of the
reasons that it chose Loudoun County. "With its growing reputation as a major technology hub, access

to major data centers that allow us to maximize our Artificial lntelligence and genomic research and

quick access to major healthcare hubs across the East Coast, we cannot imagine a better place to call

home."63

The Virginia data center tax incentive sends a clear signal to potential investors worldwide that the
business climate in Virginia is friendly to the high-tech industry. Beyond reputation, the incentive

supports the investment in data centers, in conventional and renewable energy, in a robustfiber
network, and in a high-tech workforce.

The lncentive Helps to Attract Some Data Centers that Do Not Qualify for the lncentive

Data centers tend to cluster, with smaller data centers often locating adjacent to larger data centers,

Therefore, one data center that is attracted by the incentive can attract other data centers to take

advantage of the then existing local fiber and power infrastructure.6a Some of these follow-on data

centers will be smaller than the larger data center projects that qualified for the tax incentive and may,

63 https://biz. Ioudoun.eov/2019/05/30/aperiomics-headquarters/
e https://www.datacenterknowledge.com/industrv-perspectives/finding-strensth-numbers-data-center-clustering-effect
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themselves, not initially achieve the investment and job creation thresholds required to receive tax

benefit from the state.

Because large data centers that qualify for Virginia's incentive help provide the infrastructure and

technology supply chain to attract smaller data centers that do not initially qualify for the incentive, the

incentive yields more data center investment than is measured by just counting the data centers that
qualify for the incentive. Virginia's data center tax incentive plays an important role in attracting new

data centers to the state and in keeping them from moving to other states.

LOCAL INCENTIVES

Spurred by data center development in Northern Virginia, the growing importance of Virginia Beach as a

landing site for subsea cables that provide high-speed connectivity between Virginia and the rest of the

world, and Mid-Atlantic Broadband Communities Corporation's pioneering work in providing high-speed

terrestrial connectivity in the southern half of Virginia, the data center industry is now spilling out from

Northern Virginia and spreadi'ng throughout the state. ln no small part because of the exceptionally high

benefit to cost ratio that data centers provide to localities, many communities are working to take

advantage of this trend by making themselves more attractive to the data center industry.

As discussed elsewhere in this report, data centers are a very capital-intensive industry. As a result,

relative to less capital-intensive industries they are disproportionately and adversely impacted by taxes

on expensive and short-lived capital equipment such as servers and other computer equipment. To

address this disparity and provide a more welcoming business climate for data center development,

several Virginia localities have recently lowered the business personal property tax rates that they

charge to data centers.
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A listing of Virginia localities creating special property tax rates for data center equipment is provided in

Table 14. As this list shows, all of these communities are located in the corridor between the Richmond

metropolitan statistical area and Northern Virginia, in proximity to the high-speed subsea cable landings

in Virginia Beach, or, in the case of Danville, within the service area of the Mid-Atlantic Broadband

Com munities Corporation.

Table 14, Localities with Reduced Property Tax Rates for Data Centers

Caroline County s3.80 S1.2566

Nominal Business Property Tax

Rate (per $100 assessed value)6s

Special Property Tax Rate for Data

Center Equipment

(per 5r00 assessed value)

Locality

Chesapeake s4.os $o.48tt

Chesterfield County s3.60 S0.2468

Danville s3.so So.256e

Fredericksburg s3.40 5L.2s7o

Goochland County $3.ss So.4071

Henrico County s3.s0 So.40"
Prince William County Sg.zo gt.2s73

Spotsylvania County ss.ss $r.2574

Stafford County Ss.4s St.zsTs

Virginia Beach s4.00 So.4076

6s Does not include assessment ratios, which reduces the effective tax rate over time.
66 Caroline County Economic Development. "Data Center Site".
67 "Chesapeake Citv Council Makes Strateeic Move to Attract Business in Data Center Sector". CoVABiz, April 2018 and
Chesapeake Local Tax Rates.
68 "Chesterfield Countv Cuts Data CenterTax Rate to Lowest in Virsinia". Chesterfield Business News, April 2019 and
Chesterfield Countv Business Tax Rates.
6s John Crane. "Danville council OKs low rate for data centers", GoDanRiver, October 2018.
70 Fredericksburg News. ' freAerict<sUure Cit " April2079.
71 Goochland Countv Fiscal Year 2020 Adopted Budqet.
72 Henrico Countv Fiscal 2018-2019 Approved Budeet.
73 Prince William Countv Tax Rates.
7a Spotsvlvania Countv FY 2020 Adooted Budeet.
7s Stafford Countv Tax Rates.
76 Virginia Beach Tax Rates.
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National Context for Virginia lncentives

Virginia is one of 31 states that actively offer incentives to attract data centers to locate in their states

Figure 7 highlights the states with active data center incentives.TT

Figure 7. States with Active Data Center lncentives

ln June of 2OL9,lllinois became the latest state to add a new data center incentive.T8 Although the

Chicago area is one of the largest data center markets in the United States, it was not keeping pace with
the growth of data centers in the markets of Northern Virginia, Dallas, and Phoenix - all states that
provide incentives to attract data center investment. Additionally, lllinois was failing to attract data

centers to the more rural parts of the state, while several large data centers had located across the

border in rural lowa. The neighboring state of lndiana also strengthened its incentives in June 2019 by

77 North Dakota has an incentive that was capped and is no longer available to new data centers, so we do not count it as an

active incentive. ln addition to the 31 states that have active specific incentives for data centers, four of the other states have
tax policies that are beneficial to data centers. Alaska and New Hampshire have no statewide sales tax; Delaware has no state
property or sales tax; and Kansas has no state property tax on equipment.
78 Ally Marotti. "Data center boosters hope new tax incentives 'stop the bleeding,' keep tech sites in lllinois ," Chicogo Tribune,
June 2019.
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adding a sales and use tax exemption for data centers to its existing targeted property tax exemption.Te

Developers are hoping to attract data centers to the lndiana suburbs of Chicago.

The competition among states for data centers is keen, and data centers pay close attention to the
business climate in various states when making location decisions. States with existing incentives revise

and extend them from time to time to make them more attractive. ln May of 2018, Georgia expanded its

data center tax incentive to include colocation data centers. Days after the governor of Georgia signed

the bill into law, the colocation provider Switch announced plans to begin construction on a one million

square foot data center campus in Atlanta.80 Earlier this year, bills were introduced in the Pennsylvania

state legislature to expand data center incentives that were enacted in 2016.81After lllinois enacted a

data center incentive, lndiana revised its data center incentive to lengthen the amount of time that large

data centers could receive that state's incentive.82

WASHINGTON STATE HAS PROVEN THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INCENTIVES

Washington State is home to the corporate headquarters of Microsoft and Amazon. ln 2007 ,

Washington's Attorney General ruled the state's data center incentives invalid. Microsoft and Yahoo

immediately halted construction on data center facilities in rural Quincy, Washington, and Microsoft

subsequently chose to move its Windows Azure cloud computing service to Texas. Facebook and

Amazon also cited state and local taxes as an important consideration in their decisions to construct
new data center facilities in Oregon.

Washington's data center incentives were legislatively re-enacted in 2010, sparking a construction boom

and up to 52 billion in new private investment in the state. But, in 2011 the incentives lapsed, which

once again halted data center growth in Washington and was associated with 51 billion in new data

center investment by Adobe and Apple in Oregon. ln 2012, Washington again re-enacted their data

center incentives, only to fail to reauthorize them in 2014. At least one major software company cited

that lack of reauthorization as a motivating factor in its decision to build a new 51.1 billion data center in
lowa. Washington then re-enacted its data center incentives yet again in July 2015. The current

incentive is only available in rural counties. This restriction in Washington has led to a boom in the

colocation data center market in the suburbs of Portland, Oregon, just across the border from

Washington State.83 The state is debating revising the incentive again to remove the restriction to rural

counties.8a

7e Dan Carden. 'fax incentives tor " TheTimes, April 2019.
80 Switch. "Georgia Governor Nathan Deal Sisns "Switch Bill" Data CenterTax Exemption Legislation."
81 General Assemblv of Pennsvlvania, House Bill 1088, Session of 2018.
82 Alex Brown. 'Covernor Siens Dat " lnside lndiano Business, June 2019.
83 Washington State Department of Commerce, State of the Doto Center Industrv An Analvsis of Woshinaton's Competitiveness
ln This Fast-Growino Hiah-Tech Field, january 2018.
8a The Herald Editorial Board. "Editorial:Tax break could brins more data centers to state," HeraldNet, March 2018.
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Conclusion

Life is increasingly digitized, and our digitized lives are stored, secured, processed, enhanced, and

distributed by data centers. Our finances, communications, health care, recreation, entertainment,

education, transportation, wor( and social lives are often and increasingly online. Data centers are

more than just the redundant warehouses for our digital lives. They are also the generators of much of
the interactive digital content that we use. The personalized shopping recommendations; the on-the-fly

driving directions; the online assistance selecting a restaurant, hotel, plane flight; the digital grocery

coupons; the machine responses to banking and billing inquiries, etc. are all provided by data centers.

Because data centers use large amounts of costly electricity and water, they have emerged as leading

innovators at the forefront of increasing operational efficiency in the use of energy and water. Among

other innovations, data centers have used digitization, advanced sensors, and machine learning (within

data centers) to dramatically reduce energy and water consumption. For example, Google has been able

to reduce the amount of energy used for cooling in its data centers by up to 40 percent, reducing overall

energy usage in its data centers by L5 percent on top of previous efficiency enhancements.3 Data center

companies have also made large commitments to the purchase of energy from renewable sources here

in Virginia and nationwide. For utility companies to move to different and initially costlier sources of
renewable power, they need this kind of commitment to provide a stable demand to ensure that the

large upfront investments that are required are financially sustainable.

Northern Virginia is the largest data center market in the world, but the data center industry has an

importantfootprint in every part of the Commonwealth of Virginia. CentralVirginia and Hampton Roads

each account for almost ten percent of overall industry employment in the state. Data center industry

pay has increased twice as fast as the statewide average since 2001.

We estimate that in 2018 the data center industry in Virginia directly provided approximately
. 14,644 full-time-equivalent jobs with an average annual pay of 5126,000,
. 51-.9 billion in associated pay and benefits, and
. 54.5 billion in economic output.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects that direct investment generated, we estimate that the
total impact on Virginia from the data center industry in 2018 was approximately:

. 45,29Ofull-time-equivalent jobs,

. S3.5 billion in associated pay and benefits, and

. S10.1 billion in economic output.

Data centers pay millions of dollars in state and local taxes in Virginia, even though Virginia has a sales

and use tax exemption on some equipment for data centers that are large enough to qualify for the
exemption. All data centers pay state employer withholding taxes and corporate income tax. At the local

level, they pay real estate taxes, tangible personal property taxes, business license taxes, and industrial
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utilities taxes. Additionally, many data centers still must pay state sales and use taxes on their purchases

of data center equipment because they are not large enough to qualify for the Virginia data center

incentive. ln addition to the taxes paid directly by data centers, local governments and the
Commonwealth of Virginia collect tax revenue from the secondary indirect and induced economic

activity that data centers generate. We estimate that in 2018, data centers were directly and indirectly

responsible for generating 5600.1 million in state and localtax revenue in Virginia.

At the local level data centers provide far more in county or city tax revenue than they and their
employees demand in local government services. For example, we estimate that for every dollar in

county expenditures that the data center industry caused in 2018, it generated:
. 58.60 in local tax revenue in Henrico County, and property taxes there would have had to rise by

L percent without the data center induced tax revenue.
. S15.10 in local tax revenue in Loudoun County, and property taxes there would have had to rise

by 21 percent without the data center induced tax revenue.
. 517,80 in tax revenue in Prince William County, and property taxes there would have had to rise

by 7 percent without the data center induced tax revenue.

ln June of 2019, Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) published an

evaluation of the state's data center sales and use tax incentive. JLARC found that 90 percent of the data

center investment made by the companies that received the sales and use tax exemption would not
have occurred in the state of Virginia without the incentive. lnstead, that data center investment would

have occurred in other states. So, the "cost" of the State data center incentive is only 10 percent of the
amount of State sales tax revenue exempted. ln fact, in2017, the data center tax incentive generated

Sf.Og of State tax revenue for every dollar that it exempted; and in 2016, the incentive was revenue

neutral. Since 201"3, after the General Assembly significantly revised the Virginia data center incentive,

the State has recovered 75 cents of every dollar of potential tax revenue that it exempted. ln the
process it created thousands of Virginia jobs with billions of dollars in pay and benefits and billioni of
dollars in economic activity throughout the state.

Virginia is one of 3L states that actively offer incentives to attract data centers to locate in theirstates.
Several states are in the process of revising their incentives to remain competitive. ln May of 2OL8,

Georgia expanded its data center tax incentive to include colocation data centers.ln 2019, bills were

introduced in ldaho to enact an incentive for the first time, and the Pennsylvania state legislature to
expand data center incentives that were enacted in 2016. After lllinois enacted a data center incentive

in 2019, lndiana revised its data center incentive to lengthen the amount of time that large data centers

could receive that state's incentive. Also in 2019, the State of Washington debated whether to continue

restricting its incentive to rural counties, because of the loss of many colocation data centers to the
Portland area just across the border with Oregon-Washington border.

Virginia's data center incentive is one of the most restrictive in the country. Of the 3L states that actively

offer data center incentives, only L1 require a minimum number of new jobs to qualify for an incentive,

and only Virginia, Mississippi, and Nevada require the creation of 50 or more new jobs. ln its evaluation,
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JLARC recommended "reduc[ing] or remov[ing] the minimum job creation requirement of the sales and

use tax exemption for data centers locating in a distressed area or an enterprise zone." JLARC suggested

that a lower job creation threshold could encourage more data center growth in rural areas. The 50-job

requirement is hard to meet for data centers that are not larger than $300 million in capital investment.

Virginia, Mississippi, and Nevada are the only states that have a 50-job requirement to receive each

state's most attractive incentive. Areas of Virginia that are relatively more distressed could benefit

significantly from data centers which are important sources of tax revenue, but which do not require

substantial, costly local government services. However, according to JLARC, generally, distressed regions

do not already have the skilled workforce in place that is necessary for data center operations, and it is

often difficult to relocate workers from other locations.

Virginia's incentive is more restrictive than most other states in terms of minimum investment. Only

seven states require a higher amount of investment in order to receive the state's most attractive

incentive. At the same time, L6 states offer their most attractive incentive to data center investments

that are half as large as the amount that Virginia requires to qualify for its incentive.

Virginia's data center incentive has been important in the spread of technology industries across the

Commonwealth and in attracting smaller data centers that do not qualify for the incentive to invest in

the state as well. Recently several localities have reduced their local property tax rates in order to
attract data centers to support their economies,
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About The Data Center Coalition

The Data Center Coalition (DCC) is the trade association that

empowers the data center industry through education, public policy

advocacy, and community engagement. The DCC represents and

advances the interests of the data center industry by aggregating

industry expertise and thought leadership, partnering with
policymakers and other stakeholders, and supporting data center

communities through active engagement. To learn more, go to
https ://www.datacentercoa lition.orgl.

About The Metro Atlanta Chamber

The Metro Atlanta Chamber (MAC) is an organization that is over 160

years old that today represents businesses, colleges and universities,

and nonprofits across the 29-county region that makes up the
nation's ninth-largest market. MAC works to position metro Atlanta

as a top-tier global region by focusing on three key areas: economic

development, public policy, and promotion. MAC's public policy

efforts reflect the organization's commitment to protect Georgia's

status as the number one state to do business. To learn more, go to
https ://www. metroatla ntacha m ber.com/

About The Technology Association of Georgia

The Technology Association of Georgia's (TAG's) mission is to connect,
promote, influence, and educate Georgia's technology ecosystem to

advance the innovation economy. Through those four foundational

pillars TAG serves the technology community, helping to support,
grow and ignite tech leaders, companies, and the overall Georgia

economy. TAG provides catalytic connections and bridges to growth

opportunity for the technology community; advances policies,

programs, and initiatives that grow business, our members, and

Georgia's technology ecosystem; and energizes, promotes, and

educates the tech stars oftoday and the tech leaders ofthe future. To

learn more, go to https://www.tagonline.orgl
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Executive Summary

Georgia has had a growing data center sector that was expected to continue to grow, partially driven by

incentives that the state offers to encourage data center job growth and investment. Georgia has

approximately 100 data centers in the state, with the majority located in the broader Atlanta

metropolitan area of Fulton,l Cobb2 and Gwinnett3 counties. There is also significant data center

investment in Bulloch, Carroll, Douglas, and Newton counties, with Douglasa and Newtons counties

having large hyperscale data centers that account for over one billion dollars in investment each. lt
should be noted that almost all of the planned new projects that have been announced will be located

in these less densely populated counties outside of the Atlanta metro area.

This report explores the economic impact of the construction and operation of data centers in Georgia

and illustrates the economic impact that a single new hyperscale data center would create. lt also puts

into context Georgia's standing relative to otherstates with data center incentive programs. We

estimate that there are about 100 data center facilities in Georgia, and we estimate that it would cost

$gS bittion (in 2O2L dollars) to construct and commission to full operating status all of that data center

space that is currently operating in the state,

Direct Economic lmpact: We estimate that in the last year,5 the construction and operation of data

centers in Georgia directly provided approximately:

. $1.4 billion in economic output from construction and operations combined, including:

. I,O2O construction jobs,

. S70 million in associated construction pay and benefits,

. 3,480 full-time-equivalent onsite operations jobs inside data centers, and

. 5276 million in associated data center operations pay and benefits.

Total Economic lmpact: Taking into account the economic ripple effects that the direct investment

generated, we estimate that the total impact on Georgia from data centers in the last year was

approximately:

SS.g billion in economic output, including:

22,940jobs throughout the Georgia economy,

St.S billlon in associated employee pay and benefits, and

five additionaljobs supported by the data center in other non-construction businesses for each

operationaljob inside the data center.

l Among many other companies, Equinix, Digital Realty, and QTS have data centers in Fulton County.
2 Digital Realty and Datasite have data centers in Cobb County.
3 QTS has a data center in Gwinnett County.
a Google's data center is located in Douglas County. Google is proud to call Georgia home to one of our data centers.
s Facebook's data center is located in Newton County. Andy Peters, "Facebook to expand Newton CounW data center, add 100

iobs," The Atlanta Journol-Constitution,September t7, 2020.
6 The data used for the impact calculations in this report roughly span the period of July 2020 through June 2021.

a

a

)

a
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State and Local Tax Revenue: We estimate that in the last year, the economic activity associated with

the construction and ongoing operations of data centers in Georgia led to:

. 592.4 million in tax revenue collected by the State of Georgia in corporate and personal income

tax, sales tax, gas and vehicle tax, and fees; and

. 5101.5 million collected by local governments in real and personal property tax, sales tax, and

fees, not counting sales taxes and franchise fees that data centers pay on electricity purchases.

Economic lmpact lf Georgia Can Attract One New Hyperscale Data Center: Construction and operation

of a single new hyperscale data center would have a potential total economic impact of approximately:

. $346 million in total economic output during the two-year construction period, including:

. !,ZOO construction jobs plus 850 non-construction jobs supported in the community during the

construction phase, and
. 5132 million in total pay and benefits.
. 5431 million annually in total economic output once the facility is fully operational, including:
. 1,830 additional jobs supported once data center operations begin, and
. 5\12 million in pay and benefits.

Workforce Benefits of Data Centers: Georgia's data centers contribute to the development of a strong

tech workforce across various industries with growing employment and wages. ln fact, the combination

of rapidly rising employment and rapidly rising wages make data centers one of Georgia's most high-

performing lines of business and a valuable (and growing) contributor to a strong and robust state

economy.

. From 2010 to 2020, the concentration of tech workers in Georgia grew from almost 20 percent

below the national average to almost 40 percent above the national average.

. From 2010 to 2020, the gross income for an average private-sector data processing and hosting

employee grew almost twice as fast as the average private-sector employee in Georgia.

Between 20L0 and 2020 the average annual pay in the data center industry in Georgia increased twice a
fast as the average private-sector employee in Georgia.

r Data center industry wages in Georgia: 64 percent increase (578,500 to S128,700) vs. 35

percent average increase in private wages across all industries (S44,300 to 559,800).

Data Center Sales and Use Tax lncentive Programs: Data center tax incentives are an effective way to

encourage data center investment and growth in a state, and they can accomplish that without

negatively impacting state revenues. ln fact, over half of U.S. states have sales and use tax exemptions

for data centers. Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission found in a 2Ot9 report that:
. Up to 90 percent of the data center investment in Virginia made by the companies that received

the sales and use tax exemption would have occurred in other states except for the exemption.
. ln 20L7, the most recent year data was available, the data center tax incentive generated $L.09

of Virginia tax revenue for every dollar that it exempted (this is not including local tax revenue

or other economic benefits).

Uetrr qr.r Dai.,t t lrIc,r' l:i(,F)(,i t 2
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Georgia's lncentive Programs: Georgia is one of many states that offer sales and use tax incentive

programs to encourage data centers to locate or expand in the state. However, because ofthe short

duration of the benefits, they are some of the least attractive programs in the country. Both of Georgia's

programs sunset in seven years or less. Of the states with a sales and use tax exemption for data

centers, a majority have a benefit period that is a minimum of 10 years, with the exemptions in eleven

states having no sunset date.

Georgia High-Tech Business Incentive O.C.G.A. S 48-8-3(681 (program sunsets and benefit ends

June 30, 20231. This was a permanent incentive program until a sunset was enacted in March

2021. This incentive provides a full sales-and-use tax exemption on certain computer equipment

purchased by high-tech companies that invest a minimum of 515 million in qualifying

equipment.

o Georgia Data Center Incentive O.C.G.A. 5 48-8-3(68.1) (program sunsets and benefit ends

December 3L,20281. This incentive provides a sales and use tax exemption for data centers that
make a minimum investment of S100 million to 5250 million (investment threshold is

dependent on the population of the county) and creates 20 new jobs within seven years of
qualifying for the incentive.

Data centers, like most capital-intensive businesses, make long-term investment decisions where the

financial conditions are most secure due to the long-term nature of their investment. Companies who

build and operate data centers want to choose a location where they can confidently predict their tax

liability years into the future, especially if they want to expand their presence over the long term.

It is important to note that under Georgia's incentive programs, the incentive benefit period coincides

with the sunset, effectively ending the program when the sunset date is reached. Most other states with

a data center sales and use tax exemption do not have the benefit period ending for companies at the

same time as the program sunsets for new applicants. This means that a company locating a data center

in Georgia today could only utilize the benefit for five years (assuming an 18-month construction

window). ln Georgia's neighboring state of Alabama, a company locating a new data center could utilize

that state's benefit for up to 30 years.

Georgia's incentive programs provide less long-term certainty for data center operators than is

offered across the country including in states that recently adopted or extended their data center

incentive. Twenty-six states have incentives that last for 10 years or more, with 11 states having

incentives that are valid indefinitely. (select examples of data center sales and use tax exemptions

across the country)

Southeast (Neighboring states) :

. Alabama offers up to a 3O-year sales and use tax exemption. (AL 40-98-3)

. Mississippi's ten-year sales and use tax exemption has no program sunset. (MS 57-113-25)

. North Carolina's sales and use tax exemption has no program sunset. (NC 105-164.13)

a
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South Carolina's sales and use tax exemption sunsets for new applicants in 203L with benefits

ending in2O4!. (SC 12-36-2120)

Tennessee's sales and use tax exemption and reduced tax on electricity has no program sunset.

(TN 67-6-206)

Virginia's sales and use tax exemption sunsets at the end of 2035. (VA 58.1-609.3)

East:

Connecticut offers up to a 3O-year sales and use tax exemption with no program sunset. (CT

Public Act 21-1, HB 6514)

Maryland offers up to a 2O-year sales and use tax incentive with no program sunset, (MD 11-

23el

Pennsylvania offers at least a 15-year sales and use tax exemption with no program sunset. (72

PS 9931-D)

Midwest:
. lllinois offers up to a 2O-year sales and use tax exemption with a sunset for new agreements in

2029. (lL 605-1025a)

. lndiana offers up to a SO-year sales and use tax exemption with no program sunset. (lN 6-2.5-15)

. lowa's sales and use tax incentive program has no program sunset. (lA 423.3)

. North Dakota's sales and use tax incentive has no program sunset. (NDCC 57-39.2-04.17)

West:

Arizona offers a sales and use tax exemption with a 10 to 2O-year benefit with a sunset for new

applicants in 2033. The 20-year benefit is reserved for data centers that are considered a

sustainable redevelopment project. (AZ 41-1519)

ldaho's sales and use tax exemption has no program sunset. (63-3622V)

Texas offers up to a 2O-year sales and use tax exemption with no program sunset. (TX 151.3595)

Utah's sales and use tax exemption has no program sunset. (UT 59-12-104)

Potential 10-year Horizon: We estimate that if the availability and competitiveness of Georgia's

incentives are extended by at least 10 years, Georgia is likely to gain the following as new datacenter

investment comes to Georgia instead of going to other states:
. 53.1 billion in economic output, including:
. 13,950jobs, and

. 5887 million in pay and benefits.

That is roughly the equivalent of attracting seven to eight new hyperscale data centers to the state over
L0 years.

a
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Georgia Has Had a Growing Data Center Market

Georgia has maintained a growing data center sector for the last several years, partially driven by the

state's data center incentive programs. Within the state, there are:

. Enterprise data centers, including large hyperscale data centers, that are owned and operated

by businesses for their own internal use, including companies who rely on tech and data

processing for their business (e.g., finance, logistics, transportation, and tech companies). Some

of these companies are headquartered in Georgia and have significant operations in the state.
. Colocation data centers that provide data center services to other companies as tenants or end

users.

Georgia has approximately 100 data centers in the state. The number and magnitude of data centers in

Georgia is an indicator that the state's data center incentives have helped to develop a pipeline of
investment. A majority of data centers are located in the broader Atlanta metropolitan area, especially

in Fulton,T Cobb,8 and Gwinnette counties, where the population density ranges between 2,OOOto2,2OO

people per square mile. There is also major data center investment in Douglaslo and Newtonll counties

that have attracted large hyperscaledata centers that account for over one billion dollars in investment

each. There is also data center investment in Bulloch and Carroll counties. The population density in

those counties ranges from about 700 people persquare mile down to L00 people per square mile.

Almost allof the planned projects that have been announced will be located in these less densely

populated counties outside of Atlanta.

While information on enterprise data centers is generally kept confidential for security and other

reasons, information on the amount of computing capacity in colocation data centers illustrates the
growth in the overall data center sector in the state. According to CBRE, the commercial real estate

services company, the colocation data center market in the Atlanta area has grown steadily by 47

percent since 20L3, with almost all of that growth (85 percent of it) occurring since 2018 when the

Georgia legislature enacted the Georgia Data Center incentive (O.C.G.A. S 48-8-3(68.1)).

Figure 1 shows the increase in colocation data center capacity (measured in megawatts of lT capacity) in

the Atlanta area since 2013.

7 Among many other companies, Equinix, Digital Realty, and QTS have data centers in Fulton County.
8 Digital Realty and Datasite have data centers in Cobb County.
s QTS has a data center in Gwinnett County.
10 Google's data center is located in Douglas County. Google is proud to call Georgia home to one of our data centers.
11 Facebook's data center is located in Newton County. Andy Peters, "Facebook to expand
iobs," The Atlanto Journal-Constitution, September L7 , 2020.
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Figure 1. Growth in the Size of the Colocation Data Center Market in the Atlanta Area -20731o202112
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ADDITIONAL NEAR-TERM DATA CENTER DEVELOPMENT

According to CBRE, in addition to the 178 MW of colocation data center capacity already in Atlanta, 23.5

MW of colocation data center capacity were under construction as of the first half of 2021. Some

examples of projects (both colocation and enterprise data centers)that were announced in 2020 or

early 2O2L include:

2020 announcements:
. Stack lnfrastructure's plan to double the size of its data center in Fulton County,l3
. Switch's construction of a one million-plus square foot data center campus in Douglas County,la
. Facebook's expansion of its Newton County data center by 1.,5 million square feet,ls and

. Oceanic Data Centers' plans for a one million square foot data center in Fayette County.16

2021 announcements:
. Quality Technology Services' (QTS) construction of a 1.1 million square foot data center as part of

a mixed-use development on 36 acres of land in Fulton County (May 2O2L announcement),17 and

. Microsoft's commitment to building its East US 3 Azure data centers in Douglas and Fulton

counties (February 202L announcement).18

12 Data Source: CBRE semiannual data center market reports 201,4-202t coveringthe years 2013-2021.
13 Stack lnfrastructure Further Expands Atlanta Presence with Land Purchase.
ra Switch Siqns Anchor Tenant at The Keep Compus in Atlanta ond Breaks Ground on Next Two Buildinqs. The Keep Campus is

already partially operational.
Is Facebook Exponds the Newton Dato Center.
16 Ben Nelms, "Oevetoper expects " The Citizen, October 28,2020.
11 Proiect Granite application.
18 Microsoft will estoblish its next U.S. dotocenter reaion in Georaio's Fulton ond Douolas Counties.
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Previous industry expectations for growth in the Georgia data center market were based on the

expectation that Georgia's data center incentive programs would remain competitive. The enactment of

a2023 sunset earlier this year on the High Tech Program and the limited duration of the Data Center

lncentive (scheduled to sunset in2O28l interject significant uncertainty into Georgia's business climate

and raise questions around whether growth in the state's data center investment pipeline will continue.

THE IMPACT OF DATA CENTERS ON THE GEORGIA ECONOMY

The large pipeline of data center construction projects listed above means that Georgia construction

workers have a long-term pipeline of local projects where they are better able to work locally, rather

than pursue projects in other states. The construction and ongoing operation of data centers in Georgia

have large impacts on the state's economy. These economic impacts are driven by:

Direct lmpacts:
. The spending in Georgia on the construction of data centers
. The spending on goods and services in Georgia that data centers make during the ongoing

operation of data centers

lndirect lmpacts:
. The spending on goods and services in Georgia made by data center vendors
. The spending by Georgians employed in building and operating data centers

Direct Economic lmpact: We estimate that in the last yearls the construction and operation of data

centers in Georgia directly provided approximately:
. $1.4 billion in economic output from construction and operations combined, including:
. t,O2O construction jobs,

. S70 million in associated construction pay and benefits,

. 3,480 full-time-equivalent onsite operations jobs inside data centers, and

. 5276 million in associated data center operations pay and benefits.

Total Economic lmpact: Taking into account the indirect economic ripple effects that the direct

investment generated, we estimate that the total impact on Georgia from data centers in the last year

was approximately:
. S5.3 billion in economic output, including:
. 22,940 jobs

. S1.5 billion in associated employee pay and benefits

. five additionaljobs supported by the data center in other non-construction businesses for each

operationaljob inside the data center.

State and Local Tax Revenue: We estimate that in the last year, the indirect economic activity

associated with data centers in Georgia led to:

1s The data used for the impact calculations in this report roughly span the period ofJuly 2020 through June 2021
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$92.4 million in tax revenue collected by the State of Georgia, and

S101.5 million collected by local governments, not counting sales taxes and franchise fees that
data centers pay on electricity purchases.

Table 1 provides a summary of the total construction and operation impact of data centers on the state

of Georgia over the last year.

Table 1. Summary of One-Year Economic lmpact of Data Centers in Georgia (2021 dollars)

Data Center Construction 1,02o S69,600,ooo s164,000,000

O

a

L't Round Direct Effects Pay & Benefits Economic OutputJobs

Data Center Operation 3,480 S275,8oo,ooo s1,198,200,000
2nd Round lndirect Effects

Data Center Construction Supported 720 S42,ooo,ooo S129,7oo,ooo

Data Center Operation Supported 17,720 s1,058,900,000 $3,782,700,000
Total lmpact

Construction Subtotal 1,740 s111,600,000 $293,zoo,ooo

Operation Subtotal 2t,2OO s1,344700,000 S498o,9oo,ooo

Total Economic lmpact in Georgia 22,940 $1,456,300,000 s5,284600,000

THE IMPACT OF A SINGLE NEW HYPERSCALE DATA CENTER

To help make the overall statewide estimates of the impact of the entire data center sector more

concrete, we can illustrate the economic and fiscal impact potential if just one new $750 million

hyperscale data center were to locate in Georgia. lt is important to note that there is significant

variability among hyperscale data centers in terms of size, design, capacity, and other characteristics.

Our assumptions and calculations are based on an aggregation of information associated with several

actual hyperscale data center projects across the country and information provided by industry sources.

Assumptions used to estimate the impact of a SZSO million hyperscale data center:
. Construction: $240 million would be spent for construction (including the employment of L,200

construction workers) in total over the L8 to 24 months that a data center of this scale would

typically take for construction.
. Construction: 5460 million would be spent on computer equipment that is almost always

sourced outside of the region of interest and does not contribute to local economic activity.
. Construction: S50 million would be paid for the purchase of cooling and electrical equipment

and other fixtures.
. Operation: eventually employ 300 direct employees and contractors that provide services such

as security and maintenance.
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Construction

Direct Economic lmpact (Z4-month construction period):
. 5193 million in economic output in the Georgia economy, including:
. I,2OO total construction jobs, and
. S82 million in associated pay and benefits for construction workers.

Total Economic lmpact (24-month construction period):

Accounting for all of the additional effects that the project would cause as the new investment ripples

through the Georgia economy, construction of such a new hyperscale data center would have a
potential total economic impact over the two-year construction period of approximately:

. 5345 million in total economic output, including:

. 2,050jobs supported, and

. s132 million in total pay and benefits.

Operation

Direct Economic lmpact (annually, once fully built out/operational)
. $103 million in economic output in the Georgia economy once the data center is fully

operational, including:
. 300 new operational jobs, and
. 524 million in associated pay and benefits for operating workers.

Total Economic lmpact (annually, once fully built out/operational):
Once such a facility is fully operational and after accounting for all of the direct and indirect effects that
the project would cause in the Georgia economy, the potentialtotal economic impact would be

approximately:
. $431 million annually in total economic output, including:
. 1,830 jobs supported once data center operations begin, and
. 5tL2 million in pay and benefits.
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Data Centers Benefit the Broader Economy in Georgia

Data centers have generated business for Georgia companies that are critical pieces of the data center

supply chain that in turn generate economic activity and growth for other businesses in Georgia. Table 2

shows a selection of different Georgia businesses that are part of the second ripple effect of economic

activity related to spending by data centers.

Table 2. Select Georgia-Headquartered Businesses Serving Georgia Data Centers2o

AC & DC Power Technologies College Park
Critical power maintenance services and

distributor of server racks and cabinets

HQ City Line of BusinessCompany

Alexander Electric Company Columbus Nationalelectricalcontractor

Allison-Smith Company Smyrna National electrical engineering contractor

Capital City Electrical Services Norcross Regional electrical contractor

HEATSINC East Dublin lnternational builder of power infrastructure

Holder Construction Atlanta Large, global builder of data centers

lnglett & Stubbs Mableton National electrical contractor

Jerry L. Johnson & Associates Morrow

Optima Electronic Packaging Systems Lawrenceville Custom manufacturer of server enclosures

Southland Electrical Contractors Madison Regional electrical contractor

General contractor for data center construction

and renovation

j

20 None of the companies named here were consulted for this report nor did they request to be included. They are included
based only on our own independent research. Again, this list is by no means comprehensive. lt is for illustration only.
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DATA CENTERS INCREASE THE TECH LABOR POOL NEEDED BY MANY INDUSTRIES

Data Center Employment

At the same time that data center investment in Georgia has been increasing, employment in high-tech

sectors has increased. Private sector statewide data processing and hosting2l employment has escalated

rapidly from 5,800 in 2010 to 16,000 jobs in 2020 (Figure 2), and from 2010 to 2020, the concentration

of tech workers in Georgia grew from almost 20 percent below the national average to almost 40

percent above the national average.22

Figure 2, Georgia's Data Processing and Hosting Employment - 2010 to 202023
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Georgia has developed a stronger than average tech labor market that is important for attracting

businesses in industries ranging from advanced manufacturing to finance. The existence of a vibrant

data center market helps to attract talent that supports all of these vital industries. Research has shown

that data centers share the pool for high-tech labor with industries such as architecture, engineering,

computer system design, software, telecommunications, scientific research & development, and

technical consulting.2a

Data Center Wages

The combination of rapidly rising employment and rapidly rising wages make data centers one of
Georgia's most high-performing lines of business and a valuable (and growing) contributor to a robust

state economy. Data centers are extremely capital-intensive and require a large amount of expensive

equipment to operate. The wages for data center jobs are significantly higher than the average across all

industries, and these wages have grown significantly over time (Figure 3).

21 Data processing and hosting is the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics industry category that most closely matches the data center
sector.
22 Data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
23 Data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
2a Mangum Economics, NVTC Greater Washington Technology Sector Profile, December 201.6.
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Between 2010 and 2020 the average annual pay in the data center industry in Georgia increased twice
as fast as the average private-sector employee in Georgia.

Data center industry wages in Georgia: 64 percent increase (S78,500 to S128,700)

Average private sector wages in Georgia across all industries: 35 percent average increase in

private wages across all industries (544,300 to S59,800).

Figure 3. Trends in Average Annual Private Sector Pay in Georgia - 2010 to 20202s

a
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2s Data Sources: U.5. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Georgia's Data Center lncentive Programs Are No Longer Competitive

DURATION OF INCENTIVE PROGRAMS ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Data centers, like most capital-intensive businesses, make long-term investment decisions where the
financial conditions are most secure due to the long-term nature of their investment. Companies who

build and operate data centers want to choose a location where they can confidently predict their tax

liability years into the future, especially if they want to expand their presence over the long-term. A

recent report by Cushman and Wakefield states, "A majority of states throughout the U.S. now offer
state-level incentives, often sales- or property-tax abatements for long-term investment."2s The

competition among states for data centers is significant, and data centers carefully evaluate the
business climate in various states when making location decisions.

Georgia

Georgia is one of many states that offer incentives to encourage data centers to locate or expand in

their states. There are two incentives under which data centers may qualify for sales and use tax

exemptions on qualifying purchases depending on their business models and other factors.

Georgia High-Tech Business lncentive O.C.G.A. I48-8-3(681 (program sunsets and benefit ends June

30,20231. Until this year, this program provided data centers with certainty and predictability around

their investments as they contemplated location and expansion in Georgia. However, the 2023 sunset

added in March 2021 likely impacts the business certainty. This incentive, which applies to any company

included in the listed NAICS codes (e.g., single-user data centers, software publishers, computer systems

design businesses, telecommunications firms, financial transaction processing facilities, and R&D

centers) that makes a minimum $tS million investment in qualifying computer equipment, provides a

full sales and use tax exemption.

This incentive can be used by traditional data center operators as well as by businesses that depend on

large quantities of data to such a degree that they choose to have full control over their data centers,

but whose total investment is less than the StOO to SZ50 million required by the 68.L exemption (noted

below). An example of an essential, Georgia company that has made use of the High-Tech incentive is

UPS. Although UPS is not considered a "high-tech company," a significant number of its employees work
at a large data center that it owns near its Georgia headquarters. The Georgia data center is one of the
data centers that UPS uses for its global tracking and operating services network.

Georgia Data Center lncentive O.C.G.A. 5 48-8-3(68.1) (program sunsets and benefit ends December

3t,20281. This incentive applies to data centers that make a minimum investment of 5100 million to

5250 million (the investment threshold is dependent on the population of the county) and create 20

new jobs within seven years of qualifying for the incentive. lt provides an exemption from sales and use

26 Cushman & Wakefield Data Center Advisory Group, Dota Center Global Market Comparison,202!.
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taxes on computers, computer equipment, backup generators, air-handling units, cooling towers,

energy-storage equi pment, energy-efficiency tech nology, a nd other items.

Other States

Georgia's data center sales and use tax incentive programs now have a short span relative to most other

states with a data center incentive program, which will impact the state's competitiveness for new data

center investment and expansion of existing data centers .ln a 2O2O report, JLL indicated that, "Revised

economic incentives have helped lure colocation operators" to the Atlanta data center market.27

Twenty-six states have incentives that last for 10 years or more, with 11 states having incentives that are

valid indefinitely. Examples in the Southeast include:

Alabama offers up to a 30-year sales and use tax exemption. (AL 40-98-3)'z8

Mississippi's L0-year sales and use tax exemption has no program sunset. (MS 57-113-25)'?s

North Carolina's sales and use tax exemption has no program sunset. (NC L05-164.13)30

South Carolina's sales and use tax exemption sunsets for new applicants in 2031with benefits

ending in 2041-. (SC 1-2-36-21-20)31

Tennessee's sales and use tax exemption and reduced tax on electricity has no program sunset.

(TN 67-6-206)3'

Virginia's sales and use tax exemption sunsets at the end of 2035. (VA 58.1-609.3)33

As noted at the beginning of this report, there appears to be strong evidence that Georgia's data center

incentives have contributed to the strong growth of data centers in the state. Given the longer-term

benefit that data centers are eligible for in neighboring states, Georgia has a competitive disadvantage

in attracting new data center growth because its benefits are much shorter in duration. This also can

impact decisions around planned projects that have not yet broken ground.

States with existing sales and use tax incentives revise and extend them from time to time to make them

more attractive. Several states have recently added, enhanced, or renewed their sales and use tax

incentives in 2O2O and 2O2t to enhance their competitiveness.

Southeast
. Virginia revised its sales and use tax exemption to require fewer new employees and less capital

investment for data centers that locate where the unemployment and poverty rates are higher

than statewide averages.3a

27 JLL, Data Center Outlook , Ht 2O2O.
28 http://alisondb. and Alabama Department of
Revenue, General Summorv of Stote Toxes.
2e Mississippi Tax lncentives, Exemptions and Credits.
30 North Carolina Data Center Sales and Use Tax Exemptions.
31 South Carolina Department of Revenue Ruling #13-5.
32 Changes in Reouirements for a Qualified Data Center, Tennessee Department of Revenue.
33 Rich Miller, "Virsinia Extends D " Doto Center Frontier, March t4,2OI6.
3a Dan Swinhoe, "Vireinia lowers th " Doto Center Dynamics, March 31, 2021

a

a

a

a
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East

a Pennsylvania's original incentive was ineffective at attracting data center investment to the

state while billions of dollars of investments were being made in nearby states. The legislature

enacted a new sales and use tax exemption that is open indefinitely with benefits available for

at least 15 years. (72P5 993L-D)3s

Connecticut became the latest state to add a completely new data center incentive. Depending

on the size and location of the facility, data centers could be exempted from state sales and use

taxes for 20 to 30 years. (CT Public Act 2I-I, HB 5514)36

Maryland enacted a new sales and use tax incentive with a benefit period of 10 to 20 years,

depending on the level of investment. The incentive has no sunset date. (MD 7l-239137

Following the enactment of Maryland's data center incentive, a data center developer

announced plans for a new 2,100-acre data center campus in the state.38

a

o

Midwest
. North Dakota enacted a data center incentive to replace an incentive that expired in 2020. The

new incentive has no sunset date or limitation on the benefit period. (NDCC 57-39.2-04.17l,3s

West

Arizona revised and extended its data center sales and use tax exemption by 10 years to run

through 2033. The benefit period ranges from L0 to 20 years, with the 20-year benefit reserved

for data centers that are considered a sustainable redevelopment project. (AZ 41-1519F0

ldaho enacted a new sales and use tax exemption for data center equipment used in new data

centers. The new incentive has no program sunset or limitation on the benefit period. (63-

3622V)41

Utah expanded its sales and use tax exemption for data centers with no minimum investment or

employment criteria and no program sunset. (UT 59-12-104)4'z

3s Pennsvlvania Brinqs in Data Center Tax Breaks.
36 Matt Pilon, "f n a crowded pond, C " Hartford Business Journal, April 19,
202L.
37 Marvland Department of Commerce, Data Center Tax lncentive Program.
38 Rich Miller, "Ouantum Loophole P " Doto Center Frontier, June 28,2O2L
3e North Dakota Centurv Code 5 57-39.2-04.L7.
a0 Dan Swinhoe, "nrizona extenAs Oa " Dato Center Dynomics, April27,2O2L.
41 HB 52L.
42 Utah Sales and Use Tax General lnformation, Revised 6/21 and SB L14.

a

a

a
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COM PETITION BETWEEN STATES

New York - New Jersey - Connecticut

New Jersey is debating adding an incentive. There is a growing realization that the New York-New Jersey

region lost its lead in the data center market to Northern Virginia, at least in part because New Jersey is

not competitive with other markets on taxes.a3

An even more dramatic illustration of the sensitivity of data centers to tax changes is the way in which

data centers showed their mobility in response to a potential increase in taxes in New Jersey. ln the

summer of 2020, some elected state officials proposed imposing a 25/100th of one percent or a 1/1-00th

of one percent tax on financial transactions processed in data centers located in New Jersey.aa ln the fall

of 2O2O, the New York Stock Exchange ran its financialtransactions out of its data center in Chicago for
five days to practice for any possible relocation of the market to data centers outside of New Jersey. The

Governor of Texas was involved in attempting to attract Nasdaq to migrate its data center operations to
Dallas, the second-largest data center market in the United States. ln the spring of 202I, the state of
Connecticut enacted a data center incentive to make that state a viable alternative, in the event that
New Jersey proceeded with the financial transaction tax.as

lllinois - lndiana

ln June of ZOLS,lllinois added a new data center incentive.a6 Although the Chicago area is one of the

largest data center markets in the United States, it was not keeping pace with the growth of data

centers in the markets of Northern Virginia, Dallas, and Phoenix - all located in states that provide sales

and use tax exemptions to attract data center investment. Since the enactment of the lllinois incentive,

several new large data center projects have been announced in the state, and over 55 billion in

additional data center investment has been committed making it one of the fastest-growing states in

terms of data center activity.aT The neighboring state of lndiana also enacted a 50-year sales and use tax

exemption for data centers to attract data centers to the lndiana suburbs of Chicago.as

a3 See Rich Miller, "Will Tax lncentives Jump-Start NJ's Data Center lndustrv?," Dota Center Frontier, January 28,2O2O. "Twenty
years ago, New Jersey probably led the country and data center space, but we haven't moved the needle at all in 20 years." -
Gil Santaliz,NJFX "NewJerseywasonceahotbedofdatacenteractivity,withthrivingmarketsforcolocationandfinancial data
centers. The state maintains a substantial and strategically important data center community, but the hottest leasing action has

shiftedelsewhere,primarilytoNorthernVirginia." "Thereisabill beinglookedat,anditlooksverysimilartothebroadstrokes
of what you see in Virginia." - Santaliz
aa Alex Alley, "NYSE and Nasdaq threaten to leave New Jersev iftransaction tax goes ahead," Data Center Dynamics, October
20,2020.
4s Matt Pilon,'In a crowded pond, ff " Hortford BusinessJournol, April 19,

2021-.
a6 Ally Marotti. "Data center boosters hope new tax incentives 'stop the bleedins,' keep tech sites in lllinois," Chicago Tribune,
June 2019.
a7 Companies announcing large data center projects in lllinois since the enactment of the incentive include Aligned Energy,

Faceboo( Prime Data Centers, NTT, and Stream.
48 lndiana General Assemblv 201.9, lndiana House Bill 1405.
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Data Center lncentives Do Not Diminish State Tax Revenues

With so many states offering data center sales and use tax incentives, state tax incentives intended to
attract data centers do not diminish state tax revenues because data centers generally avoid locating

and expanding in states without a sales and use tax exemption. States that do not attract new data

center investment do not receive the additional tax revenue and economic impact from data centers.

Consequently, when data centers locate in states with sales and use tax exemptions, there is no lost

state revenue. States with sales and use tax exemptions for data centers are recognizing that forgoing

direct sales and use tax revenue is necessary to gain the economic impact that data centers bring, along

with the tax revenue associated with that economic impact.

ln June of 20L9, Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) published an

evaluation of the state's data center incentive using confidentialtax information that is not publicly

available.as

JLARC found that up to 90 percent of the data center investment made by the companies that received

the sales and use tax exemption would not have occurred in the state of Virginia without the incentive.

So, the "cost" of the State data center incentive is only 10 percent of the amount of State sales tax

revenue exempted. Using the confidential tax information, JLARC estimated the economic and

government budgetary impact of Virginia's data center sales and use tax exemption.s0

JLARC determined that in 2017 (the latest year for which data was available for the evaluation) data

centers generated $+.2 million more state tax revenue from construction and suppliers than the amount

of sales and use tax exempted by Virginia's data center incentive.sl ln 2017, the State took in $f.Og in

state tax revenue from data center-related activity for every one dollar of potential state tax revenue

that was exempted from qualifying data centers.

4e joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Data Center and Manufocturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evoluotion se,es. June 17,20L9.
so Appendix N: Results of economic ond revenue impact anolvses.
s1 Mangum Economics, The tmpoct of Dato Centers on the Stote and Locol Economies of Virginia, 2020. Atso, see App.g-n&-M
Results of Economic ond Revenue lmpoct Analvses.
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The Potential for Future Jobs and Investment Growth in Georgia

It is possible to estimate the potential impact on jobs and economic growth in Georgia if the state's data

center incentives are made competitive with other states that offer an incentive. We do this by

estimating the volume of new data center projects that could locate in Georgia instead of another state,

and then calculating the jobs, pay and benefits, and economic output associated with those facilities.

Research by Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission estimated that 90 percent of the

data center projects that received tax incentives in Virginia would have been located in another state if
Virginia's data center incentives were not in place. lf we infer that the same would be true in Georgia

(where data center market growth has been six percent peryear overthe last eight years), we can

estimate that over 1"0 years Georgia's data center market will grow by 60 percent instead of six

percent, if Georgia's data center incentives are extended for at least 10 years.

lf Georgia remains competitive for data center growth over the next 10 years, as new data center

investment and jobs sited in Georgia could gain:s2

o $3.1 billion in economic output activity, including:

o 13,950 jobs, and

. 5887 million in pay and benefits.

For context, that impact is roughly the equivalent of gaining seven to eight new hyperscale data centers

(described earlier in this report) over the ten-year period. That result is likely if the newly enacted

sunsets on Georgia's data center incentive programs are removed.

52 This is based on estimates of the impact of data center construction and operation jobs over the last year and extrapolating
to a L0-year period with both potential growth rates.
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Table 3 shows the estimated impacts of data centers 10 years out with and without the incentives and

(in the final column) the difference in year ten.

Table 3. Summary of One-Year Total Economic lmpact of Data Centers in Georgia (2021 dollars)*

Data Center Construction Jobs 1,630 160 L,470
Data Center Consffuction Pay & Benefits 5111,400,000 511,100,000 5L00,300,000
Data Center Construction Output 5262,400,000 526,200,000 5236,200,000

with
lncentives

Renewed

Without lncentives

Renewed

Gained lmpacts

with lncentives

Renewed

10th Year 1't Round Direct Effects

Data Center Operation Jobs 5,570 3,690 l_,880

Data Center Operation Pay & Benefits 5441,300,000 5292,300,000 S149,000,000
Data Center Operation Output S1,917,100,000 S1,270,i.00,000 S647,000,000
10th Year 2nd Round Indirect Effects

Data Center Construction Supported

Jobs
1,150 r20 1,030

Data Center Construction Supported Pay

& Benefits
s67,200,000 56,700,000 S60,500,000

Data Center Construction Supported

Output
S2o7,soo,ooo s20,800,000 s186,700,000

Data Center Operation Supported Jobs 28,350 L8,780 9,570

Data Center Operation Supported Pay &

Benefits
S1,710,200,000 S1,133,000,000 5577,200,000

Data Center Operation Supported

Output
56,052,300,000 54,009,700,000 52,042,600,000

Total lmpact

TotalJobs lmpact in Georgia 36,700 22,75O 13,950

Total Pay & Benefit lmpact in Georgia $2,330,100,000 51,443,100,000 5887,000,000

Total Output lmpact in Georgia s8,439,300,000 s5,326,900,000 s3,112,500,000
* Amounts may not sum due to rounding.
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About Mangum Economics, LLC

Mangum Economics, LLC is a Richmond, Virginia based firm that specializes in producing objective
quantitative and qualitative analysis in support of strategic decision making. Much of our recent work
relates to lT & Telecom lnfrastructure (data centers, terrestrial and subsea fiber), Renewable Energy,

Economic Development, and Tax and Regulatory Policy. Examples of our work include:

The lmpoct of Dato Centers on the Arizona Economy, 2021;

Potentiol lmpact of the Development of the Offshore Wind Energy lndustry on Hompton Roads

ond Virginio,2O2O;

The Potential lmpact of a Dota Center lncentive in Moryland,2020;

The lmpoct ol Data Centers on the Stote and Locol Economies of Virginia, 2016, 2O!8, and 2O2O;

Opportunities for Southside Virginia to Porticipate in the Cloud Economy,2019;

The Economic ond Fiscol Contribution thot Doto Centers Moke to Virginia: Spotlight on Prince

Williom County, 2018; and

The Potentiol lmpoct of o Dota Center lncentive in lllinois,2OLS.

POLICY ANALYSIS

ldentify the intended and, more importantly, unintended consequences of proposed legislation and

other policy initiatives.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AND RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSES

Measure the economic contribution that business, education, or other enterprises make to their
localities.

CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Use occupation and industry clusters to illuminate regional workforce and industry strengths and
identify connections between the two.

The Project Team

David Zorn, Ph.D.

Director -Technology & Special Projects Reseorch

A. Fletcher Mangum, Ph.D

Founder and CEO

Martina Arel, M.B.A.

Director - Economic Development & Renewable Energy

4207 Dominion Boulevord, Suite 774

Glen Allen, Virginio 23060

804-346-8446

www. m a n o u m e co n o m i cs. co m
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Executive Summary

Phoenix has a large, rapidly growing data center market. The data center development around the city
has fostered the development of a strong tech workforce with rapidly growing employment and wages

We estimate that in 2020 data centers in Arizona directly provided approximately:
. 2,020 construction jobs,

. 5132.4 million in associated construction pay and benefits,

. 530 full-time-equivalent data center operations jobs,

. 542 million in associated data center employee pay and benefits, and

. 5539.1 million in economic output from construction and operations combined.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects that direct investment generated, we estimate that the
total impact on Arizona from data centers in 2020 was approximately:

. 7,470 jobs (including 80 jobs outside of the Phoenix area),

. 5460.2 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S1.5 billion in economic output.

Arizona offers qualifying data centers a transaction privilege and use tax exemption on qualifying

equipment as an incentive to encourage data center investment and jobs in the state. Even with this

exemption in place, data centers pay millions of dollars in state and local taxes. ln addition to the taxes

paid directly by data centers, local governments and the State of Arizona collect tax revenue from the

secondary indirect economic activity that data centers generate. We estimate that in 2020, data centers

directly and indirectly generated a minimum of S85 million in state and local tax revenue in Arizona. This

is an underestimate of the true state and localtax revenue associated with the industry because we lack

sufficient data to properly estimate several important sources of tax revenue.

At the local level, data centers provide far more in county or city tax revenue than they and their
employees demand in localgovernment services. ln other markets, data centers have been estimated to
generate between 58 and $fZ in local tax revenue for every dollar local governments spend on public

services for employees and their families. This has enabled local governments to keep residential
property taxes up to 20 percent lower than would be the case absent data center revenue.

Data center tax incentives have been shown not to burden state coffers. ln June of 2079, Virginia's Joint

Legislative Audit and Review Commission found that 90 percent of the data center investment made by

the companies that received the sales and use tax exemption would have occurred in other states

except for the exemption. ln fact, in 20L7, the data center tax incentive in Virginia generated $f .Og of
State tax revenue for every dollar that it exempted.

Arizona is one of 33 states that offer incentives for data centers that locate or expand in their states

Several states have recently added, enhanced, or renewed their incentives to remain competitive.

/\i i; {,il..1 lj.ri i i,,1i'., ll.lrrir'i 2
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Introduction to Data Centers in Arizona

The pandemic has reminded us that there are viruses that are more threatening than those that damage

our hard drives. ln order to socially distance for public health reasons and yet still remain productive, we

have demanded more of our digital infrastructure. Data centers enable schools at every level to
continue education online. Data centers provide mission-criticaltechnology that enables

communications for emergency 9LL systems and hospitals. Hospitals, clinics, doctors' offices, health

insurers, and patients rely on data centers to store, transmit, and secure medical records and images.

Medical researchers store, process, analyze, and access enormous volumes of information in data

centers in the search for vaccines and treatments. We go to work on virtual private networks, remotely

accessing confidential documents and customized software in the cloud. Conferences now exist almost

exclusively through webinars, Face-to-face business meetings still take place, but mostly they are only

head-and-shoulders video collaborations.

Data centers are more than just the warehouses for our digital lives. They are also the generators of
much of the interactive digital content that we use. Data centers are home to the artificial intelligence

that gives us personalized shopping recommendations, helps us with on-the-move driving directions,

tries to match us with people with similar interests, offers us digital grocery coupons, and informs us

about status of our bank accounts and internet service.

ln2OI2,lBM published an estimatethat 90 percent of alldata have been created in the lasttwoyears.l
ln other words, in 20L2, the total amount of data was increasing by ten times every two years. At that
rate, from 2010 to 2020 the total amount of data increased by L00,000 times. Now consider that the
IBM estimate was made prior to the widespread adoption of commercial connected sensors and smart

consumer appliances. The dramatic expansion of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and

augmented reality are all putting ever-increasing demands on data centers. The development, growth,

and evolution of these advanced technologies now means that data is creating its own data. So, it is
quite likely that the rate of growth of data is far greater than in 20L2. We have not yet reached "peak

data center."

ln addition, with the rollout of 5G technology to wireless networks, the shape of the industry is

changing. Edge data centers that are relatively smallerthan large cloud data centers are sited near

places where people congregate and move. However, edge data centers will not become substitutes for
large enterprise data centers or cloud data centers. lnstead, edge data centers will be constructed as a

complement to large data centers as the data center industry continues to grow and evolve to meet the
demands of new technology.

Data centers have emerged as leading innovators at the forefront of increasing operational efficiency in

the use of energy and water.2 Among other innovations, data centers have used digitization, advanced

1 David Greer, "system z Helps Address the Data Analytics Power Crunch," IBM Systems magazine, April 2012.
2 https://www.osti.eov/servlets/purl/L372902/

3
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sensors, and machine learning (within data centers) to dramatically reduce energy and water
consumption. For example, Google has been able to reduce the amount of energy used for cooling in its

data centers by up to 40 percent, reducing overall energy usage in its data centers by 15 percent on top
of previous efficiency enhancements.3 Data center companies have also made large commitments to the
purchase of energy from renewable sources. For utility companies to move to different and initially
costlier sources of renewable power, they need this kind of commitment to provide a stable demand to
ensure that the large upfront investments that are required are financially sustainable.

This report quantifies the significant contribution that this dynamic and rapidly evolving industry makes

to the state of Arizona.
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF DATA CENTERS IN ARIZONA

Arizona provides an excellent location for data centers. The risk of environmental and natural disasters

is low, open land is abundantly available, utility prices are relatively low, and there is a well-established
pool of skilled tech workers.

THE UPWARD TREND IN ARIZONA'S TECH LABOR MARKET

Figure L shows the trend in private sector statewide data processing employment from 2001through
2019. Data processing employment in Arizona generally declined between 2001 and 2009, but it has

since escalated rapidly to 10,203 jobs in 2019. That change to the uptrend in employment coincides with
2013, the year that Arizona implemented its data center incentive to make the state more competitive

with other states in attracting data centers.

Figure 1. Data Processing Private Sector Employment -z}Otto 20194 (red line indicates enactment of
data center incentive)
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Research has shown that data centers share the poolfor high-tech laborwith industries such as

architecture, engineering, computer system design, software, telecommunications, scientific research &

a Data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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development, and technical consulting. The existence of a vibrant data center market helps to attract
talent that supports all of these important industries.

The increase in data processing employment in Arizona is not just the result of a general overall

nationwide increase in tech employment in the United States. Figure 2 shows the ratio of the
percentage of Arizona workers in data processing to the percentage of U.S. workers nationwide in data

processing. When this ratio (known as the location quotient) is above L, Arizona has a greater

concentration of tech workers than the U.S. as a whole. Figure 2 shows that since 2013 the

concentration of tech workers in Arizona has been 40 percent or more greaterthan in the nation overall.

Figure 2. Arizona's Concentration of Data Processing Employment Relative to the U.S, Nationwide

Concentration of Data Processing Employment- 2001 to 2019s (red line indicates enactment of data

center incentive)
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As with the overall employment statistics, the dramatic change in the concentration of tech workers in

Arizona in 2013 coincides with the year that Arizona implemented its data center incentive. lt is

reasonable to conclude that the data center incentive has helped to create a significant and unusually

strong labor market for skilled tech workers in the state. A strong tech labor market is important for
attracting businesses in many industries from advanced manufacturing to machine learning.

5 Data Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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One of the key characteristics of the data center industry is that it is extremely capital-intensive (a high

capital to labor ratio).6 The industry employs a relatively small number of highly skilled and highly paid

professionals to operate and maintain a very large amount of very expensive equipment, Therefore, it is

useful to also look at trends in private sector average annual wages in the industry.

Figure 3 illustrates how the data center industry pays wages that are much higher than the average

across all industries and how those wages have grown rapidly over time. Between 2001 and 2019 the

average weekly private sector wage in the data center industry in Arizona grew from 5814 to St,866 - a

129 percent increase. ln comparison, overthesame period average privatewages across all industries in

Arizona went from 5638 to S1,029 - an increase of 6L percent. ln other words, over the L9-year period,

the average private sector employee of an Arizona data center saw their gross income go up twice as

fast as the average private sector employee in Arizona.

Figure 3. Trends in Average Weekly Private Sector Wage in Arizona - ?:OOL to 20197 (red line indicates

enactment of data center incentive)
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This combination of rapidly rising employment and rapidly rising wages make data centers one of

Arizona's most high-performing lines of business and an important (and growing) contributor to a strong

and robust state economy.

6 As indicated below, for everyjob inside a data center, there are 6.5 jobs created in the Arizona economy (not including
construction jobs).
7 Data Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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THE UPWARD TREND IN THE PHOENIX DATA CENTER MARKET

Figure 4 shows the 14 largest data center markets in the United States. The area of each circle indicates

the relative amount of power capacity (MW labeled in black)8 in each market.

Figure 4. Relative Sizes of Largest Data Center Markets (megawatts of power capacity) -202Oe
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What the national map obscures is how the how the data center landscape has changed over time. The

data center market in the Phoenix area has grown dramatically in the last severalyears. Since 2015, the

amount of data center capacity in the Phoenix area has increased by 170 percent. Only Northern Virginia

has grown at a faster rate (190 percent), and the only other major market that comes close to Phoenix in

growth is Austin-San Antonio (154 percent growth). After that, the market with the next fasted growth

rate is Dallas (73 percent).

Data centers in Phoenix are increasingly an alternative location for data centers in California, especially

southern California. According to JLL, Los Angeles has the same data center capacity in 2O2O that it had

in 2015 (zero percent growth).

8 Power capacity is frequently used as a measure of data center size.
s JLL, Data Center Outlook, United Stotes, HI 2020. This chart does not include the 902 MW of data center capacity planned for
the Phoenix market described below.
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Figure 5 shows the increase in data center capacity (measured in megawatts of lT capacity) in the
Phoenix area. The graph captures the growth in the Phoenix data center market since the enactment of
the data center incentive in 2013. ln only five years, data center capacity almost tripled in Phoenix,

Figure 5. Growth in the Size of the Data Center Market in the Phoenix Area - 2015 to 202010
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ADDITIONAL NEAR-TERM DATA CENTER DEVELOPMENT

The data center market in Phoenix is expected to continue to grow at an extraordinarily fast pace.

According to JLL, in addition to the 303 MW of data center capacity already in Phoenix, 24 MW of data

center capacity were under construction at the end of 2020 and 250 MW more of data center capacity is

planned for the area. Some examples of planned projects include:
. Compass Datacenters' construction of a 242 MW data center on 190 acres of land in Goodyear,ll
. Google's plan for a one-billion-dollar data center in Mesa,12

. Stack lnfrastructure's plan for a L50 MW data center on 79 acres in Avondale,l3

. Stream Data Centers' plan to build a 350 MW data center campus on L57 acres in Goodyear,la

and
. Vantage Data Centers' plan for a 160 MW data center campus on 50 acres of land in Goodyear.ls

10 Data Sources: JLL. This chart does not include the data center capacity planned for the Phoenix market described below.
11 Compass Datacenters, Phoenix Data Centers.
12 Steve Burks, 'Here are Arizona's " azbigmedia.com, December 3,2019.
13 Alex Alley, "Stack to build 150MW data center in Phoenix, Arizona," datacenterdynamics.com, June 3, 2020.
14 Stream Data Centers, Booming in The Desert: Stream Commissions New Phoenix Data Center, October t3,2O2O.
1s Vantage Data Centers, Vantage Data Centers Expands to Phoenix Market with 50-acre Land Purchase; Plans to Build 160MW
Campus, January 8, 2OL9.
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Data Center Demand for Renewable Energy Developments

Data centers have emerged as a driving force in the transition to clean energy sources. According to a
recent analysis by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce the average data center spends about S7.4 million a
year on energy costs. That high demand for electricity has made data centers increasingly sensitive to how

the electricity they use is produced and also how they can reduce energy usage through greater efficiency.

For example, Apple, Amazon Web Services, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft, the five largest hyperscale

enterprise data center operators in the U.S., have all publicly committed to sourcing 100 percent of their
power needs from renewable energy as a way to reduce their environmental impact and in some cases

have already met that objective. ln addition, major colocation providers such as Aligned, Digital Reality,

lron Mountain, and QTS are also making great strides in moving toward L00 percent renewable energy

sourcing.

Data centers have also been at the forefront of innovations in energy efficiency. Google, for example,

recently unveiled a carbon-intelligent computing platform that will reduce the company's carbon

footprint by better aligning computing workloads to those times during the day when renewable energy

is most readily available on the grid. ln an example of even more out-of-the-box thinking, one large

software company is experimenting with the use of unmanned underwater data centers and the results

of those experiments show much promise. ln addition to reduced cooling costs, the company has found

that filling the unmanned, underwater data center with nitrogen'instead of air reduces server failure to
one-eighth of the norm for terrestrial data centers, thereby further reducing costs.

For reasons of both corporate responsibility and economic self-interest data centers are leaders in the

transition to renewable energy and in pioneering innovative new methods for improving energy

efficiency.
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The lmpact of Data Centers on the Arizona State Economy

The construction and ongoing operation of data centers in Arizona has large effects on the state

economy. ln this section, we estimate the economic impact that data centers have on the Phoenix-

Mesa-Chandler MSA, where most data center activity has occurred, as well as on the impact on the state

of Arizona overall. To empirically evaluate the statewide and regional economic impact attributable to
data centers, we employ a commonly used regional input-output economic impact model called

IMPLAN.15

Regional input-output economic impact modeling measures the ripple effects that an expenditure
generates as it makes its way through the economy. For this report, spending on and by data centers in

Arizona has a direct economic impact on the state economy in terms of people hired as data center

employees, employee pay and benefits, and economic activity in the region for utilities, construction,

and equipment. That direct spending by the data centers creates the first ripple of economic activity.

As data center employees and businesses (like construction contractors for data centers, power

companies that supply data centers, and data center equipment suppliers) spend the money that they
were paid by data center companies, they create another indirect ripple of economic activity that is part

ofthe second-round effects ofthe data center industry.

ILLUSTRATING THE INDIRECT IMPACT OF DATA CENTERS IN ARIZONA

Many Arizona businesses are part of the data center supply chain and exist primarily because of the
rapid growth of data centers in the state. These companies in turn generate economic activity and

growth for other businesses in Arizona. Table 1 shows some different Arizona businesses that are part of
the economic impact of data centers in the state. We are not endorsing, promoting, or commending the
businesses named in Table 1. We only refer to them as illustrations of some of the types of businesses

that are part of the second ripple effect of economic activity related to spending by data centers. And

the list is far from complete.

t
I

l:

1

.-."#n:

16 IMPLAN is produced by IMPLAN Group, LLC.
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Table 1. Some Arizona-Headquartered Businesses Serving Arizona Data CenterslT

American Cooling and Heating Gilbert
Design, installation, and service for data center cooling

systems

Company HQ City Line of Business

Bel-Aire Mechanical Phoenix HVAC and plumbing mechanical services

Buesing Corp Phoenix Civil engineering and earth moving

Crawford Mechanical Services Gilbert Cooling and commercial HVAC systems for data centers

Design, environmental control, critical power systems,

and HVAC solutions for data centers
DP Air Phoenix

DP Electric lnc. Tempe Electrical installation, service, and maintenance

LDP Associates Phoenix
Design, layout, and equipment selection services for

data centers

Serbin Studio Goodyear Data center design services

ServerllFT Phoenix
Equipment for the physical handling of rack-mounted lT

equipment

Solutions i3 Oro Valley

Data center consulting services for planning & pre-

design, power & cooling systems analysis, disaster

recovery, and storage & data protection

Southwest Portable Air Gilbert Portable, temporary cooling solutions for data centers

Titan Power Chandler
Power and air conditioning sales, installation and

service; data center planning, design, and engineering

United Metal Products Tempe

ln addition to the economic effects of the data center-to-other business transactions, there are also the
second-round economic effects associated with data center employee-to-business transactions that

ripple through local economies. These effects occur when data center employees buy groceries; pay

ren! go out for dinner, entertainment, or other recreation; pay for schooling in Arizona; or make other
local purchases. Additionally, there are the second-round economic effects of business-to-business

transactions between the direct data centers and their suppliers.

17 None ofthe companies named here were consulted for this report nor did they request to be included. They are included
based only on our own independent research. Again, this list is by no means comprehensive. lt is for illustration only.

Manufacturer of outside air energy recovery,

evaporative cooling, and multi-mode custom air

handlers
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The total impact is simply the sum of the first round direct and second round impacts. These categories

of impact are then further defined in terms of employment (the jobs that are created), labor income

(the pay and benefits associated with those jobs), and economic output (the total amount of economic

activity that is created in the economy).

p H o E N tx-M ESA-CHAN D LE R, AR rZO NA M ETRO pO LTTAN STAT|STt CAL AR EA ( MSA)

We estimate that the construction and operation of data centers in 2O2O in the Phoenix-Mesa-Chandler

MSA directly provided approximately:
o 2,020 construction jobs,

. S132.4 million in associated construction pay and benefits,

. 520 full-time-equivalent data center operations jobs,

. 541J million in associated data center employee pay and benefits, and

. 5536.1 million in economic output from construction and operations combined.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on the Phoenix-Mesa-Chandler MSA of the construction and operation of data centers in

2020 was a pproximately:

. 7,390 jobs,

. 5456.1 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S1-.5 billion in economic output.

Table 2. Economic lmpact of Data Centers in the Phoenix-Mesa-Chandler MSA in 2020 (2020 dollars)

Data Center Construction 2,020 s132,400,000 S332,200,OOO

1't Round Direct Effects Jobs Economic OutputPay

Data Center Operation 520 s41_,700,000 s203,900,000
2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effects

Data Center Construction L,47O s83,8oo,ooo s259,000,000

Data Center Operation 3,390 s199,200,000 s568,700,000

Total lmpact

Total Economic lmpact in the Phoenix-

Mesa-Chandler MSA
7,39O 5456,100,000 51,463,900,000
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ARIZONA STATEWIDE

We estimate that in 2020 data centers in Arizona directly provided approximately:
. 2,020 construction jobs,

. 5L32.4 million in associated construction pay and benefits,

. 530 full-time-equivalent data center operations jobs,

. 542 million in associated data center employee pay and benefits, and

. 5539.1 million in economic output from construction and operations combined

Taking into account the economic ripple effects generated by that direct impact, we estimate that the

total impact on Arizona from data centers in 2020 was approximately:
. 7 ,470 jobs (including 80 jobs outside of the Phoenix area),

. 5460.2 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S1.5 billion in economic output.

For every job inside a data center, there are 5.5 jobs created in the Arizona economy (not including

construction jobs),

The statewide numbers are slightly higher than the Phoenix MSA numbers for two reasons, First, there

are a few small data centers in the Tucson area. Those increase both the direct and indirect impacts.

Additionally, a small amount of the data center activity in the Phoenix area spills over to the rest of the

state creating some jobs, pay, and economic output outside of Maricopa and Pinal counties.

Table 3. Economic lmpact of Data Centers in Arizona in 2020 (2020 dollars)

Data Center Construction 2,020 5L32,400,000 S332,2OO,OOO

l't Round Direct Effects Jobs Pay Economic Output

Data Center Operation 530 s42,000,000 5206,900,000

2nd Round lndirect and lnduced Effects

Data Center Construction L,470 $84,300,000 s260,800,000

Data Center Operation 3,450 $201,500,000 s0s0,000,000

Total lmpact

Total Economic lmpact in Arizona 7,47A s460,200,000 $1,479,900,000

"onorrlA
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DATA CENTERS GENERATE STATE AND LOCAL TAXES EVEN WITH INCENTIVES

Data centers pay millions of dollars in state and local taxes, even in states that have sales and use tax

exemptions on some data center equipment. All data centers pay state employer withholding taxes,

utility taxes and other taxes which may include corporate income tax. At the local level, they pay real

estate taxes, tangible personal property taxes, business license taxes, and industrial utility taxes.

ln addition to the taxes that data centers pay directly, the economic activity that they generate also

results in additionaltax collections. Figure 6 illustrates the sources of tax revenues associated with data

centers. On the bottom row, many data centers in Arizona pay taxes directly to federal, state, and local

governments. On the second row, the employees and business suppliers that are paid directly by the

data centers also pay taxes; and, additionally, on the third row, the people and businesses that are paid

by the employees and suppliers of data centers pay taxes. All of these sources of tax revenue are

included in the tax revenue estimates described in this report.

Figure 5. Sources of Tax Revenue Associated with Data Centers
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STATEWIDE AND LOCAL TAX COLLECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DATA CENTERS

ln addition to the taxes paid directly by data centers, local governments and the State of Arizona collect

tax revenue from the secondary indirect and induced economic activity that data centers generate,

Table 4 shows our estimate of the tax revenues directly and indirectly generated by data centers

statewide in Arizona and in the Phoenix-Mesa-Chandler MSA in 2020 through that first round and

second round economic activity. However, we do not have data to fully estimate several important

sources ofstate and local tax revenue.

To the best of our knowledge, all operational data centers in Arizona are in Maricopa and Pima

Counties.ls Taxes owed for 2O2O on real property in those counties is available. Therefore, the S20

million estimate in the second column of Table 4 is a very solid estimate.

Taxes owed on business personal property in those counties is similarly available for enterprise data

centers and forcolocation data center landlords. However, it is not possible to obtain business personal

property taxes owed by the tenants of colocation data centers. Tax records show that in2O2O over $8

million in business personal property tax was paid by enterprise data centers and colocation data center

landlords. Based on our own research and proprietary modeling, we estimate that in 2020 colocation

tenants paid at least S10 million in business personal property tax. Therefore, the Stg million estimate

in the third column of Table 4 is an underestimate of the business personable property tax revenue

associated with data centers.

We are unable to estimate the amount of utility taxes that data centers pay to local governments and to
the State of Arizona. Utility rates vary by the amount of power purchased, and the amount of power

purchased varies significantly from region to region and facility to facility. Generally, newer facilities are

more energy efficient. We are not able to reliably model the amount of power used or the utility taxes

paid. However, we are confident that total local utility taxes exceed one million dollars annually and

state utility taxes exceed two million dollars annually.

Finally, we are unable to estimate the transaction privilege tax (TPT) on construction, which is probably

very significant. The way in which the numerous exemptions are crafted makes it impossible for us to

make a reasonable estimate of the amount of TPT paid on data center construction projects without

having an extensive level of detailed knowledge of each construction project.

Our input-output economic modeling allows us to estimate the state and localtax revenues generated

by data center employees, suppliers, and those people and businesses with whom they ffade. Those

estimates are provided in the fourth column of Table 4.

We estimate that in 2O2O data centers were directly and indirectly responsible for generating in excess

of 5S5 million in state and local tax revenue in Arizona.

18 There are a few small data centers in Pima County.
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Again, SgS million in state and localtax revenue is a vast underestimate of the actual tax revenue

generated by data centers in Arizona.

Table 4. 2020 Estimatable Tax Revenue Directly and lndirectly Generated by Data Centers in Arizona

Phoenix MSA/

Operations

Phase

520,000,000+ S18,000,000+ S12,000,000+ S1,000,000+ 551,000,000+

Region and

Phase

local Real

Estate Tax

Revenue

Local Business

Personal Property

Tax Revenue

lndirect Tax

Revenue

Utility Tax

Revenue

Total

Estimatable

Tax Revenue

Phoenix MSA/

Construction

Phase

s6,000,000+ SG,ooo,ooo+

Total for the
Phoenix MSA

55z,ooo,ooo+

Arizona

Outside the

Phoenix MSA/

Operations

Phase

s18,000,000+ $2,000,000+ s20,000,000+

Arizona

Outside the
Phoenix MSA/

Construction

Phase

s8,000,000+ SS,ooo,ooo+

Total for
Arizona

Outside of the

Phoenix MSA

$zg,ooo,ooo+
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GENERAL CONTRIBUTION TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT BUDGETS

Because the data centers spend far more on capital equipment and utilities than they do on full-time, in-

house employees, they provide a large amount of property tax revenue for local governments.

Additionally, the industry also places downward pressure on overall tax rates, thereby improving the
locality's business climate and economic attractiveness.

An important and relatively unusual characteristic of the computer servers and switches that are housed

in data centers affects how data centers make unusually large and consistent contributions to local

government revenues via business personal property taxes. Unlike most business personal property that
has a useful life of 10 years or more, data center personal property is replaced on a 3- to 5-year cycle.

This means that 20 to 30 percent of the computer equipment in data centers is never more than one

year old and it is on the tax rolls at close to its fair market value. So, the business personal property tax

revenues associated with data centers do not diminish to the same extent that the business personal

property does in other industrial and commercial businesses.

High Local Benefit-to-Cost Ratio that Reduces the Tax Burden on Local Residents

Data centers provide a high benefit-to-cost ratio in terms of the tax revenue they generate relative to
the government services that they and their employees require. For local governments, data centers
provide high amounts of consistent property tax revenue while placing few demands on local

government services, like schools and emergency services, and imposing few burdens like traffic
congestion on local neighborhoods,

By way of illustration, in a study on the effect of data centers on the state of Virginia we were able to
quantify the benefit-to-cost ratio of data centers for local governments.le We provide these statistics

from Virginia localities because they illustrate what is likely to be true in localities in Arizona.

Loudoun County, Prince William County, and Henrico County are home to the most significant

concentrations of data centers in Virginia. County staff in those localities were able to provide us with

detailed data on the tax revenue generated by data centers in each locality from real and business

personal property taxes.20 As a result, we are able to use those data in combination with data from

other sources to compute the benefit-to-cost ratio associated with the data center industry in each

locality. As shown in Table 5, the benefit-to-cost ratios that we calculated in that study ranged from 8.5

to L up to 17.8 to 1.

1s Mangum Economics, The lmpact of Dato Centers on the State and Local Economies ol Virginia, 2020.
20 lt should be noted that, of necessity, these estimates exclude BPOL and other local taxes that also apply to the data center
industry. As a result, the revenue estimates provided almost certainly under-estimate the actual local tax revenues generated
by data centers.
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Table 5. Estimated Benefit-to-Cost Ratio Associated with the Data Center lndustry and Employees in 2018

Henrico County, VA s3,784,000 5442,ooo 8.6

Estimated Tax
Revenue (Benefit)

Estimated Budgetary
Cost

Benefit/Cost RatioLocality

Loudoun County, VA s265,523,000 SL7,672,000 L5.1

Prince William County,
VA 535,802,000 52,oo6,ooo L7.8

These benefit-to-cost ratios mean that data centers provide local tax revenues that would otherwise

need to be supplied by increases in residential property taxes or increases in taxes on other types of
businesses to maintain the same level of public services. ln our Virginia report, we had data from the

county governments that showed that local residential tax rates would have had to increase anywhere

from one to 21" percent in order to make up for revenue that was otherwise supplied by data centers.
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Data Center lncentives in Arizona

Qualified data center facilities and their qualified tenants in Arizona can qualify for a limited duration

exemption from state and local transaction privilege and use taxes (TPT) on computer equipment and

other equipment essential to the operation of the computer equipment. ln order to qualify for a lO-year

TPT abatement, data centers must make capital investments of at least SS0 million over 5 years. ln order

to qualify for a 20-year TPT abatement, data centers must invest at least SZOO million over 5 years. Such

qualified data centers are called certified data centers. The program is administered by the Arizona

Commerce Authority (ACA). The ACA reported that between 2007 and 2019, certified data centers had

invested more than $g.g bittion in qualifying expenditures.2l The list of companies with qualifying data

centers contains 25 names. Businesses may own more than one certified data center. The incentive is

scheduled to sunset in2O23.

THE INCENTIVE HELPS ATTRACT DATA CENTERS THAT DO NOT QUALIFY FOR IT

Data centers tend to cluster, with smaller data centers often locating adjacent to larger data centers.

One certified data center that is attracted by the incentive can attract other data centers to take

advantage of the fiber and power infrastructure established to support the qualifying data center.22

They also benefit from the entire workforce and supply chain established to support the large data

centers. Some of these follow-on data centers will be smaller than the larger data center projects that
qualified for the tax incentive and may, themselves, not initially achieve the investment and job creation

thresholds required to receive tax benefit from the state. lndustry sources estimate that for every

Arizona certified data center, there are roughly two data centers in Arizona that are not certified.

ln this way, the incentive yields more data center investment than is measured by just counting the data

centers that qualify for the incentive. Arizona's data center tax incentive plays an important role in

attracting new data centers to the state and in keeping them from moving to other states.

LARGE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES DEPEND ON RENEWAL OF THE INCENTIVE

As noted at the beginning ofthis report, there appears to be strong evidence that Arizona's data center

incentive has contributed to the strong growth of data centers in the state. lt is important to keep in

mind that potential colocation tenants who are considering where to make a capital investment will

want to choose a location where they can confidently predict their tax liability years into the future.

Data centers are often expanded over time, so potential tenants will want certainty that they can grow

and expand in a chosen location with a favorable tax environment. ln the next section we show that

data centers have many options when considering favorable tax climates.

21 This is the amount of investment reported to the ACA by certified data centers in order to document the minimum
investment that they need to make to qualify for the certification. lt is not the full amount of investment made by certified data
center in Arizona. Arizona's incentive was enacted in 2013, but data centers could qualify with Sz50 million of investment after
2007.
22 https://www.datacenterknowledge.com/industrv-perspectives/finding-strength-numbers-data-center-clustering-effect
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National Context for Arizona lncentives

Arizona is one of 33 states that offer incentives to attract data centers to locate in their states, Figure 8

highlights the states with data center incentives.23

Figure 8. States with Data Center lncentives

ln 2020,ldaho and Maryland became the latest states to add new data center incentives. Many

Maryland legislators saw the enactment of a data center incentive as important for providing sufficient

local tax revenue to fund public school reforms. ldaho legislators believed that their state was losing out
on rural data center developments even though the state has climate and power cost advantages over

other northwestern states.

ln June of 2OIg,lllinois added a new data center incentive.2a Although the Chicago area is one of the
largest data center markets in the United States, it was not keeping pace with the growth of data

centers in the markets of Northern Virginia, Dallas, and Phoenix - all located in states that provide

incentives to attract data center investment. Additionally, lllinois was failing to attract data centers to
the more rural parts of the state, while several large data centers had located across the border in rural

lowa, which has an incentive. The neighboring state of lndiana also strengthened its incentives in June

23 ln addition to the 33 states that have active specific incentives for data centers, four of the other states have tax policies that
are beneficial to data centers. Alaska and New Hampshire have no statewide sales tax; Delaware has no state property or sales
tax; and Kansas has no state property tax on equipment.
2a Ally Marotti. "Data center boosters hope new tax incentives 'stop the bleedins,' keep tech sites in lllinois," Chicago Tribune,
June 20L9.
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20L9 by adding a sales and use tax exemption for data centers to its existing targeted property tax

exemption.2s Developers are hoping to attract data centers to the lndiana suburbs of Chicago.

The competition among states for data centers is significant, and data centers pay close attention to the
business climate in various states when making location decisions. States with existing incentives revise

and extend them from time to time to make them more attractive. ln May of 2OL8, Georgia expanded its

data center tax incentive to include colocation data centers. Days after the governor of Georgia signed

the bill into law, the colocation provider Switch announced plans to begin construction on a one million

square foot data center campus in Atlanta.2s Earlier this year, bills were introduced in the Pennsylvania

state legislature to expand data center incentives that were enacted in 2016.27 After lllinois enacted a

data center incentive, lndiana revised its data center incentive to lengthen the amount of time that Iarge

data centers could receive that state's incentive.2s ln 2016, Virginia extended its tax incentive to 2035 to
provide data centers with more certainty and predictability.

NEW JERSEY PROVES TAX CHANGES CHASE AWAY DATA CENTERS

New Jersey is debating adding an incentive. There is a growing realization that the New York-New Jersey

region lost its lead in the data center market to Northern Virginia, at least in part because New Jersey is

not competitive with other markets on taxes.2e

An even more dramatic illustration of the sensitivity of data centers to tax changes is the way in which

data centers showed their mobility in response to a potential increase in taxes in New Jersey. ln the

summer of 2020, some elected state officials proposed imposing a 2ihoorh of one percent or a 1/100th

of one percent tax on financial transactions processed in data centers located in New Jersey.30 ln the fall

of 2020, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) ran its financial transactions out of its data center in

Chicago for five days to practice for any possible relocation of the market to data centers out of New

Jersey. The Governor of Texas was involved in attempting to attract Nasdaq to data centers in Dallas, the

second largest data center market in the United States.

2s Dan Carden. "fax incentives tor " The Times, April 2019.
26 Switch. "e eoreia Governor N ."
27 General Assemblv of Pennsvlvania, House Bill 1.088, Session of 2018.
28Alex Brown. "GovernorSiens Data Center lncentive Bill," lnside Indiano Business,June 2019.
2e "Twenty years ago, New Jersey probably led the country and data center space, but we haven't moved the needle at all in 20
years." - Gil Santaliz, NJFX "New Jersey was once a hotbed of data center activity, with thriving markets for colocation and
financial data centers. The state maintains a substantial and strategically important data center community, but the hottest
leasing action has shifted elsewhere, primarily to Northern Virginia." - Data Center Frontier, 1,/28/20 "There is a bill being
looked at, and it looks very similar to the broad strokes of what you see in Virginia." - Santaliz
30 AIex Alley, "NYSE and Nasdaq threaten to leave New Jersev if transaction tax goes ahead," datacenterdynamics.com, October
20,2020.
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WASHINGTON STATE HAS PROVEN THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INCENTIVES

Washington State is home to the corporate headquarters of several large tech companies. ln 2OO7 ,

Washington's Attorney General ruled the state's data center incentives invalid. Several companies

immediately halted construction on data center facilities in rural Quincy, Washington. One subsequently

chose to move its data center operations to Texas. Several large companies also have cited state and

local taxes as an important consideration in their decisions to construct new data center facilities in

Oregon.

Washington's data center incentives were legislatively re-enacted in 2010, sparking a construction boom

and up to 52 billion in new private investment in the state. But, in 201L the incentives lapsed, which

once again halted data center growth in Washington and was associated with S1 billion in new data

center investment by Adobe and Apple in Oregon. ln 20t2, Washington again re-enacted their data

center incentives, only to fail to reauthorize them in 20L4. At least one major software company cited

that lack of reauthorization as a motivating factor in its decision to build a new Sl.L billion data center in

lowa. Washington then re-enacted its data center incentives yet again in July 2015. The current

incentive is only available in rural counties. This restriction in Washington has led to a boom in the

colocation data center market in the suburbs of Portland, Oregon, just across the border from

Washington State.3l The state is debating revising the incentive again to remove the restriction to rural

cou nties.32

DATA CENTER INCENTIVES DO NOT DIMINISH STATE TAX REVENUES

With so many states offering data center incentives, state tax incentives intended to attract data centers

do not diminish state tax revenues. This is because data centers can generally find good conditions for

their operations in one of the many states that offer data center incentives, and they can avoid states

that do not offer incentives. Without the incentives, states will not receive any tax revenue from data

centers that locate in otherstates that have incentives. This is true even in Arizona.

ln June of 2019, Virginia's Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission ULARC) published an

evaluation of the state's data center incentive using confidentialtax information that is not publicly

available.33

JLARC found that 90 percent of the data center investment made by the companies that received the

sales and use tax exemption would not have occurred in the state of Virginia without the incentive.

lnstead, that 90 percent of data center investment would have occurred in states other than Virginia

that offertax incentives. So, the "cost" ofthe State data center incentive is only L0 percent ofthe

31 Washington State Department of Commerce, State of the Data Center lndustrv An Analvsis of Washinqton's Competitiveness
In This Fast-Growino Hiqh-Tech Field. January 20L8.
32 The Herald Editorial Board. 'Editorial: Tax bre " HeraldNet, March 2018.
33 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, Doto Center ond Manufacturing lncentives, Economic Development lncentives
Evaluotion Sen?s. June 17,2019.
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amount of State sales tax revenue exempted. Using the confidential tax information, JLARC estimated

the economic and government budgetary impact of Virginia's data center sales and use tax exemption.3a

Our latest Virginia data center report shows in detail how JLARC determined that in 2017 (the latest year

for which data was available at the time) data centers generated $+.2 milllon more state tax revenue

from construction and suppliers than the amount of sales and use tax exempted by Virginia's data

center incentive.3s ln 20L7, the State took in St.Og in state tax revenue from data center-related activity

for every S1 of potential state tax revenue that was exempted from qualifying data centers.

34 Appendix N: Results of economic and revenue impact analvses.
3s Mangum Economics, The tmpact of Dota Centers on the State and Local Economies of Virginio, 2020. AIso, see Appendix N:
Results of Economic ond Revenue lmpact Analvses.
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Conclusion

Phoenix has a large, rapidly growing data center market. The data center development around the city

has fostered the development of a strong tech workforce with rapidly growing employment and wages.

We estimate that in 2020 data centers in Arizona directly provided approximately:
. 2,O2O construction jobs,

. 5132.4 million in associated construction pay and benefits,

. 530 full-time-equivalent data center operations jobs,

. 542 million in associated data center employee pay and benefits, and

. 5539.1 million in economic output from construction and operations combined.

Taking into account the economic ripple effects that direct investment generated, we estimate that the
total impact on Arizona from data centers in 2020 was approximately:

. 7,470 jobs (including 80 jobs outside of the Phoenix area),

. 5460.2 million in associated employee pay and benefits, and

. S1.5 billion in economic output.

Arizona offers qualifying data centers a transaction privilege and use tax exemption on qualifying

equipment as an incentive to encourage data center investment and jobs in the state. Even with this

exemption in place, data centers pay millions of dollars in state and local taxes. ln addition to the taxes

paid directly by data centers, local governments and the State of Arizona collect tax revenue from the
secondary indirect economic activity that data centers generate. We estimate that in 2020, data centers

directly and indirectly generated a minimum of $85 million in state and localtax revenue in Arizona. This

is an underestimate of the true state and local tax revenue associated with the industry because we lack

sufficient data to properly estimate several important sources of tax revenue.

At the local level, data centers provide far more in county or city tax revenue than they and their
employees demand in local government services. ln other markets, data centers have been estimated to
generate between 58 and StZ in localtax revenue for every dollar local governments spend on public

services for employees and their families. This has enabled local governments to keep residential
property taxes up to 20 percent lower than would be the case absent data center revenue.

Data center tax incentives have been shown not to burden state coffers. ln June of 2079, Virginia's Joint

Legislative Audit and Review Commission found that 90 percent of the data center investment made by

the companies that received the sales and use tax exemption would have occurred in other states

except for the exemption. ln fact, in 20L7, the data center tax incentive in Virginia generated $f .Og ot
State tax revenue for every dollar that it exempted.

Arizona is one of 33 states that offer incentives for data centers that locate and expand in their states.

Several states have recently added, enhanced, or renewed their incentives to remain competitive.
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About Mangum Economics, LLC

Mangum Economics, LLC is a Richmond, Virginia based firm that specializes in producing objective

quantitative and qualitative analysis in support of strategic decision making. Much of our recent work

relates to lT & Telecom lnfrastructure (data centers, terrestrial and subsea fiber), Renewable Energy,

Economic Development, and Tax and Regulatory Policy. Examples of our work include:

. Potentiol Impoct of the Development of the Offshore Wind Energy Industry on Hampton Roods

and Virginio, 2020;

. The Potential lmpoct of a Dota Center lncentive in Maryland,2O2O;

. The lmpoct of Doto Centers on the Stote ond Locol Economies of Virginia,2016,2OI8, and 2020;

. Opportunities for Southside Virginia to Participote in the Cloud Economy,2OI9;

. The Economic and Fiscal Contribution thot Dota Centers Moke to Virginio: Spotlight on Prince

Williom County, 2018; and

. The Potentiol lmpact of a Dato Center lncentive in lllinois,ZOLS.

POLICY ANALYSIS

ldentify the intended and, more importantly, unintended consequences of proposed legislation and

other policy initiatives.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AND RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSES

Measure the economic contribution that business, education, or other enterprises make to their
localities.

CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Use occupation and industry clusters to illuminate regional workforce and industry strengths and
identify connections between the two.

The Project Team

David Zorn, Ph.D.

Economist

A, Fletcher Mangum, Ph.D

Founder and CEO

Martina Arel, M.B.A.

Re se a rche r a nd Eco nom ic Deve lo p me nt S pecio I i st

Alexander Nikolov

Research Assistont
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_.3.�<-=3-79�<7-.3-�B59030/-�15=>@1.930=>�-h-<39�5=�15<.1�<5EE;=030-9A�l;0180=>�=-?�8.3.�<-=3-79�<7-.3-9�E57-�8-E.=8�657�-eB.=80=>�.=8�;B>7.80=>�15<.1�75.89C�B5?-7C�?.3-7C�.=8�9-?.>-�9493-E9A�_.3.�<-=3-79�.195�9B-=8�3,-07�5?=�7-95;7<-9�35�37.0=�15<.1�?57:-79A�+,-9-�.99-39�7-E.0=�0=�3,-�<5EE;=034�.=8�2-=-f3�53,-7�15<.1�2;90=-99-9�.=8�7-908-=39A�Y03,�3,-9-�0EB75/-E-=39C�8.3.�<-=3-79�.337.<3�53,-7�8.3.�<-=3-79�.=8�2;90=-99-9�35�<5EE;=030-9A�m0:-�53,-7�0=8;9370-9C�8.3.�<-=3-79�3-=8�35�>75;B�35>-3,-7�>-5>7.B,0<.114�.=8�65115?�53,-79�.9�9--=�0=�X5157.85�iB70=>9C�n.1-0>,C�_-9�̀50=-9C�.=8�53,-7�B1.<-9�.<7599�3,-�<5;=374A�D=�opqr�.15=-C�253,�[BB1-�.=8�̂55>1-�,./-�B;7<,.9-8�1.=8�35�2;018�57�-eB.=8�8.3.�<-=3-79�0=�s-/.8.A�\;73,-7E57-C�8.3.�<-=3-79�E.:-�<,.703.21-�<5=3702;305=9C�B.73=-7�?03,�15<.1�-8;<.305=.1�0=9303;305=9C�.=8�9;BB573�15<.1�57>.=0k.305=9�35�2;018�9375=>-7�<5EE;=030-9A'��!��)�)#�"'���b�'��"c"���b"�!*�+,-�GLHLQOdSLIJ�ON�QFPKL�GFJF�RLIJLPM�JLIGM�JO�VFddLI�0=�93.>-9�?03,�5=>50=>�0=/-93E-=3�0=�<5=937;<305=�35�0=<7-.9-�<.B.<034A�[9�.�7-9;13C�15<.1�-<5=5E0-9�,./-�.880305=.1�0=t5?�0=/-93E-=39�.=8�B0B-10=-�B75u-<39�3,.3�B75E53-�-<5=5E0<�>75?3,A�\57�-e.EB1-C�̂55>1-�0=�opqv�.<w;07-8�.=53,-7�rx�.<7-9�0=�_.11-9C�W7->5=C�35�-eB.=8�039�f793�<57B57.3-�8.3.�<-=3-7�3,.3�?.9�2;013�.�8-<.8-�-.710-7A�+,-�=-?�-eB.=905=�09�-930E.3-8�35�2-�.BB75e0E.3-14�yvpp�E01105=C�270=>0=>�039�353.1�0=/-93E-=3�5=�8.3.�<-=3-79�0=�3,-�.7-.�35�yqAz�201105=A�i0E01.714C�3,-�[BB1-�.=8�\.<-255:�8.3.�<-=3-79�0=�]70=-/011-C�W7->5=C�,./-�275;>,3�5/-7�yq�201105=�0=�=-?�0=/-93E-=39C�?,0<,�,-1B-8�3,-�<5;=34{9�-<5=5E4�37.=90305=�675E�039�8-B-=8-=<-�5=�3,-�?558�B758;<39�0=8;9374A�+,-9-�B75u-<39�,./-�<7-.3-8�3,5;9.=89�56�<5=937;<305=�u529�3,.3�,-1B-8�]70=-/011-�35�7-8;<-�;=-EB154E-=3�675E�op|�8;70=>�3,-�7̂-.3�n-<-9905=�35�z|A�+,-�80/-790f<.305=�56�2;90=-99-9�,-1B9�1-99-=�15<.1�-<5=5E0-9{�8-B-=8-=<-�5=�.�B.730<;1.7�9-<357A
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